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Problems in Translating Collocations in Religious Texts in Light of the 

Contextual Theory 

By  

 Mariam Abu Shakra 

Supervisor  

 Professor Bader Dweik 

Abstract 

   This study aimed at investigating the most serious problems that 

translators face when rendering collocation in religious texts namely, the Holy 

Quran, the Hadith and the Bible in light of the contextual theory. The study raised 

the following questions: 

1- What problems do graduate students majoring in translation encounter when 

translating collocations in religious texts?  

2- What strategies do they employ in such translations? 

3- Are there any differences between the translation of professional translators 

and that of M.A translation students?  

To achieve the goals of the study, the researcher selected a purposive 

sample that comprised 35 students enrolled in the M.A translation programs in 

Petra, Yarmouk and the University of Jordan. The researcher also constructed a 

translation test that consisted of 45 contextually short sentences selected from the 

above-mentioned three religious texts and distributed as 15 sentences for each 

religious text.  
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The results of the study  revealed that (i) translators encountered 

difficulties in lexical and semantic collocations due to ignoring the context.(ii)  the 

strategies used by both  students and translators   were synonymy, generalization, 

deletion, paraphrasing and literal translation.(iii) the employed strategies were 

similar between professional translators and the students which resulted in 

making the same lexical and contextual errors. 

The study concluded that translators of religious texts should be deeply 

aware of the nature of lexical and metaphoric collocations, the disparities between 

Arabic concepts and beliefs and Western ones, and always take the context into 

consideration.  
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Chapter One 

Introduction 

1.1 Background of the Study: 

In any language, words always occur in the company of other words. A 

collocation is one type of relationship between certain words that have the tendency to 

co-occur regularly with other lexical items and form a lexical unit by which the meaning 

can be deduced from one of the components of the collocation.  

However, there are certain constraints that determine the relationship between 

words, which are likely to be combined in utterances to convey meaning. This meaning 

resulting from collocation is not simply a matter of associations of ideas but, according 

to Palmer (1986, p.79), is "idiosyncratic" and cannot be predictable from the meaning of 

the associated words. Palmer gives the example of "blond" as an adjective referring to 

color. It is highly restricted in its distribution. "Blond" is associated with hair and not 

with door even if the color of the door is blond. Therefore, there is blond hair but not 

blond door. 

The interest in the translation of collocations emerges from their vital role in 

language. On the one hand, they indicate language proficiency; on the other, their 

association plays a vital role organizing the relations within a text. They are "crucial to 

the interpretations of a text" (Halliday & Hasan, 1976, p.287).   

Accordingly, investigating collocations has been a major interest for 

researchers, (Newmark, 1988; Hafiz, 2002; Abu-Ssyadeh, 2007). They have been 

interested in studying the lexical relations between words that are likely to combine with 

one another. They have also emphasized the importance of collocations in translation, 

while suggesting that it is difficult to translate collocations from one language into 

another.  
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Newmark (1988) refers to the importance of collocations in translation as the 

"most important contextual factor as far as it usefully affects translation" (p.212). He 

further emphasizes this importance by describing collocations as the "nerves" of a text. 

"If grammar is the bones of the text, collocations are the nerves, more subtle and 

multiple and specific in denoting meaning, and lexis is the flesh" (p.213). 

Hafiz (2002) agrees on the important role collocations play in language and in 

translation. He adds that it is "important to understand the nature of lexical collocability 

so as to be able to determine which lexical combination should be entered in the 

reference work and which are not needed there" (p.95). He recognizes that collocations 

are considered by some linguists as a "problem" and by others as a "phenomenon" 

(p.96).  However, he indicates that the Arabic language is extremely rich in many forms 

of collocations and these are mostly combined on semantic bases. Hafiz gives the 

example of the Arabic collocation " �ΔѧϤϳήΟ�˯ήѧϜϧ� " "jar?�mah nakr?�?" whereby the noun 

"jar?�mah" " ��ΔѧϤϳήΟ "crime" collocates with the adjective "nakr?�?" "�˯ήѧϜϧ" "detestable" 

because of the semantic relationship between the meanings of the two words. He further 

emphasizes the urgent need for compiling a monolingual dictionary of Arabic 

collocations. He argues that such a dictionary would be of great benefit to translators, to 

foreign learners of Arabic and even to native speakers of Arabic.  

Similarly, Abu-Ssyadeh (2007) indicates that the "interest" and "awareness"  of 

research in the area of collocation is due to the significant role played by  collocations as 

"central to the process of foreign language learning and translation" (p.70). Therefore, 

collocational competence is of vital importance in translation and lack of this 

competence will evidently be a constant problem for translators.  

Halliday (1978) stresses the need for a look into The Context in which a text is 

produced while analyzing or interpreting a text. He points out that the real pressing 
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question here is "which kinds of situational factors determined which kinds of selection 

in the linguistic system?". Context here relates to the context of situation and context of 

culture, both of which "get into text by influencing the words and structures that text 

producers use" (p.32).  

Similarly, Farghal &Shunnaq (1999) consider the context as an "important 

notion in the process of translation and the type of equivalence that the competent 

translator opts for depends primarily on contextual factors" (p.9).  An example is taken 

from the Holy Quran to show the significant role played by the context in the translation 

of religious collocations. In the two examples below, the verb "?ibyya?�?�a" �˷ξ ˷͉ϴѧΑ·�� "  is 

translated differently into English depending on the relationship between the verb and 

the noun with which it collocates  and as specified by the context.  

 

Example 1:  (Yousuf, 12:84) 

�˲Ϣϴ˶ψ˴ϛ�˴Ϯ˵Ϭ˴ϓ�˶ϥ˸ΰ˵Τ˸ϟԼ�˴Ϧ˶ϣ�˵ϩΎ˴Ϩ˸ϴ˴ϋ�˸Ζ͉πϴ˴˸ΑԼ˴ϭ�˴ϒ˵γϮ˵ϳ�ϰ˴Ϡ˴ϋ�Իϰ˴ϔ˴γ˴́Ի˴ϳ�˴ϝΎ˴ϗ˴ϭ�˸Ϣ˵Ϭ˸Ϩ˴ϋ�Իϰ͉ϟ˴Ϯ˴Η˴ϭ" 

“wa tawall?�ll?� ?�ayn?�hu  wa q?�la y?� ?asaf?� ?�al?� y?�fufa wa ?ibyya?�?�at ?�ayn?�hu  minal-

?�uzn” 

In this example, the verb "?ibyya?�?�a" "�˷ξ ˷͉ϴѧΑ·" is defined literally in Hans Wehr   

(1974,p.85) as: to "turn white". However, in this example, it acquires a metaphorical 

sense when it collocates with the noun "?�yn?�hu" �˵ϩΎѧ˴Ϩ˸ϴ˴ϋ�� ". This metaphorical meaning 

which is completely different from the literal meaning of the verb, is specified by the 

context. The acquired meaning is interpreted by Al-Zamakhshari (2002, p.478) as: 

"becoming blind". 

The same verb acquires a totally different meaning when it collocates with 

another noun in a different context.   
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Example 2: (Al-'Imran, 3:107)      

  �˴ϥϭ˵Ϊ˶ϟΎ˴Χ�Ύ˴Ϭϴ˶ϓ�˸Ϣ˵ϫ�˶Ϫ͉ϠϟԼ�˶Δ˴Ϥ˸Σ˴έ�ϲ˶ϔ˴ϓ�˸Ϣ˵Ϭ˵ϫϮ˵Ο˵ϭ�˸Ζ͉π˴ϴ˸ΑԼ�˴Ϧϳ˶ά͉ϟԼ�Ύ͉ϣ˴˴ϭ" 

“wa ?ammal-lað?�n ?ibiyya?�?�at wuj?�huhum fafi ra?�matil-l?�h hum fih?� kh?�lid?�n”. 

In this example, the verb "?ibiyya?�?�at" " π˷ѧѧ˷͉ϴΑ·Ζ " collocates with the noun  

"wuj?�huhum" " �˵ϭ�˸Ϣ˵Ϭ˵ϫϮѧ˵Ο  to indicate according to Al-Zamakhshari (2002) that "their faces 

brightened" (p.391).  

  

In the two examples above, the verb"?ibyya?�?�a"  "�˷ξ ˷͉ϴѧΑ·" has to be translated 

within its cultural context and thus, cannot be translated literally. If the collocation 

"?ibiyya?�?�at wuj?�huhum" " ��ϢϫϮѧ˵Ο˵ϭ �Ζ˷πѧϴΑ"  is translated literally to readers  who are likely 

to have a different cultural background, the meaning will be distorted and collocation 

will lose its metaphorical sense. White faces in Arabic stand for purity whereas in 

English they indicate sickness and carry the implications of paleness.  

Rendering the message intended is essentially resolved by context. A general 

agreement on "essentially contextual dimension operative in all theological discourse" 

has been developed in the last several decades of the twentieth century. Most theologians 

thus recognize that "contextualization is part of the very nature of theology itself." 

(Cortez, 2005, p. 1).  

Similarly, House (2005) has outlined the theory of translation as re-

contextualization theory whereby she has  presented the text as a "stretch of contextually 

embedded language" and the meaning of this linguistic unit cannot be captured unless 

the translator "takes into account the interrelationship between the linguistic units and 

the context of situation" (p.343). 
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1.2 Statement of the Problem: 

This study intends to point out the difficulties and problems that translators 

encounter as a result of misunderstanding the context and using the wrong strategies  

when they translate collocations in religious texts from Arabic into English and vice 

versa. 

1.3 Questions of the Study: 

The present study has attempted to answer the following questions: 

1-What problems do graduate students majoring in translation encounter when   

translating collocations in religious texts?  

2-What strategies do they employ in rendering collocations in religious texts? 

3-Are there any differences between the translation of professional translators 

and that of M.A. translation students? 

1.4 Hypotheses of the Study: 

The researcher hypothesizes the following: 

1- M.A translation students encounter some serious problems when they 

translate collocations in religious texts.  

2- M.A. translation students tend to use literal translation and do not take the    

context into consideration in their translations.       

3-Professional translators may encounter contextual difficulties in their 

translation. 

1.5 Significance of the Study: 

Dealing with collocations in religious texts is significant for three reasons:  

First, the very few studies that were previously conducted had been mostly concerned 

with investigating English as a Foreign Language (EFL) learners' proficiency in 
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rendering English collocations into Arabic. However, investigating the translation of 

Arabic collocations into English in specific religious texts has not received due attention. 

Second, discussing and analyzing the outcome of this study will be a valuable 

contribution to the field of translation and translators who are interested in studying 

collocations in specific contexts.  

Third, it is hoped that pointing out the nature of difficulties that translators face 

will help to open fields of further research. 

 

1.6 Limitations of the Study: 

          1-This study is limited to two types of collocations: the lexical and the semantic. 

2-Results cannot be generalized beyond the selected sample, which is composed 

of students in the M.A translation program in three Jordanian universities and 

four professional translators. 

3-The generalization of results are limited only to the test that was constructed by 

the researcher. 

 

1.7 Operational Definitions of Terms:  

Collocations:  

The term collocation in language refers to the tendency for certain words to 

combine with one another and the meaning of which can be deduced from at 

least one of the components of the collocation.    

Collocational Clashes:  

These are lexical collocational errors. They  occur when the translator combines 

two words together and renders them into the TL without following the rules or 
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usage of that particular language. The translator then tries to keep the same 

structure or meaning of the SL. 

 

Collocational Restrictions: 

These are the constraints or restrictions placed on the co-occurrence of words. 

Some of these restrictions could be completely based on the meaning of the 

lexical item while others are  based on the range of commutability that is; when  

a lexical item tends to collocate with a whole set of other words that share certain 

semantic features with it.   

Context: 

The setting in which an utterance occurs. It includes the linguistic context which 

consists of words, phrases, and sentences surrounding the utterance. It also 

includes the cultural one. 

English as a Foreign Language (EFL): 

This term is used when English is taught in a country, where it is not used as 

medium of communication. 

Religious Texts: 

The Holy Quran, the Hadith and the Bible. 

Source Language (SL): 

It is the language from which translation is to be made. 

Target Language (TL): 

It is the language into which the text is translated.  
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                             Chapter Two  

Review of Literature 

2.0  Introduction 

This chapter consists of theoretical and empirical investigations. The theoretical 

part presents the problems and difficulties of translating Arabic collocations in general 

and in religious texts in particular, and then it discusses the various definitions and 

classifications of collocations as defined and classified by many Arab scholars. As for 

the empirical part, the study points out certain empirical studies that  were mostly  

conducted on Arab learners of English at two university levels; graduate and 

undergraduate with the exception of one study that was performed on translators. These 

studies aimed at finding out the errors committed by both the students and the 

translators. 

2.1 Review of Theoretical Studies: 

2.1.1 -Arabic Collocations: 

The recent studies on Arabic collocations and their relation to translation have 

been regarded as quite limited. Collocations in Arabic exist under different titles and it 

seems that linguists are in disagreement with regards to the term collocations.  

Tha'labah��ϪѧΒϠόΛ�(1976) recognized collocations as antonyms such as the nouns 

"life and death" "al?�ay?�tu wal-mawtu" �˵ΓΎѧϴΤϟ��ΕϮѧϤϟϭ ". Tha'labah called these collocations 

muj?�warat al-?a?�?�ad ��ΩΪѧοϷ�ΓέϭΎѧΠϣ (cited in Malkawi, 1995). Like other linguists, Al-

Qasimi (1979) has referred to it as ��ϪϴΣϼτѧλϹ�ήϴΑΎѧόΘϟ  atta?�?�b?�r al-i?�?�il?�?�iyya. However, he 

has adopted a more analytic view of collocations when he classified Arabic collocations 

into a variety of categories that included the lexical as well as the grammatical. 

Nevertheless, not too many researches discuss word combinations in the Arabic 
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language in general and collocations in particular. Some of the available literature is 

derived from linguistic research, such as that by (El-Hassan, 1982; Emery, 1991; Hafiz, 

2002; Ghazala, 2004; Bahumaid, 2006; Abu Ssyadeh, 2007). 

 

2.1.2 Problems in Translating Arabic Collocations: 

Despite their significant role in language in general and translation in particular, 

Arabic collocations pose a tremendous challenge to translators when translated into 

English.  The difficulty of translating Arabic collocations into English and vice versa has 

been acknowledged by many researchers, (Newmark, 1988; Hatim &Mason, 1990; 

Zughoul, 1991; Baker, 1992; Bahumaid, 2006). Those researchers have attributed the 

challenges in translating collocations from one language to another to three different 

factors:  

 The first factor relates these problems to the unpredictable nature of such 

collocations in the target language. The second deals with the cultural and linguistic 

differences between the source language and the target language. The third factor is 

related to the lack of bilingual dictionaries on collocations.  Thus, they agreed that a 

translator faces problems in rendering equivalents of the target collocations. One of the 

main difficulties a translator may face in translating collocations is lack of ability to 

recognize a collocation that could be considered natural or acceptable in the Target 

Language (TL). 

Newmark (1988) has acknowledged the significant role of collocations in 

translation and referred to the difficulties that confront the translator as a "continual 

struggle to find appropriate collocations" (p.213).  According to Newmark, recognizing a 

collocation is one of the most important problems in the process of translation. He    
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further added that "sensitiveness to collocation is most useful when considering Source 

Language (SL) collocations and relating them to transparent TL collocations" (p.213). 

      Hatim and Mason (1990) agreed with Newmark that finding the exact 

equivalent of collocations in the TL has been one of the major problems translators 

usually face.  They noted  that "there is always a danger even for experienced translators 

that source language interference will occasionally escape unnoticed and unnatural 

collocation will flaw the target text" ( p.204). Therefore, the translator should aim at 

maintaining naturalness; otherwise, translation will convey unfamiliar and unacceptable 

ideas to the target readers. For example, in English the verb "break" collocates with the 

noun "promise" to form the collocation "break a promise". This cannot be rendered 

literally into Arabic "kasara  ?�ahdan"  " �ήδϛ˱˱ΪϬϋ "  but as  "naqada  ?�ahdan"  " �˱ΪϬϋ�ξ Ϙϧ. 

Similarly, Zughoul (1991) has considered the acquisition and correct production 

of such word combinations as a mark of an advanced level of proficiency in a language. 

However, it is also an area where students err frequently in the process of translation. 

Hence, such errors are attributed to the linguistic and cultural differences between 

languages. Zughoul asserted that different languages configure collocations differently. 

Moreover, the equivalents of words that collocate in one language do not necessarily 

collocate in another.  

Baker (1992) attributed the challenges that translators face to the inability on 

the part of the translator to recognize these collocational patterns with their unique 

meanings as different from the sum of meanings of its individual words. For example, 

the collocation "sharp eyes", will be mistranslated if the translator fails to recognize that 

the word "sharp", when it collocates with "eyes", acquires a new meaning that must be 

rendered as "keen" or "especially observant" (p.53). In addition, different languages 

configure collocations differently. Hence, what collocates in one language does not 
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necessarily collocate in another. Collocations are not only arbitrary across languages but 

they follow certain restrictions and differ from one culture to another (p.52). For 

example, "drink" in English collocates naturally with liquids like "juice and milk", but 

does not collocate with "soup". However, what collocates with "soup" is the verb "eat". 

Yet, in Arabic, the verb "drink" is restricted to liquids only .Therefore, it collocates with 

"soup". It is then "yashrabual-?�as?�?a" " ��δѧΤϟ�ΏήθѧϳΎ˯ ", but not "��˯ΎδѧΤϟ�Ϟѧϛ́ϳ" "ya?kulual- 

?�as?�?a". Added to this, lack of rules to govern these combinations makes it even more 

difficult for professional translators to find the adequate equivalence in the TL. 

Translators according to Baker, have no way of knowing why it is said in English "bake 

a cake" but not "do a cake"(p.53).  

Bahumaid (2006) has emphasized the special role of collocations in language. 

Basically, he attributed the problems of collocation in translation to the reason that 

collocation "as a phenomenon has not been clearly specified by linguists" (p.13). Hence, 

there is no clear cut-off point between a collocation and a non-collocation. This could 

lead to the various translation problems where the translator will be confronted by 

numerous problems of various sorts in rendering collocation at both levels, "the 

intralingual and the interlingual level" (p.133).  He has indicated that collocations at the 

level of translation present a major "hurdle" as the translator faces the "arduous" task, 

searching for the "acceptable collocations" in the TL. He then classified these problems 

into three types (p.133): 

(i) Intralingual problems: These relate to identifying collocations within the 

same language whereby two synonymous words may overlap.  For example, the two 

verbs "passed away" and "died" are synonyms and both can equally collocate with 

people. However, only "died" collocates with animals. In Arabic Al-Tha'aalibi (1981) 

has  stated  that, "m?�ta" ���ΕΎѧϣ��   ˬ"qa?�?� na?�bahu" "��ϪѧΒΤϧ�ϰπѧϗ"  ˬ"tuwufiyya" �ϲϓϮѧΗ�� "�   and 
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"nafaqa" ���ϖѧϔϧ�� , are synonymous words. However, only " m?�ta", "qa?�?� na?�bahu" and 

"tuwufiyya"  collocate easily with people, whereas" ��ΕΎѧϣ "m?�ta"  and   �����ϖѧϔϧ� nafaqa" 

collocate with animals (p.46).   

(ii) Interlingual problems: He listed several problems in translating collocations 

across languages. One of these problems is related to the different range of words in the 

source and target languages. He gave the verb "catch" as an example (p.135): 

English collocations Arabic equivalents 

Catch a fish Ϥγ�ΩΎτμϳΔ˱Ϝ         ya?�?�?�du samakatan 

Catch a cold ΩήΑ�ΔϟΰϨΑ�ΏΎμϳ     yu?�?�bu bi nazlati bardin 

Catch the train έΎτϘϟΎΑ�ϖΤϠϳ        yal ?�aqu bil-qi?�?�ri 

Catch fire Ϫϴϓ�έΎϨϟ�ϞόΘθΗ     tashta?�ilu an-n?�ru f?�hi 
 

(iii) Other problems related to certain collocations that are metaphorical, 

language specific and culture–bound ones. For example, "Hercules of his times" "?�antar 

zam?�nuh" ���ϪѧϧΎϣί�ήѧΘϨϋ� .  Bahumaid  has concluded that for a translator's task  to search for 

the acceptable translation is "aggravated" even further by the lack of adequate bilingual 

dictionaries on collocations which if available are of great assistance to the translator 

(p.138). 

Similarly, Abu Ssyadeh (2007) has acknowledged  that collocation is a 

"complex lexical phenomenon" that is "central to the process of foreign language 

learning and translation" (p.70). Yet, as far as collocation is concerned, "Arabic English 

dictionaries have not assigned this phenomenon the status it has been given in recent 

English monolingual dictionaries" (p.72). He concluded that contemporary dictionaries 

do not contain enough collocational information to support either learners of Arabic or 

translators. Hence, learners and translators are in urgent need for monolingual Arabic 
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collocational dictionaries to enable them identify the lexical environment in which a 

given word must occur. 

2.1.3 Problems in Translating Collocations in Religious Texts 

Most of the problems encountered in the translation of collocations in 

religious texts are due to the specificity of certain lexical items, which are 

rooted in the structure of the language and are deeply immersed in Arabic 

culture.      

 However, studies that attempted to investigate the difficulties of 

rendering collocations in religious texts such as the Holy Quran, the Hadith, 

and the Bible are quite limited. In the translation of the Holy Quran, Al-Ali 

(2004) has pointed out that studies in the Holy Quran have not received due 

attention. He further added that few researchers like (Al-Said & El-Hassan, 

1989; Momani, 1999; Abd-Raheem, 2000; Abdelwali, 2002; Abdul-Raof, 

2007) dealt with various aspects of Quranic texts and concentrated mostly on 

problems encountered when translating the lexical, the grammatical, and the 

rhetorical variations in the Holy Quran. Another limited study by Al-Said 

&El-Hassan (1989) tried to investigate the lexical problems in the translation 

of collocations, ambiguous items, and culture specific terms (cited in Al-Ali, 

p.1). 

Nida (1964) has indicated that collocations in the Bible were not investigated 

as a separate topic. He further added that a variety of phrases in the Bible contain 

collocations of compact semantic relationships, archaic and figurative language, that 

are "purposely ambiguous and metaphoric" (Nida, p.101). If these are translated 

literally, they will result "in meaningless strings of words" (Nida, p.165). He further 
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added that messages implied in such collocations must be adjusted in accordance with 

the receptor language and culture.  

Furthermore, McElhanon & Franklin (1979) have acknowledged that 

collocations in religious texts pose a great difficulty to the translator. They noted that 

"the language of religious aspects of a culture is usually the most difficult, both in 

analysis of the source vocabulary and in finding the best receptor language equivalents" 

(p.2). 

Similarly, Baker (1992) has attributed the difficulty of translating collocations 

in religious texts to the cultural differences between the SL and TL lexical terms. She 

stated that:  

Some collocations reflect the cultural setting in which 

they occur. If the cultural settings of the source language 

and target language are significantly different, there will 

be instances when the source text will contain 

collocations, which convey what to the target reader 

would be unfamiliar associations of ideas like culture –

specific words… They point to concepts, which are not 

easily accessible to the target language. (pp. 59-60).  

She further added that suggestive unusual cultural collocations that embody 

implicit connotative meaning used in the SL to create new images are called "marked 

collocations"(p.61). Such collocations that contain ambiguity, figures of speech, irony 

and allegory, are all used to create certain literary effect. Therefore, the translator has to 

be aware of implicit messages, thoughts or feelings that are implied in such collocational 

pattern. If these were to be translated literally, then, they would convey unfamiliar 

associations of ideas to the target reader. Baker further warned against the collocational 

clash and the "potential pitfalls" (p.54) that occur when the translator places words that 

should not occur together in accordance with the rules or usage of the TL. The clash will 
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lead to more semantic and pragmatic incompatibility between the words and thus lead to 

further ambiguity. 

Farghal & Shunnaq (1999) have pointed out that the cultural implications 

for translation may take several forms, ranging from lexical content and syntax to 

ideologies and ways of life. Most collocations in religious texts are language and 

culture specific. Hence, they are untranslatable. This difficulty is attributed to the 

lexical constituents of certain collocational patterns that reflect an area where 

intercultural equivalence does not exist. They gave "?�al?�t il-?stikh?�rah" �Γϼѧѧλ

ϻ�ϩέΎΨΘѧγ� " and "attayammum" �����ϢϤϴѧΘϟ�� as examples, to show that the translator may 

confront  difficulties  in translating  certain concepts that do not simply exist in the 

English –speaking culture. 

 Abdelwali (2002) has related the problems in translating collocations in the 

Holy Quran to the fact that "Quranic features are alien to the linguistic norms of other 

languages"(p.2). 

Similarly, Ghazala (2004) also has acknowledged that "Quranic expressions in 

general and ironic collocations in particular create a tremendous challenge to translators 

who often fail to capture the "idiosyncrasies and cultural features of the Quranic 

discourse" (p.26).  

Abdul-Raof (2007) argued for the traditional view that the Holy Quran and 

whatever it contains defy all attempts at translating it .He believed that the Holy Quran 

differs from other religious texts in that it was revealed in an Arab context of culture that 

is entirely alien to a target language readers. In his opinion, "the liturgical, emotive and 

cultural associations of expressions found in the Holy Quran pose the greatest obstacle 

to translator" (p.12). Thus, the problems in translating collocations in religious texts are 

due to the unique linguistic textures; their semantic and specific features pose a 
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tremendous challenge to professional translators and hence these collocations can never 

be adequately translated. 

2.1.4 Definitions and Classifications: 

The study of collocations from the linguistic point of view has mainly referred 

to the term collocation as a phenomenon in language whereby a lexical item tends to 

keep company with other words, the meaning of which can be deduced from at least one 

component of the combinations. The lexical relation of co-occurrence between words is 

that binds those words together. 

There are two types of collocations namely (i) grammatical (ii) lexical, that 

have been recognized by linguists such as: (El-Hassan, 1982; Newmark, 1988; Emery, 

1991; Ghazala, 2004; Mahmoud, 2005).  

(i) Grammatical collocations in Arabic have been defined as a recurrent 

combination, usually consisting of a dominant word that could be a verb or a  noun or an 

adjective, followed by a grammatical word typically a preposition. Examples of this type 

are "jahasha bilbuk?�?i" �ζѧѧϬΟΎ˯ѧѧϜΒϟΎΑ��  (Verb + preposition + noun) and ��ΰѧѧϳΰϋϲѧѧϠϋ��  

"?�az?�zun ?�alayya" (adjective+ preposition). Linguists also believe that this type of 

collocations does not pose a problem for the translator. 

(ii) On the other hand, lexical collocations pose the greatest challenge to 

translators. Arabic lexical collocations in particular are extremely difficult to render. The 

translator will always be trying to select and choose from synonymous items that have 

the same or similar meaning, the closest equivalent synonymy in the TL. For example, 

"alkhayru wal-barakah" " ����ΔѧϛήΒϟϭ�ήѧϴΨϟ the "boon and blessing", are two synonymous 

words that pose a great challenge to translators. Another difficulty in translating lexical 

collocations in Arabic is the lexical repetition of synonymous lexical items that are 

employed to reinforce the message. For example, "hað?�?�-?�?�libu mutakhallifun ?�aqliyyan 
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wa ðihniyyan" �ΐ˵ѧѧϟΎτϟ�άѧѧϫѧѧϴϨϫΫϭ�˱ΎѧѧϴϠϘϋ�ϒѧѧϠΨΘϣ��˱Ύ . In this example the two lexical words 

"?�aqliyyan wa ðihniyyan" can be merged and translated as mentally retarded. 

      

Lexical collocations are defined by Newmark (1988) and Emery (1991) as one 

type that is usually made up of two equal lexical constituents such as noun +verb 

combinations, noun+adjective combinations and verb+noun combinations. The 

following examples are illustrations on lexical collocations: 

to shed tears��yaðrifud-dum?�?�a��ωϮϣΪϟ�˵ϑέάϳ verb + noun��i 

life and death.��al?�ay?�tu wal-mawtu��ΎϴΤϟΓ˵Ε˵ϮϤϟϭ���noun+noun��ii 
the bell rings��yaduqul-jarasu��ϕ˵Ϊϳα˵ήΠϟ���noun + verb��iii 

heavy smoker��
 mudakhinun 

sharihun��
Ϧ˲ΧΪϣϩ˲ήη���adjective + noun��iv 

up and down��?�?�li?�  n?�zil����ϊϟΎσϝίΎϧ����adverb+adjective��v 

 

El-Hassan (1982) has defined collocations as a lexical relation that holds 

between two lexical items, combined according to rules that restrict their selections.  The 

selection of such collocations is based on the semantic relation and applies to the 

"semantic compatibility of the items in a string". (p. 270). In other words, the lexical 

item of the collocates cannot be replaced by another lexical item even if they are 

synonyms; "tall"  and "long" are two synonymous adjectives that are restricted in their 

collocational selection.  "tall" selects "man" as its collocate, so it is "tall man"  and not  

"long man". This is applicable to the two Arabic words "sh?�hiq" and "?�aw?�l". It is said, 

"rajulun ?�aw?�lun" and not "rajulun sh?�hiqun". Similarly, "jabalun shahiqun" and not 

"jabalun ?�aw?�lun".  Moreover, El-Hassan argues that lexical items that collocate fall into 

three major   categories: (p.276). 
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1-Opposites (including antonyms), as in the following example,  

    ΕϮϤϟϭ�˵ΓΎϴΤϟ al- ?�ay?�tu wal mawtu   life and death          

 

2- Synonyms or near synonyms. In this respect, he notes that the Holy Quran 

is rich in collocations of synonyms. This type of collocation is "effective in that it serves 

to reinforce the message" (p.277). As in:  

˱έϭήγϭ�˱ΔΠϬΑ bahjatan wa sur?�ran gladness and pleasure 

���ϲΜΑ�ϮϜη�ΎϤϧ·
Ϳ�ϰϟ·�ϲϧΰΣϭ 

innam?� ?shk?� ba?�?�?� wa ?�uzn?�  
il?� all?�h 

I only complain my 
distraction and anguish 

to God 
 

3- Complementaries: Such collocations consist of conjoined pairs of lexical 

items, comprising categories with some strong semantic, functional and temporal link. 

(i)  

ϥϮϳΰϔϠΘϟϭ�ϮϳΩήϟ arrady?� wa  attilifizyo?�n radio and television 
(ii)     

�ϝϮϘϟΎΑϞϤόϟϭ  bil qawli wal ?�amali by word and deed 
(iii) 

�ήοΎΤϟ�ϲϓ
ϞΒϘΘδϤϟϭ fil –?�?�?�iri  wal-mustaqbal present and future 

 

Emery (1991 agrees with El-Hassan with regard to collocational restrictions. 

Thus, he has made a distinction between three types of lexical word combinations based 

on restrictedness between the constituents of such combination. The three types are: 

(i) Open collocations: 

These are combinations of two or more words in which both words (verb 

+object or adjective + noun) are freely combined. Each element is used in a common 

literal sense. Open collocations are those which are produced by choice and combination 
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from a wide range of items. For example, the verbs "began" and "ended" can collocate 

freely with many other nouns, in turn, the nouns "war" and "battle" combine freely with 

a large number of other nouns or adjectives. 

ΏήΤϟ�ΕΪΑ bada?atil-?�arabu the war began   

ΏήΤϟ�ΖϬΘϧ��ΔϛήόϤϟ  intahatil-?�arabu al-ma?�rakatu the war ended 
 

 (ii) Restricted collocations: 

These are combinations of two or more words used in one of their regular, non-

idiomatic meanings, following certain structural patterns. One element is considered 

restricted in its commutability while the other element commutes freely with a great 

number of other items.��The verb "nashabat" �ѧϧΖ˴Βθ�� " is restricted in its commutability to 

the noun "war". Whereas "war" is free to combine with many other nouns or adjectives. 

ΏήΤϟ�ΖΒθϧ nashabat el-?�arbu the war broke out 
 

(iii) Bound collocations: 

These are combinations that appear to be transitional between idioms and 

restricted collocations. They are more frozen than ordinary collocations and less 

variable. However, unlike idioms these collocations seem to have a meaning close to 

that suggested by their component parts. Moreover, in this category, one of the 

components is uniquely selective of the other. For example, 

αϭήο�ΏήΣ ?�arbun  ?�ar?�?� vicious war 
 

Emery then concluded that collocational information in Arabic dictionaries of 

meanings should be arranged in a systematic way that would help in assisting learners of 

Arabic. 
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Ghazala (2004, p.1) has referred to collocation as: almutal?�zim?�til-laf?�iyyah  

��ΔѧϴψϔϠϟ�ΕΎѧϣίϼΘϤϟ .He has defined it as: “the recurrence of two or more words which keep 

permanent-or usually permanent company including idioms, fixed and special 

expressions of all types and proverbs" (p.92). He distinguishes between three main types 

of collocations:  

 (1) Grammatical category:      attrk?�b al-qaw?�?�id?� lil-mutal?�zim?�t el-laf?�iyya: 

��������������������������������������������������������: ϪϴψϔϠϟ�ΕΎϣίϼΘϤϠϟ�ϱΪϋϮϘϟ�ΐϴϛήΘϟ 

According to Ghazala, collocations in Arabic fall into twenty different 

grammatical patterns: The most common types of grammatical collocations are: 

(i) noun + noun:  

βϤθϟ�ϕϭήη Shur?�qush-shamsi sun rise 
 

(ii) noun+ adjective: 

ώϴϠΑ�ΡήΟ jur?�un bal?�ghun deep wound 
 

(iii) verb +object: 

ΪϬΟ�ϝάΑ baðala juhdan exerted an effort: 
ϪϘϳήσ�ϖθϳ 
 yashuqu  ?�ar?�qahu to  force one’s way 

 

However, the collocational pattern of type (i) does not create any problems to 

translators, whereas the last two types can be problematic in translation. The most 

challenging collocational types in translation are the following types: 

(i) Arbitrary grammatical expressions (oath) 

Ϣϴψόϟ�Ϳϭ  wallahil ?�a?�?�m I swear to God 

 

 (ii) A˶rbitrary grammatical (swearing/cursing) 
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�ϚϴϠϋϪϨόϠϟ   ?�alaiyyka  alla?� nah God damn you 
 

  (ii) Arbitrary grammatical patterns (compliment) 

ϙΪϳ�ΖϤϠγ   salimat yad?�k thank you / well done 
Ghazala attributes this difficulty to the semantic and cultural variability of their 

constituents. Thus, the last three are recommended to be translated according to their 

semantic connotations while disregarding their grammatical structure. 

(2) Lexical patterns:           attark?�b allaf?�?� lil- mutal?�zim?�til-laf?�iyya:   

                                                      ΕΎϣίϼΘϤϠϟ�ϲψϔϠϟ�ΐϴϛήΘϟϔϠϟ��Δϴψ  � 

This type falls into ten different patterns and is based on the relationship 

between the constituents of the combination. This type is considered the most difficult 

and most ambiguous one. Three examples are taken from Ghazala: 

Figurative 
collocations ϱέΎόΘγϻ�ϡίϼΘϟ �έΎσϪΑϮλ�� �������

��?�?�ra  ?�aw?�buhu ��
to lose one’s 
senses 

Complimentary 
collocations ϲΣΪϤϟ�ϡίϼΘϟ ΐϧΎΠϟ�ϥϮϣ́ϣ�����������������

�ma?m?�nul-j?�nib trust worthy 

Ironic collocations ϲϤϜϬΘϟ�ϡίϼΘϟ ϝΎτΑϹ�ϞτΑ 
ba?�alul-ab?�?�l 

the hero of 
heroes 

 

 

(3) Stylistic patterns:           attrk?�b al-qaw?�?�id?� lil-mutal?�zim?�t el-laf?�iyya 

                                                  ϲψϔϠϟ�ΕΎϣίϼΘϤϠϟ�ϲΑϮϠγϷ�ΐϴϛήΘϟ 

These are classified according to their stylistic patterns; (exaggeration, 

euphemism, emphasis etc). Ghazala  has indicated that certain lexical collocational 

patterns are deeply rooted in the Islamic culture. Consequently; lexical collocations 

constitute a major problem in translation.  He has also acknowledged the specificity of 

collocations in religious texts; therefore, he has recommended certain strategies that 

should be adopted in rendering collocations in religious texts. 
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2.2 Review of Empirical Research 

Empirical studies conducted on collocations focused mostly on the problems of 

translation among EFL learners (Zughoul & Abdul-Fattah, 2003; Al-Ali, 2004; 

Mahmoud, 2005; Bahumaid, 2006). 

Zughoul & Abdul-Fattah (2003) carried out their study on EFL university 

learners at both graduate and undergraduate levels. The researchers aimed at finding out 

the proficiency of EFL learners in rendering collocations. They wanted to investigate the 

competence of those learners in rendering into English the Arabic verb "kasara"  

"broke". The test was administered in two forms that contained 16 lexical sequences of 

the verb "kasara". The study sample consisted of two groups of EFL university students, 

from the Department of English at Yarmouk University.  Data analysis revealed that the 

overall performance of the subjects in the target collocations was far from satisfactory. 

The researchers concluded that the area of lexical collocations in translation is of prime 

importance .Therefore, EFL learners should gain direct teaching and exercises aimed at 

rising awareness of collocation. 

 Al-Ali (2004) investigated how MA students majoring in translation at two 

Jordanian universities render lexical items that are field-specific of Quranic expressions. 

He carried out his study on 40 students in the M.A translation programs, at two 

Jordanian universities, Yarmouk University and Jordan University of Science and 

Technology. He used a corpus of twenty Quranic excerpts that were selected from 

different suras. In each excerpt, the lexical items that were expected to pose semantic 

problems were underlined and students were instructed to pay attention to the context. In 

addition, students were asked to bring their bilingual dictionaries with them. Participants 

were asked to translate the selected collocations into English. He concluded that students 

had encountered problems in rendering lexical items of Quranic texts. Analysis of results 
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confirmed that only (12.5%) of the translation of lexical items was rendered correctly 

while (64%) revealed overt problems which eventually led to non-translation of items. 

The remaining (23.5%) showed a covert knowledge problem. He further added that such 

lexical items posed problems not only to novice translators but also to professionals who 

have translated the Quran into English. The findings suggested that novice translators 

must take into account contextual meaning of lexical words rather than substituting 

individual words with their dictionary equivalents. 

Similarly, Mahmoud (2005) has dealt with collocational errors committed by 

post-intermediate and advanced university Arabic students majoring in English. The 

purpose of the study was to collect, classify and analyze the collocational errors in the 

free written English of Arab learners of EFL. His study presented empirical data 

verifying the informal observations and theoretical assertions that EFL learners produce 

unnatural word combinations. A total of 420 collocations were found in 42 essays 

written by Arab university students majoring in English. About two thirds of these 

collocations (64%) were incorrect and (80%) of these were lexical collocations as 

opposed to grammatical ones. His findings indicated that sixty one percent of the 

incorrect combinations whether grammatical or lexical were due to negative interlingual 

transfer from Arabic.  He then suggested that EFL learners should gain direct teaching 

and exercises aimed at increasing their awareness of collocation. 

Bahumaid (2006) stated that empirical studies which have been conducted on 

the types of collocations that are particularly problematic to the translator, and on the 

procedures that translators actually resort to in handling such collocations, are very 

limited.  Hence, the goal of his study was to investigate the problematic areas that he had 

defined in his study. The test was administered to four Arab university instructors who 

taught translation and did translation work for different periods of time. The two-part 
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translation test consisted of thirty sentences on contextualized collocations of different 

types. The sentences contained 15 English collocations and 11 Arabic ones in addition to 

4 Arabic phrases. Some of the collocations selected for the test were of the general type 

as "to make noise" while others were associated with specific register .Special care was 

taken to ensure that the sentences involved in the test provided sufficient context for 

understanding the meaning of the collocations used in the test.  The results showed that 

participants’ overall performance in the two parts of test was considerably low. A 

detailed analysis of the problem showed that collocations present a great difficulty in 

translation from Arabic into English and vice versa even for qualified and experienced 

translators. 
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Chapter Three 

Methods and Procedures 

3.0 Introduction 

This chapter deals with the method of the study, the population, sample, 

instrumentation, validity and reliability, data collection, data analysis and procedures in 

analyzing the data.  

  

3.1 Population: 

The population of this study comprises graduate students currently enrolled in 

M.A translation programs in Jordanian public and private universities. 

 

3.2 Sample: 

The research undertaken for this study has focused on a sample of 35 M.A 

translation students who are currently enrolled at three different Jordanian universities, 

namely, Petra, Yarmouk and the University of Jordan for the academic year 2007/08. 

Students have completed most of the requirements in their M.A translation program. 

Most of those students belong to the category of working people. Hence, some have had 

the experience of working in translation.   

The sample was purposively selected from the above-mentioned universities. 

Since the aim of the study was to investigate errors encountered by translators when 

rendering collocations in religious texts, recruiting a purposive sample of graduate 

students majoring in translation, would fulfill this aim. Thus, the University of Jordan 

and Yarmouk University were selected as two major public universities that have a 

reputation of being the best and largest universities in the Hashemite Kingdom of 
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Jordan. In addition, they attract students from all over the country. They both offer 

master degrees in translation where competition is high over a limited number of seats in 

both universities. As expected, this competitiveness was reflected on the enthusiasm and 

efficiency of public universities' students when taking the translation test.  However, 

Petra University represents the private sector where the students who enroll in it are of 

wider age range and their scholastic background had been slightly different from the 

previously mentioned universities.  The information about the sample was obtained by 

means of a demographic questionnaire (See Appendix 2, p.115) attached to the main 

translation test of collocations. The demographic questionnaire also asked for 

information about the respondents' general background such as age, gender, level of 

education, first language and translation experience. 

The sample consisted of 35 students including 7 males and 28 females. Age 

ranged from 21 to 44 years. All the students were native speakers of Arabic. Twenty-six 

students out of 35 had translation work experience before while 9 students did not have 

any. The following table illustrates the sample: 

Table 1 The Background of the Participants 

Gender Level of Education First Language Work 
Experience Age 

M F MA 
Candidates BA Arab. Eng. Yes No 

21-29 5 22 27 0 27 0 20 7 

30-39 1 4 5 0 5 0 5 0 

40-49 1 2 3 0 3 0 1 2 

7 28 26 9 
Total 

35 
35 35 

35 
Table (1): Key: Male (M), Female (F), Master Degree Candidates (MA), Bachelor Degree 

(BA), Arabic (Arab.), English (Eng). 
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3.3 Instrumentation: 

A translation test (1) (see Appendix 3, p.116)  was designed by the researcher to 

find out the followings: 

(i) the problems encountered by M.A translation students when translating 

collocations in religious texts from Arabic into English 

(ii) the various strategies that were employed by the students in translating 

collocations in religious texts               

The translation test consisted of 45 relatively short sentences of collocations. It 

was divided into three parts; in each part, there were 15 collocations from one religious 

text. Part (A) of the test, was from the Holy Quran;  Part (B), was from the Hadith and  

Part  (C) ,was from the Bible. 

 

3.4 Data Collection: 

Since the main goal of the test was to investigate how  frequent and how serious 

were some of the problems in translating Arabic collocations of cultural and Islamic 

nature into English, the researcher had to go through two steps: 

(i) Collocations in general were gathered. The primary data source was the three 

religious texts namely, the Holy Quran for part (A) of the test. Part (B) of the test (the 

Hadith) was gathered from two books of Hadith; one is the An-Nawawis: Forty Hadiths 

and the other book is The Blessing of Islam. As for Part (C) (the Bible), the test was 

constructed from collocations from the Bible. The secondary data taken in support of 

primary data to help in interpretations of the Holy Quran were the Books of Tafseer by 

Ibn-Katheer (1986) and Al-Zamakhshari (2002). The researcher consulted the 

interpretations of those two scholars in order to assist in the identification of certain 
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ambiguous collocations and in the interpretation of the semantic message embodied in 

the collocations used.  The researcher also consulted bilingual dictionaries such as (Al-

Mawrid, Arabic –English (1998); A Dictionary of Modern Written Arabic, (1974) and 

Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary of Current English, (3rd ed., 1974; 4th ed., 1989). 

(ii)  The researcher selected various types of collocations that were language 

and culture specific. Two types of collocations were chosen to cover a variety of 

collocational types  

(1) Lexical selection: 

Lexical collocations that were selected consisted mostly of  (i) verb + noun (ii) 

verb + verb  (iii) noun + noun  (iv) noun + adjective. The selection of this type of 

collocations was based on the semantic restrictiveness of such collocations. In other 

words, one element of lexical collocation is restricted in its selection of its other 

collocate due to the semantic restriction. Certain collocations in the Holy Quran that 

consist of a verb + noun have a verb that restricts its collocability to certain nouns, for 

example, the verb " ��ϒθѧϛ "kashafa" in the collocation, "kashafa a?�?�urra" ��ήπѧϟ�˴ϒθѧϛ�˴ "  

selects  certain  nouns to collocate with such as; "al?�að?�b ����Ώάѧόϟ�� "a?�?�ur ��ήπѧϟ�  �˯Ϯδѧϟ��  

ass?�?". The following two examples explain this point further.  

Example 1:   (Yunus, 10:98)  

�˶ΓΎ˴ϴ˴Τ˸ϟԼ�ϲ˶ϓ�˶ϱ˸ΰ˶ΨϟԼ�˴Ώ˴ά˴ϋ�˸Ϣ˵Ϭ˸Ϩ˴ϋ�Ύ˴Ϩ˸ϔ˴θ˴ϛ�˸Ϯ˵Ϩ˴ϣ�͉Ϥ˴ϟ�ˬ˴β˵ϧϮ˵ϳ�˴ϡ˸Ϯ˴ϗ�͉ϻ˶·�Ύ˴Ϭ˵ϧΎ˴Ϥϳ˶·�ΎϬόϔϨϓ�˸Ζ˴Ϩ˴ϣ�˲Δ˴ϳ˸ή˴ϗ�˸Ζ˴ϧΎ˴ϛ�˴ϻ˸Ϯ˴Ϡϓ�˴

Ύ˴ϴ˸ϧ͊ΪϟԼ��  

"falawl?� kant qaryatun ?�manat fanafa?�ah?� ?�manuha ?illa qawmu younus, lamm?�  

??�man?� kashafn?� ?�anhum  ?�að?�bal khziyyi fil?�ay?�ti dunniyya". 

 Example 2:   (An-Naml, 27:62) 

�ϥϭ˵ή͉ϛ˴ά˴Η�Ύ͉ϣ�˱ϼϴ˶Ϡ˴ϗ�˶Ϫ͉ϠϟԼ�˴ϊ͉ϣ�˲ϪԻ˰˴ϟ˶·˴�˶ν έ˸˴ϷԼ�˯ΎϔϠΧ�˸Ϣ˵Ϝ˵Ϡ˴ό˸Π˴ϳ˴ϭ�˴ٓ˯Ϯ͊δϟԼ�˵ϒ˶θ˸Ϝ˴ϳ˴ϭ�˵ϩΎ˴ϋ˴Ω�˴Ϋ˶·�͉ή˴τ˸πϤ˵˸ϟԼ�˵ΐϴ˶Π˵ϳ�Ϧ͉ϣ˴��      �

"?ammann yuj?�bullmu?�?�ara ?ið?�  da?�ahu  wa yakshifa al-ass?�?"  
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The verb " �ϢΘѧΧ�   khatama" is another example that restricts its selection to certain 

nouns whereby its collocational restriction is semantically connected to senses. ��ϊϤδѧϟ��   

"?assam?�u" "ˬ?alba?�aru" ��ήμѧΒϟ�   ˬ "al?afw?�hu" �ΓΪѧΌϓϷ���ˬ���ϩϮѧϓϷ " ��al?af?idah". The verb 

carries a semantic connotation and metaphorical usage. Hence, it cannot be rendered 

literally. The following example illustrates this point further: 

 Example 1:  (Al-J?�thiya ,45:23)  

�˴�˶˱Γ˴ϭΎ˴θ˶Ϗ�˶ϩ˶ή˴μ˴Α�Իϰ˴Ϡ˴ϋ�˴Ϟ˴ό˴Ο˴ϭ�˶Ϫ˶Β˸Ϡ˴ϗ˴ϭ�˶Ϫ˶ό˸Ϥ˴γ�Իϰ˴Ϡ˴ϋ�˴Ϣ˴Θ˴Χ˴ϭ�˳Ϣ˸Ϡ˶ϋ�Իϰ˴Ϡ˴ϋ�˵Ϫ͉ϠϟԼ�˵Ϫ͉Ϡ˴ο˴˴ϭ�˵ϩ˴Ϯ˴ϫ�˵Ϫ˴ϬԻ˰˴ϟ˶·�˴ά˴Ψ͉ΗԼ�˶Ϧ˴ϣ�˴Ζ˸ϳ˴˴ή˴ϓ˴�  �

"wakhatama  ?�l?� sam?�ihi wa qalbihi". 

This selectional restriction of verbs to certain nouns also applies to the Hadith 

and the Bible. The examples below illustrate that: 

Example 2:  The Blessing of Islam (1997, p.86) ( the Hadith)  

��ϢϠϜΘΗ�ϭ�ϞϤόΗ�Ϣϟ�Ύϣ�ΎϫέϭΪλ�ϪΑ�ΖγϮγϭ�Ύϣ�ϲΘϣ�Ϧϋ�ϲϟ�ίϭΎΠΗ�Ϳ�̒ϥ·"  

"?inna all?�ha taj?�waza li ?�an ?ummat?� m?� waswasat bihi  ?�u?�?�ruh?� m?� lam  ta?�mal ?aw 

tatakallam" 

Example 3:  (Matthew, 5:45, p.13)    (the Bible) 

"yushriqu bi shamsihi ?�al?�l-ashr?�ri wa?�-?�?�li?�?�n"���ϦϴΤϟΎμѧѧϟϭέήηϷ�ϰѧѧϠϋ��ϪδѧѧϤθΑ�ϕήθѧѧϳ�

(2)Semantic selection: 

In this selection, metaphoric and stylistic collocations were considered. In such 

collocations, there was a semantic message that could only be rendered through the 

comprehension of the metaphor or the euphemism employed in such collocations as in 

the example taken from the Holy Quran. 

 Example 1: (The Cave,  ��� : ��) 

" ˱˴Ω˴Ϊϋ�˴ϦϴϨγ�˶ϒ˸Ϭ˴Ϝ˸ϟ�ϲ˶ϓ�˸Ϣ˶Ϭ˶ϧ˴Ϋ�ϰ˴Ϡ˴ϋ�Ύ˴Ϩ˸Α˴ή˴π˴ϓ�� 

"fa?�arabn?� ?�al?�  ??�ð?�nihim  filkahfi sin?�na  ?�adad?�" 
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The verb "?�araba" can be used to express several meanings in Arabic, but here 

it is metaphorically used. The metaphor in this collocation cannot be literally translated, 

but the meaning can be translated. To translate this verse Al-Zamakhshari (p.678) 

suggests that the translation should be as: "we made them sleep for a number of years".  

 

In designing the test, the researcher did two things: 

                (ii) Special care was taken to ensure that the sentences used in the test 

contained sufficient context clues that would assist the subjects in distinguishing the 

various types of collocations and help them in their translations. 

               (ii) The researcher purposively concealed the sources of the different 

collocations used in the translation test so that answers would not be easily accessible to 

the sample.  In the Holy Quran, the name of the Surah and number of Ayas were not 

provided for the sample. This was also applied to the Hadith and the Bible. However, the 

various sources of collocations are provided in test (2) (Appendix 4, p.120) . 

3.5 Validity: 

To ensure the validity of the test and prior to administering the test, a panel of 

three university professors who have teaching experience of  translation and linguistics, 

(See Appendix 5, p.123) were requested to determine the face and content validity of the 

collocations selected.  In addition, they were asked to provide their comments, notes and 

recommendations on the adequacy and appropriateness of the collocational items within 

their context.  Professors were responsive and provided the researcher with valuable 

suggestions and recommendations. Accordingly, the test was amended by some 

additions and omissions. These were mostly related to certain ambiguous collocational 

items that were not easily comprehended therefore, they  were replaced. For example, 

ambiguous collocations that carry two opposite meanings in the same context: one is an 
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unmarked dictionary meaning and the other is a marked antonymous meaning.  The 

following example is taken from the Holy Quran to show the ambiguity of certain lexical 

items:  

 ��ϭ˵˴˴έ�Ύ͉Ϥ˴ϟ�˴Δ˴ϣ˴Ϊ͉ϨϟԼ�˸ϭ͊ή˴γ˴˴ϭ�˸Ώάόϟ��������������������������������������������������������(Yunus 10: Ayah 54)   

�"wa?sarrun-nad?�mata lamm?� ra?awil-l?�að?�b" �����������������������������������������������������������

�In this Quranic verse, the lexical collocation "wa?sarru ?annad?�mata", consists of the 

verb and the noun?annad?�mata. The verb "?sarru" carries the two meaning of  

"?khf?�/conceal" or its  antonym" declare/ ??�har?�" , either of which  is appropriate in its 

own context, according to tafseer Al-Zamakhshari (2002,p.340). 

Furthermore, two professors recommended reducing the number of the total 

tested collocations from 60 collocations to 30 items. They believed that collocations 

included in the test were of high religious nature that required deep comprehension and 

deliberation. Therefore, to receive the required satisfactory results within a week time, 

the test had to be modified and the number of items was reduced to 45 instead of 60. 

Next, the test was re-sent to two out of the three university professors who previously 

checked the collocational items in order to re-check and to ensure that the modifications 

done were appropriate for the participants.  

 

3.6 Reliability: 

 

The reliability of the test was determined by means of pre-testing. The 

translation pretest was administered in the last week of March of the academic year 

2007/ 08 to a group of four professional translators who were purposively selected due 

to their long years of experience in the translation field. Those professional participants 

were not part of the sample (See Appendix 6, p124). It took the professional translators 
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three hours to finish the test .However, they were asked to determine the approximate 

time it would take the respondents to answer the translation test. Their feedback 

provided beneficial and constructive comments. They acknowledged the intensity of 

religious collocations and realized that translation of such collocations would   require 

deep comprehension. Therefore, participants should be allowed a week time to finish the 

test as a homework assignment. They also suggested that more linguistic contextual 

clues were to be included in test particularly those collocations taken from the Bible so 

that the meaning of certain lexical collocations could be clarified. Accordingly, the 

researcher added the contextual clues needed in part (C)   ; numbers: 1, 5, 6, and 13. 

  

3.7 Administration of the Instrument and Data Collections:  

Prior to administering the test, the researcher sent permission letters to the three 

universities  mentioned earlier asking for  permission and  seeking full cooperation in 

administering  the test.( see Appendix 1, p.114). The researcher obtained permission from 

the professors of translation to undertake the test during their lectures. The test was hand 

delivered to the aforementioned university professors during the second week of April of 

the academic year of 2007/08. After explaining the intended study to the students, the 

professors took care of distributing the test to all the participants, who were requested to 

translate the underlined collocations stated in full contexts from Arabic into English. In 

addition, participants were asked to do the test individually as a homework assignment. 

Clear instructions were given to students by their professors to take the contextual 

meaning into account rather than substituting individual words with their dictionary 

equivalents. Students were also allowed to use whatever books or dictionaries needed to 

help them in their translations. A period of one week was given for the test.  

Unfortunately, results at two universities   were delayed because students were busy with 
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their mid-term exams. However, to motivate the students, their professors promised 

them extra marks that would be added to their mid-term grades.  The researcher was 

called to give a presentation to one of the groups at  Jordan University to brief them of 

the study and its importance.  An interesting discussion went on that resulted in 

collecting most of the research tests. It took the researcher a period of two weeks to 

collect the data of the test.  

3.8 Analysis of the Study: 

In analyzing the collected data of Part (A), the researcher sought assistance that 

helped in clarifying the interpretations of certain collocations used in the test. Hence the 

analysis was carried out by referring to certain scholars' works such as: (Tafseer Ibn-

Katheer ,1986; Al- Zamakhshari, 2002). Furthermore, the researcher consulted a number 

of monolingual dictionaries such as (Al-Waseet, 1960; Al-Mu3jam Al-Mufaharas, 

2001). 

Similarly in the analysis of part (B): (the Hadith), the researcher referred to 

(Badawi, 1990; Al-khuli, 1997) for their translations and interpretations. With regard to 

part (C): (the Bible), the researcher also consulted the Arabic translated copy of the 

Bible. In addition to many bilingual dictionaries such as; (Hans Wehr,1974; Oxford 

Advanced Learner's Dictionary of Current English, 1974; Webster's New Collegiate 

Dictionary, 1979; Al-Mawrid, Arabic-English, 1998; Oxford Collocations: Dictionary 

for Students of English, 2002). 

The procedures that were taken in analyzing the test were as follows:  

In answering the first question which was "what problems do graduate students 

majoring in translation encounter when translating collocations in religious texts?": 

1- Responses for each item were listed, analyzed and classified to find out 

the frequencies of collocational errors committed by students. 
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2- Received translations of each category; lexical and semantic errors were 

analyzed further and computed to find out the  highest percentage of type of  errors 

whether it was lexical ,syntactic or semantic. 

3-  Examples of received collocational errors were analyzed and compared 

to the target collocation.  

4- Strategies related to question two of the study, which was about the 

"strategies employed by M.A students", were listed with examples taken from the 

received translations to find out the most common strategy used.  

5- As for the analysis of question three of the study, "are there any differences 

between the translations of professional translators and the students' translations?", the 

researcher compared the students' translation to the translation of professional translators 

of the three religious texts. For part (A) of the test, the researcher used Pickthall's (1930) 

and Ali's (1992) translated versions of the Holy Quran. As for part (B) the researcher 

used Badawi's (1990) and Alkhuli's (1997) translated versions of Hadith. The translated 

version of the New Testament was used for part (C) the Bible. 

Based on the comparison between the students' and professionals' translations, 

the researcher has shown: 

(i)  how these collocations had been contextually translated by the M.A 

translation  students  

(ii) what translation problems had the students encountered when rendering 

collocations in religious texts into English 

(iii) what strategies had the students employed in rendering the intended 

collocations. 
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Chapter Four 

Results, Analysis and Discussion 

4.0 Introduction: 

This chapter deals with the findings of the study. It is divided into three major 

sections. Each section is presented with respect to the three research questions. These 

questions are: 

1- What problems do M.A translation students encounter when translating 

collocations in religious texts? 

 2-What strategies do students employ in translating religious texts? 

3-Are there any significant differences between the translation of professional 

translators and the translation of graduate students? 

 

4.1 Analysis of Collocational Errors in Question (1) 

4.1. A    Collocational Errors in Translating Part (A): The Holy Quran. 

Results related to the first research question: "what problems do graduate 

students majoring in translation encounter when translating collocations in religious 

texts?" 

The aim of this section is to point out the problems and difficulties students 

encountered when translating collocations in religious texts in light of the contextual 

theory. The collected data were compared and analyzed in terms of the frequencies and 

percentages of the students' responses (Table 2).  The collocations used in tables are not 

placed within contexts due to lack of space. However, the three parts of the translation 

test, used as instrumentation, included collocations within the context (See Appendix 4 

p.120).  Table (2) below presents 525 responses received for part (1.A) of the test. The 
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number of students who took the test was 35.  The responses are classified into 3 

categories (i) lexical and semantic errors (ii) deleted items (iii) correct responses.  

Table 2 
Types of Collocational Errors in Terms of Frequencies & 
Percentages for 35 Students: Part (A) The Holy Quran (N=15) 

    

Category (iii) Category (ii) Category (i) 

Correct Deletion Semantic Lexical 

Collocations of part 
(1) Holy Quran 
(No=15) 

% Fr % Fr % Fr % Fr.  

----- ------- 17.1% 6 82.9% 29 ---- ---- Ϣ˸Ϭ˶ΑϮ˵Ϡ˵ϗ�Իϰ˴Ϡ˴ϋ�˵Ϫ͉Ϡϟ��˴Ϣ˴Θ˴Χ 

--- ---- 20% 7 80% 28 ---- ---- Ի�˲Γ˴ϭΎ˴θ˶Ϗ�˸Ϣ˶ϫ˶ήԻ˴μ˸Α˴ ϰϠϋϭ 

20% 7 ---- ---- 80% 28 ----- ---- ϩ˵Ύ˴Ϩ˸ϴ˴ϋ�˸Ζ͉π˴ϴ˸ΑԼ˴ϭ 

----- ---- ----- ----- ---- ---- 100% 35 Ϣ˳ϴ˶Ο͉έ�˳ϥΎ˴τ˸ϴ˴η 

20% 7 20% 7 ----- ----- 60% 21 ή˴˴Θ˸γԼϊ˴˸Ϥ͉δϟԼ�˴ϕ  

11.42% 4 14.28% 5 74.3% 26 ----- ------ Ϣ˸˶Ϭ˶ϧ˴Ϋ�ϰ˴Ϡ˴ϋ�Ύ˴Ϩ˸Α˴ή˴π˴ϓ 

8.6% 3 8.6% 3 82.8% 29 ------ ---- ϲ͋Ϩ˶ϣ�˵Ϣ˸ψ˴ό˸ϟԼ�˴Ϧ˴ϫ˴ϭ 

2.9% 1 11.4% 4 85.7% 30 ----- ---- ϭΎΒ˸ϴ˴η�˵α˸͉ήϟԼ�ϞόΘη  

  20% 7   80% 28 ή˳ο�Ϧϣ�ϢϬ˶Α�Ύ˴ϣ�Ύ˴Ϩ˸ϔ˴θ˴ϛ˴ϭ 

-- --- 31.42 11 68.6 24 ----- ----- ˱˷Ω˴Ϯ˸δ˵ϣ�˵Ϫ˵Ϭ˸Ο˴ϭ�͉Ϟ˴χ�˱ 

20% 7 20% 7 ----- ----- 60% 21 Ύ˴Ϭ˴Ϭ˸Ο˴ϭ�˸Ζ͉Ϝ˴μ˴ϓ 

14.3% 5 11.4% 4 ------ ----- 74.3% 26 Ϣ˲ϴ˶Ϙ˴ϋ�˲ίϮ˵Π˴ϋ 

--- ----- 11.4% 4 ----- ------ 88.6% 31 βϧϹϭ�ϦΠϟ 

----- ---- 14.2% 5 ----- ----- 85.7 30 ή˸˴Ϭ˸Ϙ˴Η�˴ϼ˴ϓ�˴Ϣϴ˶Θ˴ϴ˸ϟԼ 

----- ----- 11.4% 4 ------ ----- 88.6% 31 ή˴Ϭ˸Ϩ˴Η�˴ϼ˴ϓ��˴Ϟ˶͉δϟԼ 

correct Deletion semantic Lexical 

% total % total % total % total 

Total collocations 
for 35 students 

6.4% 34 14.1% 74 37% 194 42.5% 223 525 

 

Table (2) indicates the total number of translated items for 15 collocations was 

525 out of which, 491 (93.6%) collocations were incorrectly rendered. Category (i) 

includes 223 frequency (42.5%) errors of lexical type, whereby the students failed to 

observe the linguistic context, which would have helped them, recognize the exact 
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definition of certain synonymous lexical items. Lexical errors will be further illustrated 

and explained in Table (3) .Moreover 194 frequencies (37%) out of 525 are semantic 

errors committed by the students.  These errors were a consequence of students' inability 

to use the context adequately, which could have assisted them in comprehending the 

semantic message implied in the metaphorical collocations. Category (ii) presents the 

deleted items accounting for 74 frequencies (14.1%). In many cases, students tended to 

delete certain items due to negligence or difficulty in translation. With regard to 

acceptable correct responses in category (iii), the table shows that students' performance 

was very low with 34 frequencies and (6.4%). This could be attributed to the difficulty 

of translating lexical as well as semantic items that are culture and language specific. 

Based on the students' translation, two types of errors were observed with regard to the 

two types of collocations:  

(i) Lexical, illustrated and explained  in (Table 3). 

(ii) Semantic , illustrated and explained in (Table 4) . 

 

(i) Errors of Lexical Type:   

Table (3) below presents the frequencies and percentages of lexical errors made 

with regard to the lexical collocations that are not only culture and language specific but 

also exclusively Islamic. The total number of lexical collocations received was 280. 

Lexical errors accounted for 223 frequencies (79.6%) while the frequencies of deleted 

lexical items were 38 (13 %) and correct items accounted for 19 frequencies (6.8 %). 

The high percentage of erroneous translations is an indication of the difficulty of 

translating collocations of religious nature. Table (3) below shows the frequencies and 

percentages of lexical errors made by students. 
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Table 3 Frequencies & Percentages of Lexical Errors for 35 Students 
in Restricted Lexical Collocations (N=8) 

     

Correct Deletion Lexical Errors   

% Fr. % Fr. % Fr.   

- -  - 100% 35 ϴ˶Ο͉έ�˳ϥΎ˴τ˸ϴ˴ηϢ˳  1 

20% 7 20% 7 60% 21 ϊ˴˸Ϥ͉δϟԼ�˴ϕ˴ή˴Θ˸γԼ 2 

- - 20% 7 80% 28 ή˳ο�Ϧϣ�ϢϬ˶Α�Ύ˴ϣ�Ύ˴Ϩ˸ϔ˴θ˴ϛ˴ϭ�˸ 3 
20% 7 20% 7 60% 21 Ύ˴Ϭ˴Ϭ˸Ο˴ϭ�˸Ζ͉Ϝ˴μ˴ϓ 4 
14.3% 5 11.4% 4 74.3% 26 Ϣ˲ϴ˶Ϙ˴ϋ�˲ίϮ˵Π˴ϋ 5 
  11.4% 4 88.6% 31 βϧϹϭ�ϦΠϟ 6 
  14.2% 5 85.7% 30 ή˸˴Ϭ˸Ϙ˴Η�˴ϼ˴ϓ�˴Ϣϴ˶Θ˴ϴ˸ϟԼ 7 

- - 11.4% 4 88.6% 31 ή˴Ϭ˸Ϩ˴Η�˴ϼ˴ϓ��˴Ϟ˶͉δϟԼ 8 

Correct  Deletion    Lexical 

% total % Total % Total 
Responses Received 

6.8% 19 13.6% 38 79.6% 223 280 
 

The table shows that restricted lexical collocations created problems for the 

subjects of the study. The difficulty is attributed to the lack of precise equivalent of 

certain lexical constituents of the collocational patterns that reflect an area where 

intercultural equivalence does not exist in the target language.  

In rendering the restricted collocation pattern noun+ adjective "shayt?�nun 

raj?�m"��Ϣϴѧ˶Ο͉έ�ϥΎ˴τ˸ϴѧ˴η˳ ", a number of different responses have been received, whereby none of 

the responses can separately be considered an equivalent to the two constituents of the 

collocation "��ϢϴѧΟέ�ϥΎτϴѧη" “shayt?�nun raj?�m”. This is illustrated in the following examples 

chosen in accordance with the most erroneous responses.  
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Example   (1):  

Received Translations % Frequency  

 satan the outcast lucifer the devil   100 35 Ϣϴ˶Ο͉έ�˳ϥΎ˴τ˸ϴ˴η 
shay?�?�nun raj?�m 

rejected satan disgraced satan    

accursed shay?�?�n cursed devil    

evil spirit accursed stoned demon    

outcast devil stoned devil    
 

Analysis:  

Errors in translating the collocation " ����Ϣϴѧ˶Ο͉έ�˳ϥΎ˴τ˸ϴѧ˴η  “shay?�?�nun raj?�m” accounted 

for 35 frequency (100%).That is to say none of the above-received translations was 

successful in rendering the collocation adequately. The lexical constituents of the noun + 

adjective collocation "ϢϴѧѧΟέ�ϥΎτϴѧѧη" “shay?�?�nun raj?�m” have a much wider scope of 

semantic meaning than the ones received. "cursed devil" was the outcome of the two 

lexical constituents "devil" and "cursed" .Each lexical element denotes a different 

meaning, but, once the two collocants combine, the meaning of the two collocants 

becomes redundant, thus eliminating the collocation "��ϢϴѧΟέ�ϥΎτϴѧη" “shay?�?�nun raj?�m” to 

one element only.  "Devil" according to Webster's Dictionary (1979, p.309) means: "a 

personal supreme spirit of evil represented in Jewish and Christian beliefs as the tempter 

of mankind". While "cursed" according to Oxford Advanced Learner's Dictionary of 

Current English, (1974, p.212) indicates, "someone or something being under a curse-to 

bring great evil upon/ damnable". However, when "cursed" is selected to collocate with 

devil, the meaning indicated becomes redundant. Since "devil's" evil is inherent then to 

bring evil upon evil renders only one constituent of the intended collocation. Moreover, 
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the word "cursed" according to Al-Mawarid (1998, p.240) means: �“bagh?�?�", ���ξ ϴѧϐΑ��  �

�Ϫϳήϛ��ˬ "kar?�h", �ˬ�ϊΒτϟ�˯ϱΩέ���  "rad?�?u?�-?�ab?�" �βϛΎθϣ�  "mush?�kis" "mal?�?�n"  �ϥϮόϠϣ�  

Similarly, the collocation of the two constituents "outcast devil" is not the 

appropriate equivalent for "��ϢϴΟήѧϟ�ϥΎτϴθѧϟ" “ashshay?�?�nur-raj?�m”; "outcast" according to 

Oxford (1974, p.595) means: "a person or an animal driven out from home or society, 

homeless and friendless". Arabic definition of "outcast" is: �ΔѧϳΎϔϧ�ˬΩήθΘϤϟ�ˬϊϤΘΠϤϟ�Ϧϣ�ΫϮΒϨϣ”  " 

manb?�ðun minal-mujtama?�, almutasharrid, nif?�yah”. According to collocability, these 

qualities do not match the word "raj?�m �ϢϴѧΟέ" which is translated literally as "stoned". The 

meaning of "stoned" according to Oxford (p.851) is an adjective describing the action of 

throwing stones at somebody to kill him. This again is not an equivalent to the element 

"ϢϴѧѧΟέ" “raj?�m”. According to Ibn-Katheer (p.262) "ϢϴΟήѧѧϟ" “arraj?�m” is " �ϥΎτϴθѧѧϟ   

“ashshay?�?�n” who is “ �ϥϮѧόϠϣ���έϮΠϬϣˬΏϮΒδѧϣ�ϡϮΌθѧϣˬ� " “mal?�?�n, mash??�m, mahj?�r, masb?�b”  

and ϡϮΟήϣ�ΐϛϮϜϟΎΑ�  “marj?�m bil kaw?�kib” "hit by meteors  and not by stones".�   

From the above definitions, it seems that synonymous lexical items such as  

"outcast”, damned, stoned , cursed and disgraced  can not be substituted for the collocant  

"�ϢϴѧΟέ" “raj?�m”, but rather  each  one is a lexical constituent that is part of  the meanings 

included in the term" ϢϴΟέ" “raj?�m” . 

Example (2): 

Another example of inadequate received translations is the verb +object 

collocation ��Ύѧ˴Ϭ˴Ϭ˸Ο˴ϭ�˸Ζ͉Ϝ˴μѧ˴ϓ�� " “fa?�akkat wajhah?�”. It registered 21 frequencies (60%) of 

erroneous  translations. 

Received Translations %    Fr.            Item ( 5) 

spanked slapped 60 21 

beat punched   

struck smote   

ϢϴϘϋ�ίϮΠϋ�ΖϟΎϗϭ�Ύ˴Ϭ˴Ϭ˸Ο˴ϭ�˸Ζ͉Ϝ˴μ˴ϓ 
 fa?�akkat  wajhah?� waq?�lat 

?�aj?�zun  ?�aq?�m 
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The verb " ����Ϛѧλ “?�akka” restricts its selection to nouns which function as its 

context and by which it can be defined. For example, it collocates with the noun "door" 

as in  ���ΏΎѧΒϟ�Ϛѧλ�   “?�akka alb?�b”. This collocation can be literally translated as "shut the 

door or closed the door". However, in the example used for the test, the verb ��ΖϜѧλ�  

“?�akkat” is collocationally restricted to the noun "�ΎѧϬϬΟϭ" �wajhah?�� to denote according 

to Al-Zamakhshari (p.392) “the action whereby she hits her face with her open hands 

and the tips of her fingers touching her forehead as an indication of being stunned”. Yet, 

the translations received lacked this specific action and the meaning embedded in the 

verb; the term "spank" according to Oxford (1974, p.825) means: "punish a child by 

slapping on the buttocks with an open hand or with a slipper".  As for the word "beat" 

according to Oxford (1974, p.70) it means "hit repeatedly especially with a stick". 

"Punch" (p. 677) on the other hand, means, "to strike hard with the fist".  "Slapped", "the 

past tense of slap", means, "struck with the palm of the hand". Again, the verb "smote", 

"the past tense of smite", is defined according to Webster's (1979, p.1089) as: "to strike 

sharply or heavily especially with one hand or an implement held in the hand". All 

definitions of the verb "�Ϛѧλ" “?�akka” cannot possibly collocate with the noun "�ΎѧϬϬΟϭ"  

“wajhah?�” for the linguistic context indicates that she was not planning on hitting 

herself. It was just an indication of being stunned .Moreover, restricting the usage of this 

verb  " ��ΖϜѧλ  “?�akkat” to the noun  "�ΎѧϬϬΟϭ"  “wajhah?�” is  Quranic specific that cannot be 

replaced by any of these lexical items received. 

Example (3): 

Received Translations % Fr.       Item 8 

  88.6 31 

pauper petitioner   

 beggar demander   

mendicant homeless   

�Ύϣ́ϓή˴Ϭ˸Ϩ˴Η�˴ϼ˴ϓ��˴Ϟ˶͉δϟԼ  
fa?ammas-sa?ila fal?� 

tanhar  
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The above noun-verb collocation" ��ѧ˴ϓ�ϞΎδѧϟ�˴ήѧϬ˸Ϩ˴Η�˴ϼ ” "assa?ila fal?� tanhar" is also 

Quranic specific that posed a problem to students accounting for 31 frequencies (88.6%) 

of unacceptable responses. It posed a great difficulty in renditions due to its specific and 

comprehensive semantic meaning. On the one hand, Quranic specific cannot be 

compatible to any expression even if both share the same semantic features. On the other 

hand, it is so comprehensive and condensed with meanings so that all of the above-

received translations are only shades of the meaning of �Ϟ˶͉δѧϟԼ�˴ " "assa?ila" .The received 

lexical item, "pauper" according to Webster's (p.834) means: "one who receives aid from 

public poor funds/ very poor person". In addition, "beggar" is defined as "a person who 

lives by begging others' charities; money, food. (Oxford, p.73).  As for "mendicant", it is 

defined by (Webster, p.711), as: "a person who is making a living as a beggar".  

(Webster, p.850) on the other hand, defines "Petitioner" as: "one who makes a formal 

written request to a superior / something asked or requested". "Demander", is defined by  

(Oxford, p.229), as: "is a person who asks for something as if ordering or as if one has a 

right to". "Homeless" is defined by (Oxford, p. 409) as: "a person with no home".  

All of the renderings above were able to convey one shade of the meaning of 

"�ϞΎδѧϟ" �assa?il�. This meaning is related to material needs such as money/food / home/ 

or a formal governmental request as in petitioner. There is another embedded meaning to 

the term �ϞΎδѧϟ� " "assa?il” that is missing in the students' translations. Al-Zamakhshari 

(p.757) explained that "assa?il" literally "is a term that denotes anyone who asks for help 

in a difficult situation whether physical, moral or material". Hence, the term �Ϟ˶͉δѧϟԼ� " 

“ass?�?il” is so inclusive in its definition. It includes not only a poor person asking for 

help but also students who are in need for more knowledge. 
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The analysis presented above definitely shows that students encountered certain 

difficulties when translating lexical collocations. Mistranslation was a consequence of 

not taking the context whether linguistic or extra-linguistic, into consideration. 

 

(ii)  Semantic Errors:  

Table 4 Frequencies & Percentages of   Semantic Collocational  Errors 
for 35  Students (N=7) 

     

Correct Deletion Semantic  Errors   

  Fr. % Fr. % Fr.  %   

--- --- 6 17.1% 29 82.9% �˸ϢϬ˶ΑϮ˵Ϡ˵ϗ�Իϰ˴Ϡ˴ϋ�˵Ϫ͉Ϡϟ��˴Ϣ˴Θ˴Χ    1 

--- --- 7 20% 28 80% Ի�˲Γ˴ϭΎ˴θ˶Ϗ�˸Ϣ˶ϫ˶ήԻ˴μ˸Α˴ �ϰϠϋϭ    2 

7 20% --- --- 28 80% ϩ˵Ύ˴Ϩ˸ϴ˴ϋ�˸Ζ͉π˴ϴ˸ΑԼ˴ϭ    3 

4 11.42% 5 14.28% 26 74.3% Ϣ˸˶Ϭ˶ϧ˴Ϋ�ϰ˴Ϡ˴ϋ�Ύ˴Ϩ˸Α˴ή˴π˴ϓ    4 

3 8.6% 3 8.6% 29 82.8% ���ϲ͋Ϩ˶ϣ�˵Ϣ˸ψ˴ό˸ϟԼ�˴Ϧ˴ϫ˴ϭ ϲ˷ϧ·    5 

1 2.9% 4 11.4% 30 85.7% ΎΒ˸ϴ˴η�˵α˸͉ήϟԼ�ϞόΘηԼ˴ϭ    6 

--- --- 11 31.42 24 68.6 ˱˷Ω˴Ϯ˸δ˵ϣ�˵Ϫ˵Ϭ˸Ο˴ϭ�͉Ϟ˴χ�˱    7 

  Fr. % Fr. % Fr.  % Response Received 

15 6.1% 36 14.7% 194 79.2% 245 
 

The above table shows 245 received translations with regard to semantic 

patterns of collocations. These metaphorical collocations, in addition to their literal non-

metaphorical sense or meaning, have another meaning, which is symbolic and non-

literal. All of the examples used in this study are not used in their literal sense but in the 

metaphorical sense. The outcome of the study reveals that out of 245 responses received, 

194 (79.2%) translations were incorrectly rendered.   It also shows that 36 translations 

(14.7%) are deleted items either of one or both constituents of the collocation. Again, 

this can be attributed to the students' failure in conveying the implicit semantic message 
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suggested and clarified by the context. Only 15 translations (6.1%) are considered 

adequate; students were successful in conveying the implicit message in their 

translations. For example, the collocation, ˴�ϩΎѧѧ˴Ϩ˸ϴ˴ϋ�˸Ζ͉πѧѧ˴ϴ˸ΑԼ�˵ " "?ibiyya?�?�at "?ayn?�hu", 

accounted for 7  frequencies (20 %) of the responses rendered this collocation correctly.  

The analysis of the two examples used will be based upon the most frequent of errors 

made by students while the third will be used to show how effective is the context in 

clarifying the intended meaning. 

Example (1): 

Received Translations Fr. % Item (1) 
Allah has stamped 
their hearts 

God sealed off their 
hearts 29 82.9 

God put a seal on 
them 

God set a seal on 
their hearts   

Ϣ˸Ϭ˶ΑϮ˵Ϡ˵ϗ�Իϰ˴Ϡ˴ϋ�˵Ϫ͉Ϡϟ��˴Ϣ˴Θ˴Χ 
Khatamal-l?�hu 
?�al?� qul?�bihim 

 

In translating the collocation, " �����ϢϬ˶ΑϮѧѧѧ˵Ϡ˵ϗ�Իϰѧѧѧ˴Ϡ˴ϋ�˵Ϫѧѧѧ͉Ϡϟ��˴Ϣ˴Θѧѧѧ˴Χ˸ "khatamal-l?�hu ?�al?� 

qul?�bihim", (82.9%) of the answers were incorrect and (17.1%) avoided the answers.  

Again, constituents of this collocations, verb +preposition+ noun,�are uniquely restricted 

in their selection of one another to convey a certain message. The verb " ��Ϣ˴Θѧ˴Χ “khatama” 

can collocate with other noun phrases in a non-metaphorical sense to produce 

collocations and their translations will be based upon the context.  For example, when 

the verb " ��ϢΘѧΧ  "khatama" is used with the noun "kit?�b" to form the collocation "��ϢΘѧΧ

ΏΎѧѧΘϜϟ" "khatama alkit?�ba", the outcome meaning of this combination would be  

equivalent to "completed/ finished and concluded". The verb  in "khatama alkit?�ba",  is 

used in a non-metaphorical sense and is literally translated without implying any 

semantic messages. However, translations given by students were erroneous because of 

their failure in rendering the message that should have been detected through the 

context.  Hence, there is an abandonment of message implied by the metaphorical use of 

verb '' ��ϢΘѧΧ  “khatama” with the noun "qul?�bihim" that collocates with. The metaphor is 
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used here to describe the unbelievers who refuse to listen, hear and perceive the truth. 

That is, their hearts and all their senses are sealed off by a seal.  Moreover, Han Wehr 

(p.218) defines the meaning of the collocation ����ϪѧΒϠϗ�ϰѧϠϋ�Ϳ�ϢΘѧΧ�  ““khatamal-l?�hu ?�al?� 

qalbihi” as: " ��ϻ�ϪѧϠόΟ��˱ΎΌϴѧη�ϢѧϬϔϳ "  �ja?�alahu l?� yafqahu shay?an �� Thus, the verb "�É�Ƈś»Ŧ"  

"khatama", is metaphorically used to imply that "there is no seal on the truth" (Al-

Zamakhshari, p.57).  Consequently, in order for translators to render this collocation 

correctly, first, they have to comprehend the connotative meaning of the verse through 

the context and then render the message intended. 

 

 

Example (2): 

Received Translations Fr. % Item (1) 
And the hair of 
my head glisten 
with grey 

My head glows 
silver with age. 30 85.7 

My head shines 
with grey hair  

And my head is all 
aflame with 
hoarness 

 
 

ΎΒ˸ϴ˴η�˵α˸͉ήϟԼ�ϞόΘηԼ˴ 
?ishta?�alr-ra?su 

shayb?� 

 

Similarly, most students committed errors in the translation of the metaphorical 

collocation " �˴�ΎΒ˸ϴѧѧ˴η�˵α˸͉ήѧѧϟԼ�ϞόΘѧѧηԼ "?ishta?�alar-ra?su shayb?�". Errors accounted for 30 

frequencies (85.7%).  The verb " ��ϞόΘѧη "?ishta?�ala" is translated as: 'glisten", "shines", " 

glows" and" a flame". These lexical items belong to one semantic field that conveys a 

sense of brightness that is not compatible with the situational context or the condition of 

the speaker. These lexical items do not express the meaning of "ϞόΘη" "?ishta?�ala" in this 

verse because "glisten" according to (Oxford, p.365) means: "shines brightly / sparkle". 

It can be used figuratively in the woman's eyes glistened with amusement. "Glow" 
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means, "send out brightness or warmth without flame/ be filled with light": it is used 

with face, eyes, joy and pleasure.  

The verb  ��ϞόΘѧη�  "ishta?�ala" is used here to indicate that grey hair has covered 

all of the head so there is no black hair left just like the burning process where the fire 

eats up everything so there is nothing left. Accordingly, only the verb "�ϞόΘѧη" “ishta?�ala” 

in this example is collocationally restricted to " �αήѧѧϟ�ΐϴѧѧη “shaybur-ra?s”. Hence, 

erroneous translations are attributed to several reasons; first, students' lack of knowledge 

of collocational restrictions of the verb "��ϞόΘѧη" "ishta?�ala" made them select the wrong 

collocates.  Second, none of the above translations was successful in conveying the 

metaphorical meaning implied in the collocation.�However, the meaning of this 

collocation can be rendered as: "I have been so old and my hair has turned grey"�Al-

Zamakhshari (p.4)  

Example (3): 

Received Translations Fr. % Collocation (1) 

we draw a veil over 
their ears. 

we sealed up their 
hearing. 26 74.3 

then we struck 
their ears in the 
cave for a number 
of years. 

we smote their ears.   

Ϣ˶Ϭ˶ϧ˴Ϋ�ϰ˴Ϡ˴ϋ�Ύ˴Ϩ˸Α˴ή˴π˴ϓ 
 ˸

fa?�arabn?� ?�al?�  
??�ð?�nihim  

 

The above collocation " fa?�arabn?� ?�al?�  ??�ð?�nihim" was incorrectly rendered 

accounting for 26 frequencies (74.3%) of semantic errors. The verb ''�Ώήѧο"  “?�araba” can 

be used to express several meanings in Arabic, but here, �a?�?�arabu  ?�al?� al?uðun",  is 

metaphorically used to imply according to Al-Zamakhshari (p.677) that "they fell into 

deep  sleep where sounds had no effect on them".  
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This semantic meaning of the collocation could be signaled by the linguistic 

context "��ΩΪѧϋ�ϦϴϨѧγ" "sin?�na ?�adad?�"  "a number of years". Hence, translations received 

such as: "struck their ears" do not reveal the intended meaning. "Strike" means: "to hit / 

give a blow to harm suddenly". This translation does not convey the meaning of sleep. 

The other two received translations, "then we sealed up their hearing and smote their 

ears" are the literal translation of the collocation and thus they do not convey the 

message intended.  

All of the received translations have ignored the context as well as the 

selectional restriction of the verbs within their contexts. Moreover, literal translation 

distorts the connotative meaning implied in the message. Hence, the most adequate 

translation of "marked or unusual collocations" (Baker, 1992, p.61), is to  avoid literal 

translation and simply convey the message intended. The implications of �a?�?�arabu  ?�al?� 

al?uðun",  in this particular context is : " we made them sleep for a number of years". 
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4.1.B     Collocational Errors in Translating Part (B): The 

Hadith 

Table 5 Frequencies and Percentages of Collocational Errors in 
Restricted Lexical Collocations:  Part (B)   The Hadith (N=15) 

     

Correct Deletion Semantic Lexical Collocations 

% Fr. % Fr. --- --- % Fr.  

---- ---- 77% 27 --- --- 23% 8 Γϼμϟ�ΔϣΎϗ·ϭ 

57.1% 20 17.1% 6 --- --- 25.7% 9 ΓΎϛΰϟ�˯ΎΘϳ·ϭ 

62.9% 22 37.1% 13 --- --- --- ---- ϥΎπϣέ�ϡϮλϭ 

5.7% 2 45.7% 16 --- --- 48.6% 17 ΖϴΒϟ�ΞΣϭ 

57.1% 20 34.3% 12 --- --- 8.6% 3  Ώάϛ�ΙΪΣ�Ϋ· 

20% 7 34.3% 12 --- --- 45.7% 16 ϒϠΧ�Ϊϋϭ Ϋ· 

14.3% 5 40% 14 --- --- 45.7% 16 ϥΎΧ�ϦϤΗ̈́ Ϋ· 

--- --- 37.1% 13 --- --- 62.9% 22 ��ΪϟϷ����ϢμΨϟ�  

8.6% 3 28.6% 10 --- --- 62.9% 22 βϔϨϟ�˵ϞΘϗϭ 

--- --- 11.4% 4 --- --- 88.6% 31 �ϦϳΪϟϮϟ�ϕϮϘϋϭ 

31.4% 11 22.6% 8 --- --- 45.7% 16 έϭΰϟ�ΓΩΎϬηϭ 

--- --- 42.9% 15 --- --- 57.1% 20 �ϪΑ�ΖγϮγϭ
ΎϫέϭΪλ 

20% 7 ---- ---- ---- --- 80% 28 ϊΎΠϟ�ϮϤόσϭ 

20% 7 2.6% 1 --- --- 27% 27 �ϭΩϮϋϭ
ξϳήϤϟ 

42.9% 15 11.4% 4 --- --- 16% 16 ϞϴΒγ�ήΑΎϋ 

Correct Deletion Semantic Lexical  

% Fr. % Fr. % Fr. % Fr. Responses 
Summary 

22.7% 119 29.5% 155 -- -- 47.8% 251 525 
 

Table (5) shows that the total number of collocations received were 525 

collocations. Lexical errors accounted for 251 frequencies (47.8%) of the total number 

of collocations received. Deleted items registered 155 frequencies (29.5 %) and the 

correct answers received were 119 (22.7%). Analysis of the received translations will be 
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carried out in accordance with the most erroneous responses and the highest frequency 

of deleted items. 

Example (1) 

Received translations % Fr. Collocation (1) 

performing  prayers 

practicing  prayers 

practicing  ?�al?�t 

 

23 

 

8 
Γϼμϟ�ΔϣΎϗ· 

?iq?�matu?�-?�al?�t 

 

The example indicates that (23%) of the responses were errors committed by 

the students and (77%) either deleted one element of the collocation or the two 

collocants. None of the translations above was able to translate " ���Γϼμѧϟ�ΔѧϣΎϗ· “?iq?�mat 

i?�?�al?�t” adequately. Despite the fact that this collocation is a concept shared by non-

Muslims and equivalent terms in English might be easily found, yet finding the 

equivalence to the two constituents of this noun-noun collocation was problematic. 

Renditions indicate that students tended to restrict the sense of the lexical words as they 

transfer them from Arabic into English. The lexical constituent “?�al?�t" was rendered as 

"prayers or transliterated and kept as “?�al?�t". In fact, “sal?�t"  is different from prayer. It 

has a linguistic meaning and a "shar?�?�a" "meaning. The linguistic meaning is the same as 

prayer but the shar?�?�a meaning is quite different from prayers; Ibn–Katheer (p. 38) has 

explained that "sal?�t" includes three characteristics: �(i) " �ΔϴθѧΨϟ alkhishyah" (ii) "wa 

ðikru allah" ����Ϳ�ήϛΫ  �(i)�ι ϼΧϻ  "al?ikhl?�?�” 

The rendition of "?iq?�mat" as "performing" is not adequate because everyone 

can perform prayers but not everyone can "yuq?�m a?�?�al?�t".  "“?iq?�mat i?�?�al?�t” indicates 

that the whole being is in submission to the grace of Allah unlike "performing" which 

indicates the practical side of  sal?�t.  If "perform" is to be defined literally as: " �ˬΰΠϨϳ��ŶƊŰƔ

���Ɠ»ſƔ��ƒŧŎ»Ɣ�ŧ»ŷƏŗ "  “yunjiz, ya?�na?�, yu?addi, yaf?� biwa?�d” (Al-Mawrid, p.673) and in 
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English as: "to perform a task / play / something one is ordered to do" (Oxford, p. 622), 

then, the term "?�al?�t" is not equivalent to prayers.  

Similarly, the term "practice" is not equivalent to "ΔѧѧϣΎϗ·" ��"?iq?�mat". The 

meaning in Arabic,�according to Al-Mawrid (p.714), means:  " �����ϰѧϠϋ�ΏέΪѧϳ�ˬ�αέΎѧϤϳ�ˬ�ϝϭΰѧϳ  

“yuz?�wil, yum?�ris, yudarrib ?�l?�”. In English, it means: "to do something repeatedly or 

regularly / to make a habit of something or follow a profession".�From the above 

definitions, it is obvious that "practice/perform" do not render the intended collocation. 

Hence, this rendition is inadequate for it tends to reduce the very essential spiritual 

purpose of "sal?�t" by emphasizing the practical side only.  "?�al?�t" is the combination of 

both; performing and praying.  

To translate this collocation correctly,�it is advisable to employ the 

transliteration strategy by which both sides of "sal?�t"; the spiritual as well as the practical 

are included in the rendition. 

Example (2) 

Deletion Errors  
Received Translation 

% Fr. % Fr.  Item (1) 

what whispers in the chest 42.9 15 57.1 20 

chest whispering 

evil whispers 

soul whisperer 

shay?�?�n  in the chest 

    

ϪΑ�ΖγϮγϭ�ΎϫέϭΪλ  
waswasat bihi  

?�ud?�ruha 

 

 In this example, (57.1%) have rendered the lexical verb +noun collocation 

incorrectly. Students assumed that the verb "whisper" is an equivalent to the lexical 

constituent "�αϮѧγϭ" “waswasa”, while (42.9%) restricted the sense of the lexical word 

completely and chose to either eliminate one lexical constituent of the intended 
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collocations or delete both elements. Examples of deleted items were like "whisper/ soul 

whisper/ shay?�?�n in the chest". 

The difficulty in rendering a word like "'αϮγϭ" “waswasa” is that it embodies in 

it a wide range of contextual meanings and so it often poses a problem to translators. 

Considering the root of the verb "�αϮѧγϭ"  “waswasa” by Hans Wehr (1974, p.1070) is as 

follows:  (i) "to speak under one's breath / whisper" (ii) "to prompt or tempt with wicked 

suggestions". 

As the above definitions reveal, the synonyms offered for the verb "�αϮѧγϭ" 

“waswasa" is to "whisper". The verb "waswasa" is collocationally restricted to "shay?�?�n" 

on the basis of the close semantic association between "shay?�?�n" and the inner self (nafs) 

wherein the devil is assumed to reside.  However, the meaning of the verb is usually 

extended to include any secretive incitement to evil or sin. Given the above Arabic 

definition of the English verb "to whisper" βѧѧϤϬϳ� " "yahmis", lacks three essential 

components that are integral to the Arabic verb " �βѧϤϬϳ " "yahmis" namely (+Satan+ 

negative + sound). The process of "waswasa" is restricted to Satan in Arabic and cannot 

have a positive sense. Thus, the Arabic word “waswasa"  �αϮѧγϭ� " and "shay?�?�n" "�ϥΎτϴѧη" 

collocate together. On the other hand, "whisper" has a positive sense which lacks in the 

verb" ��αϮγϭ  "waswasa". The definition of "whisper" in Al-Mawrid (p. 1210) is:  "�εϮѧηϭ" 

�washwasha� and �βѧϤϫ� " “hamasa” Both have the measure of soft or low frequency 

sounds which make the word incompatible with the evil's  internal speech of " ��αϮѧγϭ 

�waswasa�� This collocation can be transliterated where footnotes can be provided to 

illustrate further the Islamic concept. 
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Example (3)  

Received Translation Deletion Errors  Item (1) 

disobeying parents 

ungrateful to parents 

parents' disobedience 

disrespecting parents 

 parents' impiety  

mal- treatment of parents. 

 
11.4% 

 
4 

 
88.6% 

 
31 

ϦϳΪϟϮϟ�ϕϮϘϋ 
?�uq?�qu 

elw?�lidayn 

 

It seems that the conciseness of Islamic language as seen from the above 

translations hinders adequate rendering of the collocational meaning.  (88.6%) of the 

responses were not able to find the equivalent translation while (11.4%) gave an 

incomplete or non- equivalent rendering of the target collocation. The noun +noun 

collocation has restrictive components. " ��ϕϮϘϋ “?�uq?�q” is restricted in its selection to the 

noun "�ϦϳΪѧϟϮϟ"  “elw?�lidayn” .Thus, the meaning is not only culture and language specific 

,but also, so compact that none of the above-received translations would be regarded as  

to the term "ϕϮϘϋ" “?�uq?�q” 

According to the Islamic and cultural definition of the term, “?�uq?�q” is one of 

greatest sins "kab?�?ir" in Islam. Originally, the root word "�ϖѧϋ" “?�aqqa” “according to 

Al-Mu'jam Al-Waseet (p.616) means: "cutting kinship ties”, that is to cut the parents 

dead, ignore them completely, and have nothing to do with them. Hence, “?�uq?�q” is 

more comprehensive than any other single equivalent in English. Thus, the attempt to 

translate one single collocation by six different equivalents indicates the difficulty of 

finding exact equivalents to terms and expression used in religious texts. 
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4.1. C     Analysis of Errors in Part (C): The Bible 

Frequencies & Percentages of Collocational Errors for 35 
Students:  Part (C) The Bible� (N=15)  Table 6 

    

Collocations��Correct Deletion Lexical Semantic 
Errors��

��Fr. % Fr  % Fr. ���
��Ρϭήѧѧѧѧѧѧϟ�Ϊόѧѧѧѧѧѧλ�ϢѧѧѧѧѧΛ

ωϮδϴΑ 5 14.3% �� 28.6% �� 57.1% 

ϩϮΟϮϟ�ϲδΑΎϋ 0 ---- �� 31.4% �� 68.6% 

Ϳ�ϞϤΣ 2 5.7% � 20. %���� 74.3% 

έΎΟϭ�ΐϟΎόΜϠϟ 1 2.9% �� 57.1% �� 40%��

έΎϛϭ�˯ΎϤδϟ�έϮϴτϟ 1 2.9% �� 34.3% �� 62.8%��

ϥΎϨγϷ�ήϳήλ 11 31.4% �� 28.6% �� 40%��

εήϔϟ�ΔΤϳήσ 8 22.9% � 20% �� 57.1%��

Δλήϔϟ�ΖΤϨγ 14 40% �� 31.4% �� 28.6% 

ΓέΎΠΤϟΎΑ�ΎϤΟέ 10 28.6% � 17.1% �� 54.3% 

ήϤΨϟΎΑ�ϭήϜδΗ�ϻ 7 20% � 25.7% �� 54.3% 

ν ήϤϟ�˯Ύϔη 12 34.3% �� 34.3% �� 31.4%��

ϚϳΪϟ�ΡΎλ 8 22.9% � 20% �� 57.1%��

ϞγϼδϟΎΑ�ϦϳΪϴϘϣ 0 ��� � 20%���� 80%��

�ϡϮϳΏΎδΤϟ 13 37.1% � 20% �� 42.9% 

ϪδϤθΑ�ϕήθϳ 2 5.7%���� 34.3% �� 60% 

Total Summary Fr. % Fr %��Fr. 

525��94 17.90% 148 28.2% 283 53.9%��
 

Table (6) shows the percentages and frequencies of errors, deleted and correct 

responses. Out of 525 received translations of the 35 respondents, a total of 283 (53.9%) 

is related to lexical and semantic errors combined. Restricted lexical collocations 

accounted for 208 (39.6%) of the total 525 items in the translation test (explained in 

table 8) while errors of semantic type accounted for 75 frequencies (14.3%) of the total 

525 items in the test. The low percentage of semantic errors is   due to distribution of 
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items of the test. Tested items of metaphorical type were 3 out of 15 resulting in 105 

responses, compared to 12 tested lexical items resulting in 420 responses. However, the 

deleted items of the two types of collocations, lexical and semantic, registered a high 

frequency of 148 (28.2%)  

The low performance of students with regard to incorrect responses, whether 

lexical or semantic, was anticipated. This is attributed to the specificity of biblical 

collocations. They are culture and language specific. The context in translating these 

collocations is of vital importance. If the context is not taken into consideration, resulted 

translations will sound unnatural and alien to the target language readers. Analysis of 

responses also indicates that students faced difficulties in translating lexical collocations 

in the Bible. Only 94 (17.9%) of acceptable answers were received. The percentage of 

correct responses is far below the anticipated results taking into consideration that 

students had already been exposed and familiar with certain collocations that were either 

used or heard throughout their school years. For example, the collocation "��ϚϳΪѧϟ�ΡΎѧλ" 

"?�?�had-d?�k" accounted for 8 frequencies (22.9%) of the correct responses. In this 

collocation, the lexical verb "�ΡΎѧλ"  “?�?�ha” which represents the sound of the rooster has 

an equivalent that can be easily looked up in bilingual dictionaries. It is defined by 

Oxford (p.286) as: "crowed". Yet, it was literally rendered as "shouted" or "cried". 

   Another example that has a very low frequency of 1  (2.9%) of the correct 

responses, is "��έΎѧΟϭ�ΐѧϟΎόΜϠϟ" �lil?�?�?�libi ?awj?�r�. Again, this collocation denotes the place 

of the animal and thus, equivalence can be easily accessed by the dictionary. Oxford 

(p.152) provides the equivalence for"��έΎѧΟϭ�ΐѧϟΎόΜϠϟ" “lil?�?�?�libi ?awj?�r” "foxes' burrows". 

This term is defined as, "the hole in the ground used as a home or shelter to foxes". 

Despite the fact that this term is available in a number of dictionaries, yet received 

synonyms such as, foxes' holes, foxes' pits and foxes' lairs, are not the equivalent for 
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"burrows" since each one of these lexical equivalents denotes a different meaning. More 

illustrations will be given on this example when discussing strategies used by students in 

rendering lexical in table 8 

The outcome of the analysis has revealed that there are two types of errors 

committed by students (i) semantic errors (ii) lexical errors.  Table (7) is an analysis of 

semantic errors committed by students when translating metaphoric collocations. 

 

(i) Semantic Errors: 

Frequencies & Percentages of Semantic Collocational 
Errors for 35 Students: Part (C) The Bible (N=3) Table 7 

    

Collocations Correct  Deletion  Semantic Errors 

 Fr. % Fr.��% Fr. %��

Ϳ�ϞϤΣ 2 5.7 � �� 26 74.3��

ϞγϼδϟΎΑ�ϦϳΪϴϘϣ �� ����� �� 28 80 

ϪδϤθΑ�ϕήθϳ 2 5.7 �� 34.3��21 60��
Responses 
Summary Fr. % Fr.��% Fr. %��

�����4 3.8 �� 24.8 75 71.4��
 

Out of 105 responses 75 semantic (71.4%) of students' responses were noted as 

errors. Items deleted accounting for 26 (24.8%) of the received 105 translations were 

marked as either an elimination of one collocational element or a reduction of both 

elements. Correct responses marked 4 frequencies (3.8%) of the received 105 

translations. Errors related to metaphoric collocations are due to specificity and 

emotiveness of the biblical collocations that led the students look for denotative meaning 

for the lexical items in isolation of the and non-linguistic context. Thus, rendering the 

two constituents of the collocation literally; in the meantime, they have failed to convey 
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the implied message intended. Examples below illustrate students' literal translations of 

metaphorical collocations: 

 

Received Translation % Fr. Item (1) 
cuffed by chains 
tied with chains 
bounded by chains 

80% 28 ϞγϼδϟΎΑ�ϦϳΪϴϘϣ 
muqayyad?�na bissal?�sil  

lamb of God 
sheep of God 74.3 % 26 Ϳ�ϞϤΣ 

?�amalu-llah 
shine with his sun 60% 21 ϪδϤθΑ�ϕήθϳ�   yushriqu bishamsihi��

 

Example (1)  

The above-received translations indicate that students did not consider the 

context. The metaphoric collocation " ��ϞγϼδѧѧѧϟΎΑ�ϦϳΪѧѧѧϴϘϣ�  “muqayyad?�na bissal?�sil” 

accounted for (80%) of the respondents' answers. Translations received were like; 

"cuffed by chains / bound by chains". These do not convey the meaning of the 

metaphorical collocations. According to Advanced Oxford Dictionary (p.136) "chained' 

is defined as being "confined/ "restrained" and "imprisoned". The selection of one of 

these synonyms must be in accordance with the context, which is indicated here by the 

two words " ��ψϟ�ΔϳϭΎϫϡϼ  "h?�wiyatu?�-?�al?�mi” and �ϦϴγϮΒΤϣ�ϮϠψϳ�  "ya?�all?� ma?�b?�s?�n". 

�ΏΎδΤϟ�ϡϮϳ���ϰϟ·�ϦϴγϮΒΤϣ�ϮϠψϴϓ�ϞγϼδϟΎΑ�ϦϳΪϴϘϣ�ϡϼψϟ�ΔϳϭΎϫ�ϕΎϤϋ�ϲϓ�ϢϬΣήσ�ϞΑ� 

"bal ?�ara?�ahum fi ?a?�m?�q h?�wiyatu- e?�?�al?�mi muqayyad?�na bis-sal?�sil fa ya?�all?� 

ma?�b?�s?�n ?il?� yawmil-?�is?�b". 

Considering these contextual clues, students would have been able to convey 

the metaphoric message implied by the collocation. The implication is that the 

unbelievers will rest in hell for the rest of their lives. 
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Example (2):  

Similarly,  the collocation �Σ�Ϳ�ϞѧϤ� " “?�amalu-llah”, was incorrectly rendered as 

"sheep of God' "goat of God". This incorrect rendition is due to the cultural gap between 

the two languages, which evidently led to lack of comprehension of the semantic 

message. However, linguistic contextual clues should have been sufficient to realize that 

�ϞѧϤΣͿ��� " "?�amalu-llah" in this context, can not be literally rendered.  "He is God’s lamb 

who will eliminate the sin of the world�.� If the context is to be considered here, (will 

eliminate the sin of the world), then this collocation carries certain symbolic 

connotations such as "innocence and sacrifice". Christ is a savior of humanity who is 

willing to sacrifice himself for the sake of humankind. There are other symbolic 

connotations to the constituent "lamb"; defined in Webster (p.639) as: "a person who is 

gentle / weak /easily cheated or deceived". Accordingly, the students in the above 

translations were not able to make a correlation between the message and the context 

given. Hence, they could not render the collocation adequately. 

Example (3):                                          �ϦϴΤϟΎμϟϭ�έήηϷ�ϰϠϋ�ϪδϤθΑ�ϕήθϳ� 

                                                          "yushriqu bishamsihi ?�al?� al?ashr?�ri wa?�-?�?�li?�?�n".           

                  

Received translations were as such: "shine with his sun". There is a 

collocational clash here between the implied message and the renditions of students. In 

the first place, the sun and his do not collocate. Literally, the sun does not belong to any 

one and hence cannot be made by this one to shine. According to Webster's (p.1159), the 

sun indicates "light / warmth". The connotation of this collocation is that Christ spreads 

warmth and happiness over the good and the bad. Moreover, the light he radiates could 

be his inner soul. In any case, received translations missed the metaphoric message. 
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(ii) Lexical Errors: 

Students were faced with another type of problems related to lexical 

constituents of the collocations. The following is an analysis of students' responses. 

Table (8) below shows frequencies and the percentages of errors committed by students 

when translating restricted lexical collocations. 

Frequencies &Percentages of Lexical Collocational Errors for 35 
Students: Part (C) The Bible   (N=12). Table 8 

    

Description Correct Deletion Lexical 
Errors 

��Fr % Fr % Fr % 

ωϮδϴΑ�Ρϭήϟ�Ϊόλ�ϢΛ 5 14.3% 10 28.6% 20 57.1%��

ϩϮΟϮϟ�ϲδΑΎϋ -- -��� 11 31.4%��24 68.6% 

έΎΟϭ�ΐϟΎόΜϠϟ 1 2.9%��20 57.1%��14 40% 

έΎϛϭ�˯ΎϤδϟ�έϮϴτϟ 1 2.9% 12 34.2%��22 62.9% 

γϷ�ήϳήλϥΎϨ 11 31.4% 10 28.6% 14 40% 

εήϔϟ�ΔΤϳήσ 8 22.9% 7 20% 20 57.1%��

Δλήϔϟ�ΖΤϨγ 14 40% 11 31.4% 10 28.6%��

ΓέΎΠΤϟΎΑ�ΎϤΟέ 10 28.6% 6 17.1%��19 54.3% 

ήϤΨϟΎΑ�ϭήϜδΗ�ϻ 7 20%��9 25.7%��19 54.3% 

νήϤϟ�˯Ύϔη 12 34.3% 12 34.3% 11 31.4%��

ϚϳΪϟ�ΡΎλ 8 22.9% 7 20% 20 57.1%��

ΏΎδΤϟ�ϡϮϳ 13 37.1% 7 20% �� 42.9% 

Response Summary Fr % Fr % Fr % 

420 90 21% 122 29.5% 20
8 49.5%��

 

Table 8 shows frequencies and percentages of students' rendering of 

collocations. Only 208 out of 420 instances of collocations were answered. Incorrect 

responses (49.5%) were marked as the highest among all responses.  Deleted items 

marked 122 frequencies and (29.5%), while correct responses had the lowest frequencies 
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of 90 (21%) of the responses received.  Correct rendition of collocations ranges from 

(2.9%) to (40%). The adequate responses could be attributed to students' familiarity with 

such collocations; they are of everyday use. For example, (40 %) of the respondents 

rendered "��Ϫѧλήϔϟ�ΖΤϨѧγ" "sana?�at elfur?�ah" as: "had the chance / the opportunity occurred 

/ was given a chance" (Oxford, p.538). Any of these  renditions  is acceptable. Another 

example that marked a high frequency of 13 (37.1%) is ' ���ΏΎδѧΤϟ�ϡϮѧϳ “yawmul-?�is?�b”. 

Students rendered this collocation correctly as; "dooms day/ judgment day" (Oxford ,p. 

359).  

On the other hand, incorrect responses are attributed to the wrong choice of 

synonymous lexical items that may appear identical and similar in meaning. Yet, every 

synonym has its own collocational range, which is dependent on its situational and 

linguistic context, and therefore, each synonym has a certain collocational 

restrictiveness.  

Example (1): 

Received Translation % Fr. Collocations 
furious 
stern 
sullen 
sad countenance 

gloomy 
sulky 
morose 
 

68.6% 24 
ϩϮΟϮϟ�ϲδΑΎϋ 

?�?�bis?� elwuj?�h 

nests den 62.9% 22 
έΎϛϭ�˯ΎϤδϟ�έϮϴτϟ 

li?�uy?�ris-sm?�?i 
?awk?�r 

 

"?�?�bis?� elwuj?�h" is one of the examples whose lexical constituents were 

confused with similar synonyms that belong to the same semantic field.  (68.6 %) of the 

responses were marked incorrect.  Received translations such as the above, may share 

certain semantic features when they describe the mood or the behavior of people yet, 

each is restricted by the context in which it is used. To clarify this issue, the received 

words will be defined. According to Oxford Dictionary (p. 350) furious means: "violent / 
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uncontrolled / full of fury"; gloomy on (p. 366) means: "dark / un lighted/depressed". 

"Stern" on (p.847) means, "severe/ strict of a face, looks, or treatment", "sulky" on 

(p.865) is defined as: "unsociable / in a bad temper and show this by refusing to talk".  

"Morose" is defined by (Oxford, p.549) as, "sullen / ill-tempered /unsociable". "Sullen" 

(p.866) "dark and gloomy / bad- tempered".  The last synonym is "sad countenance" 

which is defined as "expressions on the face".  All of these lexical items belong to one 

semantic field yet, they are not equivalent to the lexical constituent " �βΑΎϋ "?�?�bis", which 

does not necessarily mean that the person is characterized by any of the qualities 

described in the synonyms given.  According to Hans Wehr (p.588) the word " ��ūŗ»ŷ  

"?�abasa" is to "frown / knit one's brows / to give somebody an angry look" . Hence the 

selective restriction of the verb " ���βΒѧϋ  "?�abasa" in this particular situation is "frowning 

faces" 

Example (2): 

Although this collocation " ����έΎѧϛϭ�˯ΎϤδѧϟ�έϮѧϴτϟϭ  “wa li?�uy?�ris-sm?�?i ?awk?�r” may 

seem to be familiar to students, yet (62.6%) of responses rendered the collocation as 

"birds' nests".  It is true that nests as defined by Oxford (p.565) are "places made or 

chosen by a bird for its eggs". Yet, if the context is to be considered here, then the 

intended birds are not small birds that have nests but birds of prey like eagles and other 

birds of prey. In this example, the selection of the collocate is specified by the context. 

Birds of prey take "aeries" as their nests. "Aeries" is defined in Oxford (p.15) as: "nests 

of other birds of prey that are built high up among rocks". As for dens, it is "an animal 

hidden place as a cave". (Oxford ,p.230).  
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4.2. Results Related to the Second Question" What Strategies 

Do Students Employ In Translating Religious Texts?" 

4.2.A:  Analysis of Strategies in Part (A): The Holy Quran 

The present analysis aims at investigating the frequency of different strategies 

employed by the participants of the study in order to overcome the problem of rendering 

certain collocational expressions. The table below was conducted on the basis of the 

students' responses. The strategies adopted by the students are noted in terms of their 

frequencies and percentages and will be analyzed in terms of the type or errors 

committed by them. These errors are mostly lexical and semantic. The analysis of 

strategies will be considered with regard to lexical errors first. The table below indicates 

that the students adopted the following strategies: synonymy, generalization, literal, 

paraphrasing and deletion. Each strategy will be explained further and illustrated by 

using examples taken from the students' responses. 

 

Table 9 Analysis of Strategies of Part (A): The Holy Quran 
      ��
Literal Paraphrases Synonymy Generalization Deletion Correct ��
Fr % Fr % Fr % Fr % Fr % Fr % ��
 -  --- 35 100.0  ----  ---  --- Ϣ˳ϴ˶Ο͉έ�˳ϥΎ˴τ˸ϴ˴η 
10 28.6 5 14.3 6 17.1  0.0 7 20.0 7 20.0 ϊ˴˸Ϥ͉δϟԼ�˴ϕ˴ή˴Θ˸γԼ��

 ---- 6 17.1 21 60.0 1 2.9 7 20.0  ---- �ϢϬ˶Α�Ύ˴ϣ�Ύ˴Ϩ˸ϔ˴θ˴ϛ˴ϭ
˸˳ήο�Ϧϣ��

 ---- 1 2.9 20 57.1  0.0 7 20.0 7 20.0 Ύ˴Ϭ˴Ϭ˸Ο˴ϭ�˸Ζ͉Ϝ˴λ˴ 
 ---  0.0 16 45.7 10 28.6 4 11.4 5 14.3 Ϯ˵Π˴ϋϢ˲ϴ˶Ϙ˴ϋ�˲ί 
 ---  0.0  0.0 31 88.6 4 11.4  ---- βϧϷϭ�ϦΠϟ 
 ----- 22 62.9 5 14.3 3 8.6 5 14.3  --- ή˸˴Ϭ˸Ϙ˴Η�˴ϼ˴ϓ�˴Ϣϴ˶Θ˴ϴ˸ϟԼ 

 ---- 6 17.1 3 8.6 22 62.9 4 11.4  ----- �˴ϼ˴ϓ��˴Ϟ˶͉δϟԼ
ή˴Ϭ˸Ϩ˴Η 

Literal Paraphrases Synonymy Generalization Deletion Correct 
Fr % Fr % Fr % Fr % Fr % Fr % 

Responses 
Summary 

10 3.57 40 14.29 106 37.86 67 23.93 38 13.57 19 6.79  
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Adopted Strategies ordered by rank according to percentage 

Strategy Percentage 

1- Synonymy 37.86% 

2- Generalization 23.93% 

3- Paraphrasing 14.29 % 

4- Deletion 13..57% 

5- Correct rendering 6.79% 

6- Literal  translation 3.57% 

 

1- Near Synonymy: 

Table (9) indicates that, synonymy emerges as the most conspicuous strategy 

accounting for (37.86%) of the students' responses.  Synonymy is used in translation if 

the items are close enough in their meaning to allow a choice to be made between them 

in some contexts. In this study, synonymy will be considered in its wider sense; that is 

any sameness in meaning is considered as synonymy. The heavy use of synonymy by 

the students can also be attributed to two factors: first, students' lack of ability to select 

the correct collocate due to the difficulty and conciseness of lexical terms that exist in 

religious texts; second, students' unawareness of the selectional restrictions of one 

collocant with another. This strategy was employed by all the students with regard to 

rendering the collocation, "��ϢϴѧΟέ�ϥΎτϴѧη” “shay?�?�nun raj?�m”, accounting for 100% of the 

students' responses. The production of a number of synonymous lexical items indicates 

the misunderstanding of the meaning of the source language collocation. This as 

explained earlier is so comprehensive and connotative to be expressed by one single 

lexical item. The following example illustrates this point further:   
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Received Translations % Quranic 
Collocations 

reveal  their distress 
dispelled their misery 
dispelled their misery 

revealed their 
hardships 
take away their 
sufferings 

lift up their trouble removed their 
affliction 

60 
˸˳ήο�Ϧϣ�ϢϬ˶Α�Ύ˴ϣ�Ύ˴Ϩ˸ϔ˴θ˴ϛ˴ϭ 
wa kashafn?� m?� 
bihim min ?�urr 

 

Near synonymy accounted for (60%) of students' responses when translating the 

collocation ������ήѧο�Ϧѧϣ�ϢѧϬΑ�Ύѧϣ�ΎϨϔθѧϛϭ�  “wa kashafn?� m?� bihim min ?�urr” .This example is 

evidence that lexical collocational constituents in the Holy Quran often pose a great 

challenge to translators. It is true that Arabic is so rich with synonyms; nevertheless, 

"true or real synonymy does not exist in language and that no two words have exactly he 

same meaning" (Zughoul, 1991, p.48). Accordingly, the semantic meaning of each 

synonymous lexical item is incompatible and cannot be substituted by another to express 

the same meaning. The chosen meaning is signaled by its linguistic and extra-linguistic 

context. For example 

 The verb, " ��ϒθѧϛ “kashafa”  has multiple meanings depending on the context it 

is used in. It can be used literally as well as idiomatically. ���ϒθѧϛ� “kashafa” in the literal 

sense can collocate with a number of  nouns, to produce variant collocations that are 

completely different in meaning . If the verb “kashafa” ���ϒθѧϛ� collocates with the noun 

"secret", then the outcome will be the collocation "��˱ήѧγ�ϰθѧϓ" “?afsh?� sirran”. Similarly, 

the verb can be used idiomatically as: ��ΎϬϗΎѧγ�Ϧѧϋ�ΏήΤϟ�Ζϔθϛ�� " “kashafat el?�arbu ?�an s?�qih?� 

to mean: "the war became violent"; Hans Wehr (p.829) .The meaning of this idiom is 

completely different from "��ήπѧϟ�ϒθѧϛ" “kashafa?�-?�urru or ". ���˱ήѧγ�ϰθѧϓ “?afsh?� sirran”.  In 

conclusion, students use synonymy because finding equivalents to certain collocations in 

religious texts is quite impossible. 
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2- Generalization:    

The second most adopted strategy in translating lexical collocations was 

generalization. It accounted for (23.93%). This strategy was used because students failed 

to find the specific term for the intended collocations. Therefore, they attempted to 

reconstruct the optimal meaning by giving less precise meaning in the TL instead of the 

required lexical expressions in the SL. To illustrate this point further examples from 

received translations will be analyzed: 

Received Translations % Quranic Collocations 

jinn and men  88.6 βϧϹϭ�ϦΠϟ 
aljinnu wal- ?ins 

do not drive the poor man away 
do not treat the beggar harshly 62.9 ϼ˴˴ϓ��˴Ϟ˶͉δϟԼή˴Ϭ˸Ϩ˴Η�  

as-s?�?ila fl?� tanhar 
an infertile old  lady 
a childless old sag  28.6 ϢϴϘϋ�ίϮΠϋ 

?�aj?�zun  ?�aq?�m 
 In each one of the examples given, students chose to give a more general 

rendition rather than the specific ones. In the first example, students used the term "men" 

instead of the "humankind"  "poor man, beggar and homeless"  "a childless old lady/ 

woman and sag" in the third example. It is obvious that finding the exact equivalent 

posed a problem for the translators so they resorted to such strategies.  

3- Paraphrasing:  

This strategy is the third adopted strategy in translating restricted lexical 

collocations. It accounted for (14.29 %) of the students' responses. However, the table 

below indicates that this strategy is the second most adopted strategy in translating 

collocations of semantic type; (31.4%). It is often employed by translators in order to 

produce alternative versions of translation without changing the meaning. The highest 

frequency of the paraphrasing strategy was employed in the collocation   ��˱ΎΒϴѧη�αήѧϟ�ϞόΘη��

" “?ishta?�alar-r?su shayb?�”  (31.4%). However since it was given as an example before, 

it will not be analyzed here.  
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Table 10 Strategies Used in Translating Semantic Collocations in Part A: The Holy Quran 

     

Literal trans. Paraphrases Deletion Correct 

Fr. % Fr. % Fr. % Fr. % 
 

22 62.9% 7 20.0% 6 17.1%  -- ϢϬ˶ΑϮ˵Ϡ˵ϗ�Իϰ˴Ϡ˴ϋ�˵Ϫ͉Ϡϟ��˴Ϣ˴Θ˴Χ 
18 51.4% 10 28.6% 7 20.0%  -- Γ˲˴ϭΎ˴θ˶Ϗ�˸Ϣ˶ϫ˶ήԻ˴μ˸Α˴ 
23 65.7% 5 14.3%  0.0% 7 20.0% ϩ˵Ύ˴Ϩ˸ϴ˴ϋ�˸Ζ͉π˴ϴ˸ΑԼ˴ϭ 
15 42.9% 11 31.4% 5 14.3% 4 11.4% ϓ˴Ϣ˸˶Ϭ˶ϧ˴Ϋ�ϰ˴Ϡ˴ϋ�Ύ˴Ϩ˸Α˴ή˴π 
21 60.0% 8 22.9% 3 8.6% 3 8.6% ϲ͋Ϩ˶ϣ�˵Ϣ˸ψ˴ό˸ϟԼ�˴Ϧ˴ϫ˴ϭ 
19 54.3% 11 31.4% 4 11.4% 1 2.9% Ύ˱Β˸ϴ˴η�˵α˸͉ήϟԼ�˴Ϟ˴ό˴Θ˸ηԼ˴ϭ 
17 48.6% 7 20.0% 11 31.4%  0.0% ˱˷Ω˴Ϯ˸δ˵ϣ�˵Ϫ˵Ϭ˸Ο˴ϭ�͉Ϟ˴χ 
Literal trans. Paraphrase Deletion correct  
135 55.1% 59 24.1% 36 14.7% 15 6.1%  

 

 The three Examples below are illustrations on the frequency of using 

paraphrasing strategy in rendering semantic collocations. Paraphrasing marked the 

second highest strategy employed in translating the three examples below: 

Received Translations Quranic Collocations 

we drew a veil over their ears 
we covered up their hearing 31.4 

ϢϬϧΫ�ϰϠϋ�ΎϨΑήπϓ 
fa?�arabn?� ?�al?� 

??�ð?�nihim 

there is a  covering on their sight  28.6 
ΓϭΎθϏ�ϢϫέΎμΑ·�ϰϠϋϭ 

wa ?�al?� ?ab?�?�rihim 
ghash?�wah 

my bones have become so weak and infirm 
the bones in my body are weakened 22.9 

ϲϨϣ�Ϣψόϟ�Ϧϫϭ 
wahanal-?�a?�mu minn?� 

 

  Example (i):                     “fa?�arabn?� ?�al?� ??�ð?�nihim”           ϢϬϧΫ�  ��ϰϠϋ�ΎϨΑήπϓ    

In translating this collocation (31.4 %) of the students used this strategy in their 

translations. As a consequence to this, the context was completely ignored leading to 

mistranslation and loss of semantic meaning the verb "�Ώήѧο" “?�araba”. According to 

Al-Zamakhshari (p.678), the connotative meaning of the collocation is that "they went 

into deep sleep".  
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Example (ii) :     “ghash?�watun ?�al?� ?ab?�?�rihim"               " �ήμΒϟ�ϰϠϋ�ΓϭΎθϏ 

This example is another illustration on missing the semantic message. (28.6%) 

of responses used this strategy. Hence, they missed the semantic message of this 

metaphoric collocation, which can only be conveyed and clarified by the linguistic 

context, indicated by the preceded collocation. The semantic message implied in 

"ghash?�watun ?�al?� ?ab?�?�rihim"" ���ήμѧΒϟ�ϰѧϠϋ�ΓϭΎθϏ is that, "the unbelievers have lost one of 

the most essential senses to human beings, the sense of sight, not literally but 

metaphorically. It is the sense that failed to see or perceive the truth" Al-Zamakhshari 

(p.57).  

 

Example (iii) 

The third example (22.9%) was paraphrased so that the connotation of the 

metaphoric message was lost. The metaphor in this collocation indicates the condition of 

the speaker as being old. The bones are used here because skeletons and bones support 

the muscles and hold the whole body together. If the skeleton and bones become weak, 

then the whole body collapses. The metaphor here indicates that the woman is old and 

weak. The strategy of paraphrasing seems to be used when the students failed 

completely to come up with the exact equivalence, however, in doing so, the naturalness 

of the translation is affected and the semantic message is distorted.  

4- Deletion:  

This is related to the elimination of either one constituent or both constituents of 

the collocation. In Part (A) of the test, deletion accounts for (13.57%) of the 35 students' 

responses. For example, in the translation of the collocation Ύϣ́ϓ���ήѧϬϘΗ�ϼѧϓ�ϢϴѧΘϴϟ�� ” “fa?amm?�l-

yat?�ma fal?� taqhar”  the two constituents of the collocation were deleted. Received 

translations reported that respondents have rendered the above collocations as "orphan 
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scorn" which is meaningless and the verb scorn is not an equivalent to the verb ��ήѧϬϘΗ�  

“taqhar”. Other renditions such as, "abuse not the fatherless" and "orphan scorn"' did not 

only eliminate both constituents of the collocation, but also resulted in unnatural and an 

entire deviation from the original one. Another example of deletion�of one constituent is 

the collocation " �ϢϴϘϋ�ίϮΠϋ “?�aj?�zun ?�aq?�m”. Respondents chose to delete  �ίϮΠϋ�  “?�aj?�z” 

and rendered only "�ϢϴѧϘϋ"  “?�aq?�m” as in: "barren". In the deletion strategy, the absence of 

one collocants affects the meaning of the translated text. Thus, the translations produced 

are inadequate and sound unnatural. 

 

5- Literal translation: 

This strategy is the highest most adopted strategy in the translation of 

metaphorical collocations, which carry semantic messages. It accounted for (55.1%) of 

the received responses. In this strategy, respondents looked for one- to –one 

correspondence between their native language and the target language. Example (4) will 

be used to illustrate this point further. Analysis of examples of semantic type will also 

include examples from collocations of restricted lexical type. 

 

Received Translations % Quranic Collocations 

his eyes are whitened 65.7 
ϩΎϨϴϋ�ΖπϴΑϭ 

?ibya?�?�at  ?�ayn?�hu 

his face darkened  
his face turned  black 48.6 

ϣ�ϪϬΟϭ�ϞχΩϮδ  
?�alla wajhuhu muswaddan 

 
he steals the hearing 
he gains the hearing by stealing 28.6 ϊϤδϟ�ϕήΘγ 

?istaraqas-sam?� 
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Example (i) 

The above examples show that literal translation is a major strategy used by the 

respondents to overcome the problem of rendering collocations. In " �ΖπѧϴΑϭ��ϩΎѧϨϴϋ " "wa 

?ibya?�?�at ?�ayn?�hu", (65.7%)of received translations employed literal translation. In the 

participants' attempt to use this strategy, they have completely ignored the context and 

failed to convey the semantic message, which was explained earlier as "becoming blind"  

Example (ii):  

In translating the collocation " υΩϮδѧѧϣ�ϪѧѧϬΟϭ�ϝ" “?�alla wajhuhu muswaddan" 

(48.6%) of the participants translated literally as: "his face turned black". This rendition 

failed to recognize the cultural context and thus, could not convey the implied semantic 

message. Literal translation caused a distortion in the metaphoric message because in 

Arabic when the color black collocates with faces, it acquires a negative sense and 

stands for sins.  

Example (iii): 

The collocation " ����ϊϤδѧϟ�ϕήΘѧγ “?istaraqas-sam?�” was rendered literally as "he 

steals the hearing". Again, the verb "�ϕήΘѧγ" “?istaraqa” is different from "�ϕήѧγ"  “saraqa” 

in Al-Mawrid (p.89) the word "�ϕήΘѧγ" “?istaraqa” has the meaning of "eavesdropping" 

while "�ϕήѧγ"  "saraqa"  from the same source (p.631) means: "steal, pinch , burglarize, 

housebreak, rob and to plagiarize". Each one of these synonyms acquires a different 

meaning according to the context. From the definitions given, the verb "�ϕήѧγ" "  “saraqa” 

is the act of theft or robbery mostly associated with material needs, while "�ϕήΘѧγ" 

“?istaraqa” is related to senses "ήμΒϟϭ�ϊϤδϟ" “as-sam?�u wal-ba?�ar”. 
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4.2. B       Analysis of Strategies in Part (B):  The Hadith 

Lexical strategies employed by the respondents are categorized according to the 

incorrect students' responses. Accordingly, appropriate responses are not included in the 

analysis of strategies. The table below shows frequencies and percentages of the 

strategies employed by students. The analysis of the data shows that the students adopted 

the following strategies; deletion, synonymy, paraphrasing, generalization and literal 

translation. Illustrations on each strategy will be with examples given from the 

respondents' received translations.  

Table 11 Frequencies & Percentages Used in Translating Hadith 
       
Literal 
trans. 

Generali
zation Paraphrase Synonymy Correct Deletion  

% Fr. % Fr. % Fr. % Fr. % Fr. % Fr.  
-- -- --- --- --- --- 23 8 --- --- 77 27 ŖƚŮƃŒ�ŗƆœſō 
    -- --- 26 9 57 20 17 6 ŖœƂŨƃŒ�Ňœřƒōƍ 
       --- 63 22 37 13 ƇœŰƆŧ�ƅƍŮ 
    20 7 28.6 10 5.7 2 45.7 16 ŘƒŕƃŒ�ŝšƍ 
2.9 1   5.7 2  --- 57.1 20 34.3 12 �ŔŦƂ�Śťš    ŒŦō 
    28.6 10 17.1 6 20 7 34.3 12 ŻƄŤŒ�ťŵƍ ŒŦō 
    45.7 16  --- 14.3 5 40 14 ƇœŤ�ƇƆřŌŒ ŒŦ ō 
     --- 63 22  -- 37 13 ƅŮŤƃŒ�ťƃƕŒ�  
8.6 3 45.7 16 8.6 3  --- 8.6 3 28.5 10 ũŽƈƃŒ�É¾řſƍ 
    22.9 8 65.7 23  --- 11.4 4 ƒťƃŒƍƃŒƇ  ŵžƍƀ 
      45.7 16 31.4 11 22.9 8 ŧƍŨƃŒ�ŖťœƌŬ 
25.
7 9   31.4 11  ---  -- 42.9 15 œƋŧƍťŮ�Ɗŕ�ŘŪƍŪƍ 

  20 7 22.9 8 37.1 13 20 7  -- ŴőœŞƃŒ�ŒƍƆŶűŊƍ 
  37.1 13 40 14  -- 20 7 2.9 1 ůƒŧƆƃŒ�Œƍťƍŵƍ 
  20 7 8.6 3 17.1 6 42.9 15 11.4 4 ¾ƒŕŪ�ŧŕœŵ 
Literal 
trans. 

Generali
zation Paraphrase Synonymy Correct Deletion Responses 

Summary 
% Fr. % Fr. % Fr. % Fr. % Fr. % Fr.  
2.5 13 8.2 43 15.6 82 21.5 113 22.7 119 29.5% 155 525 

 

The data collected from the respondents show that the most adopted strategy in 

translating Part (B) the Hadith is deletion. The table indicates that deletion registers   

(29.5 %) of the adopted strategies. Contrary to this, the table also shows students did 

relatively well on collocations such as "��ϥΎπѧϣέ�ϡϮѧλ" “?�awmu rama?�?�n” which had a 

frequency of 22 correct responses (63%), "��Ώάѧϛ�˷ΙΪѧΣ�Ϋ·" “?ið?� ?�adda?�a kaðab”, (57.1%) 
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and �ϞϴΒѧѧγ�ήΑΎѧѧϋ�  “?�?�bir sab?�l” (42.9%). One explanation to account for the correct 

responses for such collocations could be that certain lexical items are identical in forms 

between the two languages. The lexical constituents of the two collocations �Ώάѧϛ�ΙΪΣ�Ϋ·� “ 

“?ið?� ?�adda?�a kaðab” and " ��ϞϴΒѧγ�ήΑΎѧѧϋ  “?�?�bir sab?�l” are familiar to students. Thus, 

equivalents are much easier to find than other culture bound collocations.  As for the 

respondents' high performance of " ��ϡϮѧλ�ϥΎπѧϣέ " “?�awmu rama?�?�n”, which is one of the 4 

collocations whose concept is shared with the target language, the reason is attributed to 

the transliterating the collocation. All the correct responses rendered collocation as 

“?�awmu rama?�?�n”. 

With regard to this strategy, the high percentages of the lexical reduction and 

elimination of collocational components indicate that certain collocations pose a 

problematic area in translation due to the lack of precise equivalents in the target 

language. Therefore, students have never been able to select a possible choice as a 

correct answer.  .  

Strategies adopted ordered by rank according to percentage 

Strategy Percentage 

Deletion 29.5% 

Synonymy 21.5% 

Paraphrasing 15.6% 

Generalization 8.2% 

Literal translation 2.5% 

 

A) Deletion:  

As it is stated above, deletion marks (29.5 %) of the five strategies. Examples 

taken from the received translations show that elimination of one element or two 

elements of the collocation results in reduction of conveying the message and in 
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unnatural translation. Examples of the percentages of deleted received translations of 

certain  collocations like; " ���ΖѧϴΒϟ�ΞѧΣ” “?�ajjul-bayt” “�Γϼμѧϟ �ΔѧϣΎϗ·,”  “?iq?�matu?�- ?�al?�h” ��������

�"?ið?� ?i?tumina kh?�n" ���Ϋ·��ϥΎѧѧΧ�ϦѧѧϤΗ̈́��� and “ϒѧѧϠΧ�Ϊѧѧϋϭ�Ϋ·" “?ið?� wa?�ada ?akhlaf", are 

provided below: 

Deletion Strategy 

Received Translations % Restricted collocation (partB) 
 praying  
do prayers regularly 77 ?iq?�matu?�- ?�al?�h μϟ�ΔϣΎϗ·Γϼ  

hajj 
pilgrimage  Visit Al-bait 45.7  ?�ajjul-bayt    ΖϴΒϟ�ΞΣ 

betraying 
cannot be trusted  
betrayer       

40 ϥΎΧ�ϦϤΗ̈́�Ϋ· 
?ið?� ?i?tumina kh?�n 

 he acts treacherously  
 if he promises , he disagrees 34.3 ϒϠΧ�Ϊϋϭ�Ϋ· 

?ið?� wa?�ada ?akhlaf 
 

� 

Example (i): 

"��Γϼμѧϟ�ΔѧϣΎϗ·" “?iq?�matu?�- ?�al?�h” (77%) is being rendered as "praying" and "do 

prayers regularly". The reduction in this translation is not only of one or two 

constituents but also there is an elimination of Islamic culture. 

 

 

  Example (ii):  

Similarly, in rendering the collocation "��ΖѧϴΒϟ�ΞѧΣ" “?�ajjul-bayt”, deleted items 

accounted for (45.7%) of the responses. The received translations were; visit al-bait, 

pilgrimage and Hajj. This rendition of the collocation is incomplete and definitely 

unacceptable. For anyone can visit al-bait and go to ka?�ba without "�ΖѧϴΒϟ�ΞΣ" ?�ajjul-bayt”. 

People who live near by al-ka?�ba always go there and visit al-bait. Again, the 

elimination is not only a reduction of lexical items but also of Islamic culture. 
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Example (iii): 

In rendering the collocation �Ϋ·��ϒѧѧϠΧ�Ϊѧѧϋϭ���  “?ið?� wa?�ada ?akhlaf”, one 

component of the collocation was deleted which resulted in an incomplete and non-

equivalent rendering of the intended collocation. 

B) Near Synonymy: 

Students resorted to this strategy when they were not able to find the exact 

equivalent or select the proper lexical item; so they replaced a lexical item by another 

one that shared certain semantic features with it. The highest frequency of responses 

with regard to this strategy was " �ϕϮѧѧϘϋϦϳΪѧѧϟϮϟ " “?�uq?�qul-w?�lidayn” indicating 22 

frequencies of synonymous items that is (65.7%).Then the collocation "ϢμѧѧΨϟ�ΪѧѧϟϷ" 

“al?aladdul-kha?�m” 22 frequencies (63%) and the collocation ��έϭΰѧϟ�ΓΩΎϬѧη� " “shah?�datuz-

z?�r” accounting for 16 frequencies  (45.7%). In choosing this strategy, students were 

influenced by similar lexical items that belong to the same semantic field and are similar 

in meaning to certain target collocations. Examples are listed and clarified below:   

  Examples:  Near Synonymy Strategy: 

Received Translations % Restricted 
Collocations 

disobeying parents 
parents' undutifulness ungrateful to parents 65.7 

ƇƒťƃŒƍƃŒ�žƍƀŵ 
?�uq?�qul-w?�lidayn 

violent enemy 
 tough disputer 
fierce opponent 
 

bitterly antagonistic 
irreconcilable 
opponent 
savage opponent 
vehement man 

63 
ťƃƕŒƅŮŤƃŒ�  

al?aladdul-kha?�m 

fabricating testimony 
 
a False witness 
 

45.7 
ŧƍŨƃŒ�ŖťœƌŬ 

shah?�datuz-z?�r 

When analyzing the respondents' received translation, the various synonymous 

lexical items indicate the difficulty of finding the exact and precise lexical equivalent to 

culture and bound collocations. 
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Example (i): 

The expression " ���ϦϳΪѧϟϮϟ�ϕϮѧϘϋ “?�uq?�qul-w?�lidayn”, as explained before, is so 

comprehensive that all of the synonymous lexical items given could be the acceptable 

translation for this term.  

Example (ii) 

Although each lexical component of the collocation "��ϢμѧΨϟ�ΪѧϟϷ"  “al?aladdul-

kha?�m” was rendered with items from the same semantic field, yet when the meaning of 

each item was looked up in the dictionary, none gave the exact equivalent. For example 

the received lexical element "disputer" has the root verb "to dispute" by the meaning of: 

�ΎѧΠΘϳ��ϒѧϨϋϭ�ϩΪθѧΑ�ϝΩ���ωίΎѧϨΘϳ����˱ήѧϣ�ζϗΎѧϨϳ�� " “yataj?�dal bishiddah wa ?�unf/ yatan?�za?�/yun?�qishu 

?anran” . (Al- Mawrid (p. 282). It is true that these synonymous items for both elements 

of the collocation "have similar meanings to ϢμΨϟ�ΪϟϷ��  “al?aladdul-kha?�m” , yet " �ϢμΨϟ 

“alkha?�m” in English is "disputant": the person who disputes" (Oxford, p.249). This 

applies to "vehement" which has the connotation of having strong or eager feelings, 

desires as filled with desires and of speech or behavior. (Oxford, p. 951). However, 

received synonyms belonging to the same semantic field for this collocation can be used 

differently in different contexts. Zughoul (1991) has elaborated on this point and stated, 

"that it is unlikely that two different words with exactly the same meaning would both 

survive in a language" (p.48). In some respects, there is a difference in meaning between 

synonyms. 

  

C) Paraphrasing: 

This strategy is the third most adopted one. It is noted that 82 frequencies 

(15.6%) of students' responses resorted to paraphrasing. They attempted at producing 

alternative versions of translation without changing the meaning. The highest frequency 
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of paraphrasing was in the  following collocations "��ϥΎѧΧ�ϦѧϤΗ̈́�Ϋ·" “?ið?� ?i?tumina kh?�n” 

.It registers 16 frequencies (45.7 %), �ξ ϳήѧѧϤϟ�ϭΩϮѧѧϋ�  “?�?�dul-mar?�?�”  registers high  

frequencies of  14 (40%) of the responses, "���ϊΎѧΠϟ�ϮѧϤόσ“ “?a?�?�im?�l-j?�?i?�”  8 frequencies 

(22.9 %). Examples from respondents' received translations are below:  

Received Translations % Restricted collocation  
whenever he is in charge, he betrays 
if you keep something as a trust, he does 
not  return it 
if you trust him, he will not be trust 
worthy. 

45.7 
ƇœŤ�ƇƆřŌŊ�ŒŦō 

?ið?� ?i?tumina kh?�n 

go to the hospital and visit sick people 40 
ůƒŧƆƃŒ�Œƍťƍŵ 
?�?�dul-mar?�?� 

 

It is obvious from the examples above, that the respondents attempted to 

reconstruct the optimal meaning by expanding the collocation and replacing it with free 

phrases without changing the meaning.  

D) Generalization: 

This strategy is used when students tried to give general meaning for the 

intended collocations. This strategy accounted for (8.2%) of the responses. The students 

resorted to this strategy to compensate for the lack of knowledge of the exact equivalent 

in the target language, so they tried to utilize their assumptions of the world knowledge 

in rendering the target message. As a result, they failed most of the time to convey a 

complete equivalent rendition. Received translations of the collocation " ��βϔϨѧѧϟ�ϞѧѧΘϗ 

“qatlun-nafs” show a frequency of 16 (45.7 %) of the responses who employed 

generalization. " �ξ ϳήѧѧϤϟ�ϭΩϮѧѧϋ “?�?�dul-mar?�?�” is another collocation that has a high 

frequency of 13 (37.1%).  

Despite the fact that both examples are familiar to the students and easy to 

render, yet students tended to use more general lexical items than the specific ones. This 
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could be attributed to the students' lack of knowledge of the collocational restrictions.  

For example, the verb "�ϥΎѧΧ" “kh?�na” carries negative semantic features that  restrict its 

collocational selection to certain nouns such as '�ΪѧϬόϟ"  “al?�ahd” or "�ϪѧϧΎϣϻ" “al?am?�nah”. 

This verb is defined by Hans Wher (p.266) as: "to let down/ fail to keep/ break /betray" 

etc". Each one of these definitions can collocate with a different noun to produce a 

different collocation. "Break" for example collocates with "promise" but not with "�ϪѧϧΎϣϷ" 

“al?am?�nah” or "faith".  Similarly, the verb " ��ϭΩϮѧϋ  “?�?�d?�” is restricted in this example 

to the term "�ξ ϳήѧϤϟ" “almar?�?�” to mean sick people in general. The root of the verb "�ΩΎѧϋ" 

“?�?�da” can be defined literally as well as idiomatically. In the idiom �����ϰѧϟ·�ϩΎѧϴϤϟ�ΕΩΎѧϋ

ΎѧѧϬϳέΎΠϣ�  “?�?�datil-miy?�hu ?il?� majar?�h?�”, the verb " ��ΩΎѧѧϋ  “?�?�da” can not possibly be 

translated as "visited". The context in this example as well as other examples can be the 

criteria to what translation the term refers to.  

 

E) Literal: 

This is the least adopted strategy in Part (B) test. It shows a frequency of 13 

(2.5%) of the responses adopted by students. This strategy is adopted when the students 

found difficulty in finding the exact equivalent terms.  The data of strategies show that 

the collocation:"�έϭΪμѧѧϟ�ϪѧѧΑ�ΖѧѧγϮγϭ" “waswasat bihi i?�-?�ud?�r”, has a frequency of 9 

(25.7%) of the responses.  

 

Received Translations % Restricted Collocation  

Chest's whispering 25.7 ŮƃŒ�Ɗŕ�ŘŪƍŪƍŧƍť��   waswasat bihi i?�-?�ud?�r 

Killing one's' soul / self  8.6  ϔϨϟ�ϞΘϗβ     qatlun-nafs 
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It is noticed here that the students found difficulty in giving the correct 

collocations especially the restricted one that carry semantic and idiomatic meanings.  

The two received translations above are marked as being unacceptable and unnatural. 

The rendition of the first collocation, "chest's whispering," is not equivalent to ���ϪΑ�ΖγϮγϭ

�έϭΪμѧϟ  “waswasat bihi i?�-?�ud?�r” neither "killing one's soul" is equivalent to "��βϔϨѧϟ�ϞѧΘϗ" 

“qatlun-nafs” Thus, resorting to this strategy results in message abandonment and loss. 
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4.2.C    Analysis of Strategies in Part (C):  The Bible 

Analysis of the strategies of part (C) is similar to the analysis of the previous 

two parts of the tests. The strategies adopted by the students are noted in terms of 

frequencies and percentages. The analysis will be in terms of the type of errors 

committed by students.  Table (12) indicates that students made lexical errors and 

adopted the following strategies:  deletion, near synonymy; paraphrasing and literal 

translation accounting for 46 frequencies (11%) and the least adopted strategy was 

generalization. It accounted for 10 frequencies (2.4%)  Each of these strategies will be 

provided with examples from students' received translations. 

Strategies Employed in Translating Lexical Collocations N=(12) Table 12 

  

Description Correct Generalization��Deletion��Synonymy Paraphrase Literal 

 
 Fr.��� Fr. � .Fr. � Fr. % Fr. % Fr. % 

�Ϊόλ�ϢΛ
ωϮδϴΑ�Ρϭήϟ 5��14.3 -- --- �� 28.6 0 0.0 - -- 20 57.1 

�ϲδΑΎϋ
ϩϮΟϮϟ -����������----- �������������� �� 31.4 �� 40 �� 28.6 ---- --- 

�ΐϟΎόΜϠϟ
έΎΟϭ 1 2.9 ����������

�������������� �� 57.1���� 40 -- ���������� --- ---- 

�˯ΎϤδϟ�έϮϴτϟ
έΎϛϭ 1 2.9 --������ --- �� 34.3 �� 62.8 � 0.0 -- --- 

�ήϳήλ
ϥΎϨγϻ 11 31.4��--- --- �� 28.6 � 20��� 20 --- ---- 

�ΔΤϳήσ
εήϔϟ 8 22.8 � 2.9 � 20��� 25.7 �� 28.6 --- --- 

�ΖΤϨγ
Δλήϔϟ 14 40��--- --- �� 31.4 � 14.3 � 14.3 --- ---- 

�ΎϤΟέ
ΓέΎΠΤϟΎΑ 10 28.6 --- --- � 17.2���� 37��- ����� 17.2 

�ϭήϜδΗ�ϻ
ήϤΨϟΎΑ 7 20��--- ---- � 25.7 � 22.9 �� 31.4��--- ---��

ν ήϤϟ�˯Ύϔη 12 34. 3 � 17.2���� 34.3 � 8.5 ���� ������ � 5.7��

ϚϳΪϟ�ΡΎλ 8 22. 9��--- ---- � 20��� 25.7 ������ ���������� �� 31.4 

ΏΎδΤϟ�ϡϮϳ 13 37.1��� 8.6 � 20��� 2.9 � 11.4��� 20.0 

 Correct Generalization��Deletion��Synonymy Paraphrase Literal 

 
 Fr.��� Fr. � Fr. � Fr. % Fr. % Fr. % 

Total��90 21.4��10 2.4 122 29��105 25 47 11.2 46 11 
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Strategies arranged according to rank: 

Strategies Percentage 
Deletion 29% 
Synonymy 25% 
Paraphrasing 11.2% 
Literal  11% 
Generalization 2.4% 

 

A) Deletion: 

Deletion was the most employed strategy accounting for 122 frequencies (29%) 

of all the strategies used. Deletion is attributed to the fact that biblical collocations 

definitely reflect culture –specific language that expresses ideas previously unexpressed 

to the majority of the respondents. Hence, students resorted to deletion to avoid clumsy 

and unnatural translations. Below are examples of received translations  that show  a 

deletion of one lexical  element .However, elimination of the two constituents were not 

employed  by a good number of students .  

Received Translations % Fr  Restricted Collocation  

foxes 57.1  20 

holes ---   

έΎΟϭ�ΐϟΎόΜϠϟ 
Li?�-?�a?�?�libi ?awj?�r 

curing / healing/ remedy / 
medicine 34.3 12 νήϤϟ�˯ΎϘη 

Shif?�?ul-mar?�?� 

opportunity  31.4 11 Ϫλήϔϟ�ΖΤϨγ 
sana?�atil-fur?�ah  

 

B)  Near synonymy:  

It was the second most adopted strategy, accounting for 105 frequencies (25%) 

of the strategies. Synonyms, which are very similar in meaning, were problematic to 

students. For in synonymy it is possible to find two or more items that belong to the 

same semantic field but each one of them has special meaning.  According to Baker 
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"words which we might think of as synonyms or near –synonyms will often have quite 

different sets of collocates"(p. 47).The examples below illustrate this point. 

 

 

Received Translations % Fr  Restricted Collocation  
gloomy faces/ 
 furious faces  
sad   countenance 

stern faces 
sullen faces  40 14 ϩϮΟϮϟ�ϲδΑΎϋ 

?�?�bis?�l-wuj?�h 

cock squalls 
rooster yelled cock whimpered 25.7 9 ϚϳΪϟ�ΡΎλ 

?�?�?�ad-d?�ku 
throwing stones 
hitting stones 37 13 ΓέΎΠΤϟΎΑ�˱ΎϤΟέ 

rajman bil?�ij?�rah 
 

Received translations showed sets of collocates by which each set belongs to 

one semantic field. Yet making the wrong choice of selecting words that may appear 

similar in meaning would result in incorrect translations. Students must be aware of the 

collocational restrictions of lexical items. Each lexical item had a specific meaning in a 

specific context. 

C)  Paraphrasing: 

It is the third adopted strategy among the other strategies accounted for 47 

frequencies (11.2%) of used strategies. It was an option used by the students whereby 

the meaning is kept but the form is changed to phrases. 

 

 

Received Translations % Fr  Restricted Collocation  
do not get intoxicated by drinking 
alcohol  
drinking wine  makes one loses his 
mind 

31.4 11 ϻήϤΨϟΎΑ�ϭήϜδΗ� 
l?� taskar?� bilkhamr 

sick lying in bed 
resting in bed because she is sick 
she does not feel well so she is in her 
bedroom 

28.6 10 εήϔϟ�ΔΤϳήσ 
?�ar?�?�atal-fir?�sh 
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D) Literal Translation: 

 

Received Translations % Fr  Restricted Collocation  
 

Christ was mounted  by the spirit 
Christ elevated by the soul  
Christ went up by the spirit  

57.1 20 

����ϰѧѧѧϟ·�ωϮδѧѧѧϴΑ�Ρϭήѧѧѧϟ�Ϊόѧѧѧλ�ϢѧѧѧΛ
ϪϳήΒϟ 

?�umma ?�a?�adar-r?�?� 
biyas?�?� il?�l-barriyyah 

 

Literal translation accounting for 46 frequencies (11%) for lexical collocations. 

The highest percentage of literal translation was used in translating the collocation ��Ϊόѧλ

��ωϮδѧϴΑ�Ρϭήѧϟ�  ��ϢѧΛ  “?�umma ?�a?�adar-r?�?� biyas?�?�”. It accounted for 20 frequencies (57.1%). 

By resorting to this strategy, students created a collocational clash, which resulted from 

the contradiction in meaning; if the context is to be considered which is ,��ϪѧϳήΒϟ�ϰѧϟ· il?�l-

barriyyah, then the selection of the lexical item must be compatible with the context. The 

lexical items, mounted / elevated/ went up and raised belong to one semantic field which 

is "being moved from a lower to a higher level" Oxford Dictionary (p.280). Thus,"��ϰѧϟ·

�ϪѧϳήΒϟ"  “il?�l-barriyyah” is not a "higher place". However, selecting mounted would have 

been adequate if the lexical item horse was added. He mounted his horse and rode to the 

prairie would not create any collocational pitfalls. 

Nevertheless, literal translation strategy was the most adopted strategy in 

translating metaphoric collocations. It accounted for 53 frequencies (50.4%). By 

employing literal translation to render collocations that carry certain semantic messages; 

the message implied is often distorted leading to more ambiguity. Table (13) is an 

illustration on received translations rendered literally. 
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Strategies Employed in Translating Metaphorical Collocations Table 13 

       

Correct Generalization Deletion Synonymy Paraphrase Literal 
Collocations  

Fr. % Fr. % Fr % Fr. % Fr. % Fr % 

Ϳ�ϞϤΣ 2 5.7% - - � 20%��� 22.9% � --- �� 51.4%��

�ϦϳΪѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧѧϴϘϣ
ϞγϼδϟΎΑ 0 ��� - - � 20% � 20%��� 17.1% �� 42.9% 

ϪδϤθΑ�ϕήθϳ 2 5.7% - - �� 34.3% 0 ��� � 2.9% �� 57.1%��

Correct Generalization Deletion Synonymy Paraphrase Literal Response 
Summary Fr. % Fr. % Fr % Fr. % Fr. % Fr % 

105��4 3.9% - - 26 24.8% 15 14.3% 7 6.6% 53 50.4%��

 

Example (i)  

The collocation "��ϪδѧϤθΑ�ϕήθѧϳ"  “yushriqu bishamsihi” was literally rendered by 

students, accounting for 20 frequencies (57.1%).  Translations received were like "to 

shine with his sun" or make his sun shine. 

Example (ii) 

 Another collocation that did not convey the metaphoric message correctly was 

"�Ϳ�ϞѧϤΣ" “?�amalul-l?�?�”.  It was rendered literally by students, accounting for  (51.4%)  as 

"the lamb of God".  The symbolic connotation of this collocation is that Christ is a 

symbol of sacrifice. Accordingly, literal translations distort the meaning of message 

implied and results in an unusual rendition. 
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4.3. Analysis of Differences between Professional Translators 

and Students 

Analysis related to the third research question of the study; "Are there 

differences between the translation of professional translators and M.A students 

majoring in translation?" 

The aim of this section is to pinpoint the similarities and differences between 

the translations of professional translators and MA translation students. The comparison 

will be carried out with regard to the three parts of the test; part (A) the Holy Quran, part 

(B) the Hadith and part (C) the Bible. 

4.3.A      Differences between Professional Translators and 

Students Part (A):  The Holy Quran 

Two well-known translators' work namely; Ali, A. Y. (1992), Pickthall, M. 

(1930) will be compared to the students' translations. The comparison will be carried out 

with regard to the significant role played by the context, its impact on the naturalness of 

the message conveyed and on the strategies used by professional translators. 

With regard to the significant role played by the context, both professional 

translators and students had failed to account for the fact that the meaning of any lexical 

word is determined via its context. The outcome of the students' results had revealed 

erroneous translations caused by the wrong choice of synonymous lexical items out of 

their context. It also showed the lack of knowledge for certain collocational restrictions 

of lexical collocations which led to mistranslation and misinterpretations of the text. If 

the implications are as such, cultural bound collocations of a highly specific religious 

nature cannot be easily translated across languages, then the context must play a decisive 

role and help in revealing the obscurity of lexical items by the related words specified by 

its collocational environment. Lexical errors which are the result of the wrong selection 
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of words affect the clarity of the translation; cause the intended message to be totally out 

of context and thus, lead to the distortion of meaning intended in the original 

collocations. Accordingly, Students and professional translators' renditions of 

collocations used for examples indicate that they were unaware of the significant role 

played by the context.  Nida (1969) recognized the impact of lexical and cultural words 

which tend to be obscure or unrelated to any corresponding words in the target language. 

They can only be made clear by the context in which they are embedded.  

Similarly, Professional translators were unaware of the significant role played 

by the context and its impact on the selection of lexical constituents of collocations. In 

their translations, they have resorted to literal translations, which could not possibly 

convey the implicit meaning intended in the metaphorical message of the collocation 

.Examples of both; students' translations and professional translations will be illustrated 

in the table below: Table (14) Samples of translations of Ali, A.Y. and Pickthall 

compared to students' translations with regard to context. 

Table 14 Samples of Translations of Professional Translators In the Holy 
Quran 

  

Al-Baqra 
2:7 

khatamal-l?�?�u ?�al?� qul?�bihim wa  ?�al?� sam?�ihim wa ?�al?� ?ab?�?�rihim 
ghash?�wah wa lahum ?�að?�bun ?�a?�?�m 
 �˲Ϣϴ˶ψϋ�˲Ώ˴ά˴ϋ�˸Ϣ˵Ϭ˴ϟ˴ϭ�˲Γ˴ϭΎ˴θ˶Ϗ�˸Ϣ˶ϫ˶ήԻ˴μ˸Α˴�Իϰ˴Ϡ˴ϋ˴ϭ�˸Ϣ˶Ϭ˶ό˸Ϥ˴γ�Իϰ˴Ϡ˴ϋ˴ϭ�˸ϢϬ˶ΑϮ˵Ϡ˵ϗ�Իϰ˴Ϡ˴ϋ�˵Ϫ͉ϠϟԼ�˴Ϣ˴Θ˴Χ 

Pickthall Allah hath sealed their hearing and their hearts, and on their eyes there is 
a covering. Theirs will be an awful doom. 

Ali Yousif  

God hath set a seal on their hearts and on their hearing, and on their eyes 
is a veil; great is the penalty they (incur).  
Footnotes; v.7: All actions are referred to God. Therefore, when we get 
the penalty of our deliberate sin, and our senses become impervious to 
good, the penalty is referred to the justice of God. 

Students Allah has stamped their hearts and there is a covering on their eyes. 
 

From the above translations, it is obviously clear that both translators and 

students are similar in not taking the context into consideration. They all resorted to 

literal translation in the above examples and ignored the context of the metaphorical 
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collocation. Pickthall  translated   "����ϢϬ˶ΑϮѧ˵Ϡ˵ϗ�Իϰѧ˴Ϡ˴ϋ�˵Ϫѧ͉ϠϟԼ�ϢΘѧΧ˴" “khatamal-l?�?�u ?�al?� qul?�bihim” as, 

"has sealed" , "put a seal" while Ali rendered it as, "set a s seal"  and students translated 

it as: "stamped". Although, Ali tried to make use of footnoting in order to clarify his 

translation, yet the explanation given was to the word "penalty" and not to this 

collocations. Another collocation such as: ��Γ˴ϭΎ˴θѧѧ˶Ϗ�˸Ϣ˶ϫ˶ήԻ˴μѧ˸Α˴�Իϰѧѧ˴Ϡ˴ϋ˴ϭ�˲  “wa ?�al?� ?ab?�?�rihim 

ghash?�wah” was rendered in the same way;. Pickthall: "eyes there is a covering", Ali: 

"on their eyes is a veil" and students: "covering on their eyes".   

Failure in recognizing the context, in which the metaphorical collocation is 

embedded, will definitely result in changing the information intended in the original 

message. This will consequently lead to the shift in understanding of what was supposed 

to be conveyed to another message or information created in a completely different 

context. The idea is, if the translator misinterprets the message intended in a particular 

context, then translation is expected to diverge from the original and thus create a new 

context for the new information. The whole idea of translating the Holy Quran is 

communicating and delivering implicit messages embedded in various verses. However, 

students as well as the professional translators failed in the communication process and 

conveyed nonsensical information that complicated the meaning further. Allah does not 

cover their eyes and hearts just to make them literally blind or cruel but to deliver a 

message to all unbelievers who lost all perception to see or hear the truth.  

Newmark (1988) defined the impact of the context on naturalness in translation 

is defined by as the translation "that makes sense, reads naturally, and that is written in 

ordinary language within its context." (p.24). Although naturalness is different from 

accuracy , the two are closely linked in that if the receptor of the translated version is 

incapable of grasping the  meaning intended by the author of the original text, then this 

translation is inaccurate at that point.  
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With regard to naturalness, students as well as professional translators were 

similar in producing neither natural nor communicative translations. The problem of 

unnaturalness in students' translations was due to their lack of awareness of collocational 

restrictions which consequently led them to collocational pitfalls. For example, students' 

rendition of the collocation "��ΎѧϬϬΟϭ�ΖϜѧλ" “wa ?�akkat wajhah?�”, as "punched herself", is 

an evident indication of their lack of knowledge of the restrictions of the verb.  In 

addition to all of this, they lacked the experience in translating deeply rooted Islamic 

language. On the other hand, unlike students, the two professional translators had 

consulted many books relative to their work to help them in the difficult translation task, 

which is highly commendable; yet, their translations seemed to be far from accurate or 

clear. However, unnaturalness in the translations of Ali &Pickthall was related to their 

attempt to capture some of the power of the poetic language of the Holy Quran. Ali and 

Pickthall's translations are loaded with archaic language which did not add to the clarity 

or naturalness of their translations. For example, in the translations of the collocation 

"?�alla wajhuhu miswadda” " �˷˱Ω˴Ϯ˸δ˵ϣ�˵Ϫ˵Ϭ˸Ο˴ϭ�͉Ϟ˴χ", in table 15:      

Table 15  Arabic Language Used by Professional Translators 

  

Az-Zukruf 
43:17 

Ϣ˲ϴ˶ψ˴ϛ�˴Ϯ˵ϫ˴ϭ�˱˷Ω˴Ϯ˸δ˵ϣ�˵Ϫ˵Ϭ˸Ο˴ϭ�͉Ϟ˴χ�˱ϼ˴Μ˴ϣ�˶ϦԻ˰˴Ϥ˸Σ͉ήϠ˶ϟ�˴Ώ˴ή˴ο�Ύ˴Ϥ˶Α�Ϣ˵ϫ˵Ϊ˴Σ˴�˴ή͋θ˵Α�˴Ϋ˶·˴ϭ 
wa ?ið?� bushshira ?ahuduhum bim?� ?�araba lilra?�m?�n ma?�al?�n ?�alla 
wajhuhu miswadda 

Pickthall 
And if one of them hath tidings of that which he likeneth to the 
Beneficent One, his countenance becometh black and he is full of 
inward rage. 

Mariam 19:4  
Ύ˱˷ϴ˶Ϙ˴η�͋Ώ˴έ�ϚΎϋΪΑ�˸Ϧ˵ϛ˴�˸Ϣ˴ϟ˴ϭ�˱ΎΒ˸ϴ˴η�˵α˸͉ήϟԼ�ϞόΘηԼ˴ϭ����ϲ͋Ϩ˶ϣ�˵Ϣ˸ψ˴ό˸ϟԼ�˴Ϧ˴ϫ˴ϭ�ϲ͉ϧ˶·�͋Ώ˴έ�˴ϝΎ˴ϗ 

Q?�la rabb?� inn?� wahanal-?�a?�mu minn?�  wa ?ishta?�alr-rasu shayb?� 

Ali Yousif  
Praying: "O my Lord! infirm indeed are my bones, and the hair of 
my head doth glisten with grey: but never am I unblest, O my Lord, 
in my prayer to Thee! 

 

Archaism is obvious in Pickthall's translations, " hath' "likeneth" "becometh" 

This archaism, sounds so unnatural or smooth. This applies to Ali's translations. They 
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both obviously were affected by the biblical language." Doth", "thee". Ali's translation is 

similar to the language of the 17th century English of the church. It seems that the 

translation of the meaning of the Holy Quran could do without the complexity of these 

unnatural lexical items. In addition, the two professional translators tend to use 

parentheses to clarify their translations. Yet this has its shortcomings due to the over 

explanations which distract the attention of the reader, cause a breakdown in the 

naturalness of the communicative message so that the reader understands something 

other than the original intentions.  In summary, a good translation does not translate 

words, but meaning. By translating meaning, the TL reader will be able to give an equal 

response to the message translated. The equal response could be achieved by 

reproducing the message in natural and accurate TL.  

As for the strategies employed in translations of collocations, whether lexical or 

metaphorical, both translators adopted the students' strategies. One of the strategies 

adopted was near synonymy. Using this strategy can be explained in different ways; Ali 

& Pickthall were faced with different equivalents in English for the same Arabic word 

but not with the exact synonyms because no two synonyms have exactly the same 

meaning. Thus, Ali & Pickthall selected the wrong constituent of the collocation causing 

a collocational clash. Moreover, there seemed to be a first language interference with 

their translations, particularly with Ali's. In translating one of the restricted lexical 

collocations given to students "wa kashafn?� m?� bihim min ?�urr" �������ήѧο�Ϧѧϣ�ϢѧϬΑ�Ύѧϣ�ΎϨϔθѧϛϭ"  

(Al-Mu'min?�n, 23:75), the two translators; Ali & Pickthall, resorted to the near 

synonymy strategy and their renditions of the previous collocation were not any different 

from students' received translations.  

Ali,A.Y.  "If we had mercy on them and removed the distress which is on 

them". 
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Pickthall:  "Though We had mercy on them and relieved them of the harm 

afflicting them".  

Ali's rendition of the above verse is not adequate. Despite using footnotes to 

specify the meaning of "a?�?�urr" "ήπѧѧϟ" as 'famine" yet, the subtle differences in 

meanings of synonyms seem to be overlooked in translating the Quranic meanings.  The 

meaning of "distress" is only a shade of meaning of "a?�?�urr"  "ήπϟ".  

Moreover, by selecting the wrong lexical constituent, he demonstrated his lack 

of knowledge of collocational restrictions of the verb +noun collocation. The verb 

"remove" does not collocate with "distress". In Oxford Collocations Dictionary for 

Students of English, (p.230) verbs that are used with distress are: "relieve, avoid, 

alleviate and ease". Hence, if he wanted to use distress, then the other element of the 

collocation should be relieved. Added to this, "to remove the distress which is on them" 

is not English. Distress cannot be "on somebody". Prepositions used with the noun 

distress are  stated in Oxford Collocations Dictionary (p.230) as: "in, over, at ".  

Lack of knowledge of collocational restrictiveness is also obvious in Pickthall's 

translation of the above verse. The verb "remove"  does not collocate with the noun " 

harm" In Oxford Collocations Dictionary (p.365) , the lexical item "harm" is restricted in 

its collocate to certain verbs such as : " keep sb. from , prevent, protect sb. from, shield 

sb. from harm". These translations are not unlike the students' translations, which have 

been analyzed earlier.  

Other strategies employed by Ali & Pickthall were also similar to the strategies 

used by students. The most adopted strategy used by the two professional translators and 

the students particularly in translating metaphorical collocations, was literal translation. 

Nevertheless, if the central concern of both translators and the students was to achieve 

communication effectively, then most likely, adopting literal translation strategy was not 
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the appropriate one. Such strategy does not recognize the overwhelming importance of 

the context in interpreting the text and thus, the implicit intended message embedded in 

the metaphor cannot be conveyed effectively. Accordingly, communication fails. 

 

 

 

4.3.B   Differences between Professional Translators and 

Students  Part (B ): The Hadith 

In this part, the researcher will refer to the work of the translators namely; 

Badawi (1990) and Al-khuli (1998). Each will be referred to his translation whenever 

one of collocations selected by the researcher was used as an example.  The comparison 

will be carried out with regard to the impact of the cultural context on the clarity of the 

translated collocations and on the strategies employed by professional translators. 

The impact of the cultural context on Hadith translators was that they were 

aware of the difficulty of translating cultural terms of Islamic nature out of their context.  

Therefore, to ensure faithfulness and accuracy of collocational translations within the 

cultural context, they had sacrificed the style and effect for accuracy. Hence, whenever 

literal translation was unacceptable, they added explanations as an introduction to the 

Hadith or as a conclusion to their translations, so that the cultural context of the Hadith 

would be taken into considerations. For example, the collocation: (The Blessing of 

Islam, narrated by, Al-Bukh?�r?�, p.61) 

" al?aladdul-kha?�m"  "�ϢμΨϟ�ΪϟϷ�Ϳ�ϰϟ·�ϝΎΟήϟ��ξ ϐΑ�ϥ·" 

This restricted Adjective + noun collocation was translated by Al-khuli as;   

"The person most hated by Allah is the most grudging and most quarrelsome one"(p.61). 

In such rendition, the translator could not find the exact equivalent for the 
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comprehensive meaning of this collocation. Therefore, he resorted to generalization and 

added certain comments that would make sense to the target reader, these comments 

were:" Do not be troublemaker. Be an easy person. Do not make a molehill a mountain. 

Be tolerant." 

This is unlike students' translations who did not have enough experience in 

translation.  Students were neither aware of the importance of the cultural context nor its 

impact on the clarity of translated items. Therefore, they could provide neither 

explanations nor clarifications to ensure such clarity. In their attempt to translate this 

collocation; they resorted to near synonymy, producing multi synonymous lexical items 

but non could be a substitute or equivalent to the collocation "al?aladdul-kha?�m" ��ΪѧϟϷ��

�ϢμѧΨϟ." This was proved to be a hindrance to translation and can only be resolved 

through the linguistic and cultural context.  Another example that reflected the dilemma 

of finding the exact equivalent was the noun+noun collocation, ��μѧѧϟ�ΔѧѧγϮγϭέϭΪ�  

“waswasati?�-?�ud?�r”. This had been literally rendered by both; students and Hadith 

translators as: "what whispers in the hearts". The outcome was erroneous. "Whisper" 

according to HansWehr (1980, p.1070) is equivalent to "hamasa" "�βѧϤϫ' in Arabic.  Both 

items;" ���βѧϤϫ�� hamasa"�and "waswasa" "�αϮѧγϭ" are emotively as well as connotatively 

distinct .If the translator attempts at substituting the negative connotative lexical 

constituent with a positive connotative one,  he will definitely commit a  grave error in 

translation; thus leading to divergence from the original context to a new one. 

Consequently, this adopted strategy was neither successful nor appropriate. Hence, 

clarity and naturalness were entirely lost.  

Despite their similarities, certain methods employed by the Professional 

translators of Hadith were slightly different from the students. Translators have found 

that terms related to specific religious concepts or practices such as "zak?�t" and "hajj", 
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"having seemingly appropriate English equivalents" Badawi (p.19) cannot be translated 

easily. Such terms have far-reaching connotations and refer to specific Islamic concepts 

that are not shared with the TL readers.  Due to this specificity, translators resorted to 

transliteration whereby the cultural context can capture the meaningful components of 

such collocations by keeping the Arabic form of the items as it exists in the Islamic 

culture; "?�ajj" and then followed by the nearest English equivalents placed between 

Parentheses; ( pilgrimage). For example, Badawi  (p.31) transliterated  the collocations 

"?iq?�matu?�-?�al?�h "  ϩϼμϟ�ΔϣΎϗ·" "��ϩΎѧϛΰϟ�˯ΎѧΘϳ" ??�t?�?uz-zak?�h"  "?�awmu rama?�?�n" ���ϥΎπѧϣέ�ϡϮѧλ�   

?�ajjul-bayt�� "��ΖѧϴΒϟ�ΞѧΣϭ"  as: ""performing ?�al?�t" (prayers), "give zak?�t" (alms) , "perform 

?�iyyam" (fast) of the [the month of ] ramadan and "perform hajj" (pilgrimage) to the 

House [in Mecca]".  Students' translations on the other hand, have retained the linguistic 

nature of these collocations but completely ignored the Islamic connotations of such 

concepts.  

Meanwhile, the Hadith translators who tried to take utmost care in rendering the 

semantic meanings as accurately and faithfully to the original as possible, failed to do so 

in the strategies adopted to convey the comprehensive meaning intended in the 

collocations used. Hence, by adopting similar approach, translators as well as the 

students committed similar errors and made the wrong selection of restricted collocants. 

For example, the collocational pattern, noun+ noun "?�uq?�qul-w?�lidayn" "��ϦϳΪѧϟϮϟ�ϕϮѧϘϋ", 

was translated by Alkhuli, (p.8) as: "undutifulness to parents is a major sin". This 

translation shares neither the comprehensive semantic value of the term "?�uq?�qu" 

" ��ϕϮѧϘϋ, nor the restrictiveness of this noun collocant to only one sole noun collocant 

"elw?�lidayn" "�ϦϳΪѧϟϮϟ". The significant outcome was the close similarity in erroneous 

translation due to disregarding the context of cultural collocations.  
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4.3.C Differences between Professional Translators and 

Students  Part (C) : The Bible 

The aim of this section is to answer the research question whether or not there 

are any differences between professional translators and students majoring in translation.  

In this part, the researcher will refer to the translated copy of the Bible (1982).The 

comparison will be carried out with regard to the impact of the cultural context on the 

clarity of the translated collocations and on the strategies employed by the  translators. 

The cultural and linguistic contexts play a significant role in the translations of 

collocations in the Bible, whereby the translator is obliged to find the nearest, equivalent 

suited for the target reader. This is in agreement with Nida's (1964) definition of 

dynamic translation; "equivalence aims at complete naturalness of expression, and tries 

to relate the target reader to modes of behavior relevant within the context of his own 

culture; it does not insist that he understand the cultural patterns of the source-language 

context in order to comprehend the message" (p.159).  While, the meaning of the lexical 

constituents of biblical collocations have to be translated within the cultural and 

linguistic context of the target language, the  specificity and clarity of the source 

language had to be preserved. Hence, the translator must be both loyal and flexible in his 

approach. To possess such capacity, the translator must comprehend the culture in which 

the language is used so eventually this will enhance his understanding of the word 

meaning. Most biblical collocations are embedded in the concepts related to human life. 

Thus, the translators of the Bible considered meaning of the lexical components in terms 

of what they mean to the target reader. Despite all of the above, translators of the Bible 

were not aware of the importance of the context. They committed many errors that were 

not different from the mistakes made by the students. For example, the adjective + noun 

collocation (Matthew, 6:16, p.15) 
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���ϭήѧѧϬψϳ�ϲѧѧϜϟ�ϢϬϫϮѧѧΟϭ�ϥϮѧ˷ΒτϘ˵ϳ�Ϧϳάѧѧϟ�ϥϭ̈́ήѧѧϤϟ�Ϟѧόϔϳ�ΎѧѧϤϛ��ϩϮѧѧΟϮϟ�ϲδѧΑΎϋ��ϮѧѧϧϮϜΗ�ϻ�ˬϥϮϣϮμѧѧΗ�ΎϣΪѧϨϋϭ�

ϦϴϤΎλ�αΎϨϠϟ�����������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������������    

   The above example was rendered by the Bible translators as, "when you fast, 

do not look somber as the hypocrites do" "look somber" is a verb + adjective collocation 

that replaces adjective + noun "?�?�bis?�l-wuj?�h" " ��ϩϮѧΟϮϟ�ϲδѧΑΎϋ". This translation shares 

neither the adjective +noun  collocational pattern nor the appropriateness of  selection of 

the equivalent for "?�?�bis?� ��ϲδѧΑΎϋ��� .  According to Oxford Advanced Dictionary (p.1217), 

this lexical item which is defined as: "sad and serious", cannot be considered an 

equivalent to the denotative meaning of "?�?�bis" " ��βΑΎѧϋ. The latter according to Hans 

Wher (p.588) is defined as: "to frown; to knit one's brows; to look sternly; give an angry 

look". All of the above definitions indicate bodily expressions of the face which could be 

natural reactions to being sad or serious but surely, they do not mean sad or serious. 

Nevertheless, the translators maneuvered their way around the meaning of this 

collocation by finding the nearest formal equivalent in which the meaning can be 

identified by context of situation, which determines the relevance of the word usage, its 

impact on the target reader and how they respond to it in those situations.  Hence, 

translating this collocation should have been observed by the indicated verb+ noun 

linguistic context   “ϢϬϫϮΟϭ�ϥϮ˷ΒτϘ˵ϳ " yuqa?�?�ib?�na wuj?�hahum" 

Although the  translators resorted to near synonymy strategy to ensure clarity 

and naturalness of the translated text in which  the original message had to be conveyed  

faithfully and effectively yet, in trying to keep the translation natural and easily read, 

translators often ran into a collocational clash by combining words that do not belong 

together. This point is further illustrated by the following example, (Matthew5:45,p.13)    

"yushriqu bishamsihi wa?�-?�?�li?�?�n "�������ϦϴΤϟΎμϟϭ�έήηϷ���ϰϠϋ�ϪδϤθΑ�ϕήθϳ��� 
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This collocation was translated as: "he causes his sun to rise on the evil and the 

good". However, this literal translation caused a collocational clash that resulted from 

two things; (i) combining the verb "cause" with "sunrise" and (ii) from combining "his" 

with the sun.  The verb "cause" according to Oxford Dictionary (1989, p.179) literally 

means: "make something happen". This definition cannot collocate with "sun rise" 

because no one can make the sunrise. This metaphorical collocation is connotatively 

used to convey a message .The sun literally is a symbol of light and metaphorically 

indicates spiritual light. Therefore, what actually shines and enlightens others is his 

wisdom and inner light that will be reflected on the "good and the evil".  In translators' 

attempt to select the exact near equivalent, they have  scarified the clarity and 

naturalness of the translated text.  Similar errors were committed by students when they 

adopted the same approach. They neither could render the collocation adequately nor 

were able to convey the semantic message embedded in the collocation. . 

Moreover, biblical collocations that carry special and figurative meanings were 

translated literally. The meaning reproduced was in terms of the source context was 

relatively meaningless to the target readers.  For example, in the translation of noun 

+noun collocation, "?�amalu-llah"   (John ,1:29.p.271): 

�ϢϟΎόϟ�ΔΌϴτΧ�Ϟϳΰϳ�ϱάϟ�Ϳ�˵ϞϤΣ�Ϯϫ�άϫ�˱ϼΎϗ�ϒΘϬϓ�ϩϮΤϧ�˴ΎϴΗ�ωϮδϳ�ΎϨΣϮϳ�ϯέ�ϲϟΎΘϟ�ϡϮϴϟ�ϲϓϭ� 

“wa fil-yawmil-t?�l?� ra??� y?�?�ann?� yas?�?�a ??�tiyan na?�wahu 

The Bible translators rendered this metaphorical noun +noun collocation as: 

"when he saw Jesus passing by, he said," Look, the lamb of God". The literal translation 

of the collocational constituent "lamb" neither conveys the connotative meaning, which 

involves the emotional response to this word, nor, it can be easily comprehended by 

target readers who may have a different cultural background. In fact, it would sound 

nonsensical. "Lamb" as a symbol of innocence and sacrifice must not be confined to the 
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denotative literal meaning of lamb. Loss of the metaphorical message and distortion of 

meaning is inevitable. However, if translators had to resort to this strategy in order retain 

faithfully the form of the source language ,then Nida suggested using "brackets, 

parentheses and even italics "(p.165) to ensure clarity of the message and preserve the 

cultural context of the original message. Thus, acceptable and accurate translations will 

be inevitable.  

 

4.4   Conclusion: 

The comparative findings indicate that there are similarities as well as slight 

differences between both; the professional translators and MA translation students. One 

prominent similarity was that they did not seriously consider the vital role played by the 

context. Accordingly, lexical as well as semantic errors were produced, leading to 

distortion and loss of meaning. 

The slight differences on the other hand between them could be attributed to the 

long years of experience of professional translation. This was evident in the methods 

used to transliterate certain culture bound collocations. Also professional translators 

could easily maneuver their way around when they were at a loss of finding the nearest 

lexical equivalent. They were capable of adding footnotes and comments to clarify the 

obscurity and ambiguity for the sake of clarity. 
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Chapter Five 

Summary of Findings, Recommendations and Suggestions for 

Future Research 

This study has investigated the problems of rendering collocations from Arabic 

into English in three religious texts namely: the Holy Quran, the Hadith and the Bible. It 

has also focused on the strategies employed by the students and professional translators 

in rendering collocations from Arabic into English. The findings have come to support 

the hypotheses of the study outlined in chapter (1). 

5.1 Summary of Findings and Discussion 

1-M.A translation students encounter many problems when they translate 

religious texts. 

2-M.A translation students tend to use literal translation and do not take the 

context into consideration in their translations.       

3-Professional translators commit errors that are similar to students'.  

Based on the discussion of the previous chapter, it was clearly revealed that not 

only M.A translation students but also professional translators commit errors of lexical 

and semantic types when rendering collocations of religious nature.  Results of test (A) 

indicated that (93.6%) of students' translations were erroneous. This included (42.5%) 

errors of lexical type, (37%) semantic errors and (14.1%) were deleted items, while only 

(6.4%) were correct responses.  

The findings of the present study are in agreement with the results which were 

reached by (Zughoul, 1991; Al-Ali, 2004) concerning the problems in rendering lexical 

items that are posed on novice translators as well as professional ones. Findings in test 

(B) also revealed that (47.8%) were errors of lexical type: deleted items marked (29.5 %) 
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while correct responses accounted for (22.7%). In test (C), (53.9%) of renditions were 

marked incorrect. This included (39.6%) lexical errors and (14.3%) were errors of 

semantic nature while (28.2%) were deleted items. Lexical and semantic errors have 

verified the belief that collocations constitute an area of difficulty in translation. The 

outcome of the study will be discussed in relation to two points: 

A- The various causes of errors committed by the participants of the 

study, relevant to review of literature. 

B- The difficulties posed on translators are due to the nature of 

theological contexts. 

With regard to the causes of mistranslation, the outcome of the results indicated 

that erroneous translations are attributed to several reasons, which can be categorized as: 

(i) unfamiliarity with collocations in religious texts. (ii) lack of awareness of the 

importance of the context in translation. (iii) the cultural and linguistic differences 

between the SL and TL. (iv) lack of bilingual dictionaries that deal with collocations in 

general and religious collocations in particular.  

 (i)  Unfamiliarity with collocations in religious texts: 

The outcome of this study has proved that the first and most significant reason 

for committing errors in the translation of religious collocations is the participants' 

unfamiliarity with certain collocations in the SL as well as in the TL. Certain lexical 

errors made by students in the three parts of the test reflected the participants' 

unfamiliarity with collocations within their first language. In general, certain 

collocations may seem familiar due to their usual occurrence in everyday language so 

that translators usually have sufficient exposure to such types. Accordingly, they have to 

be able to recognize these collocational patterns. However, their inability to recognize 

such collocational patterns is based on factors like these: (i) collocations that have a low 
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frequency of occurrence (ii) collocational constituents can collocate with each other in a 

unique way to form meaning that is completely different from its individual elements.  

In this present study, students could not distinguish between two similar lexical 

items in Arabic and this confusion was consequently reflected in their English 

translations. For example, the verb �?istaraqas" in the collocation,�"?istaraqas-sam?�a" 

"��ϊϤδѧϟ�ϕήΘѧγ·", was confused with "saraqa" "�ϕήѧγ". Similarly, the adjective "?�?�bis", in the 

collocation "?�?�bisil-wajh" " βΑΎϋϪΟϮϟ� ", was confused with "q?�s?� aw ?�?�rim" " ��ϭ�ϲγΎϗϡέΎλ .  

 Lexical errors that are detected in the present study give support to Mahmoud's 

findings (2005). He has acknowledged that students "are confronted with lexical 

problems in translation because they are incapable of identifying collocations in their 

first language" (p.7). In fact, these findings are highly consistent with inferences drawn 

by Newmark (1988) "a translator has to identify unusual SL collocations"(p.213). 

Moreover, Baker (1992) has related this familiarity to "patterns of collocations 

which have a history of recurrence in the language become part of our standard linguistic 

repertoire" (p.50). For example, collocations like" ��ˬέϭΰѧϟ�ΓΩΎϬѧη���� "shah?�datuz-z?�r" ���ΓΩϮѧϋ

ξ ϳήѧѧϤϟ�ˬ  "?�awditi il-mar?�?�"  ˬ "�ϚϳΪѧѧϟ�ΡΎѧѧλ" "?�?�ha add?�k" �ˬ��Ϫѧѧλήϔϟ�ΖΤϨѧѧγ��  "sana?�atil- 

fur?�aha", are all collocations of everyday use and consequently their renditions by the 

participants of the study should have been easy and adequate". By contrast, Baker (1992) 

added, "collocations which have little or no history or recurrence catch our attention and 

strike us as unusual" (p.50).  Hence, there are certain collocations that may be deemed 

unusual, marked, language specific or culture bound that cannot be easily identified by 

translators.        

On the other hand, Bahumaid (2006) has related the familiarity of collocations 

to "only native speakers of a language can recognize the figurative potential of 

collocability of a certain word"(p.135).  As for the participants' difficultly in recognizing 
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and translating collocations, Bahumaid (2006) attributed that to "the relative difficulty in 

predicting the selectional restrictions of the constituent elements of a collocation" (p. 

134).  

Hence, in any collocational pattern the combination of lexical items within a 

given construction is conditioned by the semantic features, which restrict the 

collocational selection of those items. However, in religious texts and particularly in the 

Holy Quran, Abdul-Raof (2007) indicated that "certain lexical items may violate the 

selectional restriction rule for rhetorical and stylistic functions" (p.25). This results in 

what Baker (1992) called "marked collocations" (p.61). Such collocations are employed 

in religious texts to create "images" that have in addition to their literal meaning another 

metaphorical sense (Baker, 1992, p.61). Most collocational patterns in the Holy Quran 

and in the Bible are considered to be unusual; such as:  "?isswadda wajhuhu" "��ΩϮѧγ

ϪϬΟϭ"  ˬ"ishta?�alar-ra?su shayb?�" ��ˬ��ΎΒϴη�αήϟ�ϞόΘη��� "?�akkat�wajhah?�" " �ΎϬϬΟϭ�ΖϜλ .  

Students' unfamiliarity of the association of these collocational constituents and 

their nonstandard compositionality made them unable to distinguish whether the 

meaning is literal or metaphorical.  

(ii)   Lack of awareness of the importance of the context in translation: 

The findings of the study indicated that the resulting failure of participants' 

translations is a byproduct of not considering the context and thus managing only to 

convey the denotative meanings. Specific collocations used in religious texts are so 

comprehensive in meaning that even professional translators may face difficulties in 

selecting the right collocate. However, the linguistic and extra -linguistic context have to 

be taken into consideration so that the connotative meaning of words is signaled and the 

semantic meaning is disambiguated. This is in agreement with Nida (1964) who has 
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realized that "translating does involve certain rather severe restrictions imposed by the 

cultural contexts and linguistic literary styles" (p.4). 

This outcome of the study is also highly consistent with Toury (1980) who has 

related adequacy and acceptability of the translated texts to context; "only by analyzing 

translated texts from within their cultural- linguistic context can one understand the 

translation process"(p.128)  

Similarly, Newmark (1988) has referred to the significant role played by the 

context in translation, "words are conditioned by a certain linguistic, referential, 

cultural and personal context"(p.193). However, the participants of this study 

overlooked the importance of the context in their translations and resorted to literal 

translations that completely distorted the meaning of the message. For example, the 

participants rendered certain metaphoric collocations literally without any 

consideration to the context thus; the connotative meaning of those collocations was 

not conveyed, "?ibya?�?�at'  '?�ayn?�hu" "��ϩΎѧϨϴϋ�Ζ˷πѧϴΑ�"  ˬ"yushriqu bi shamsihi" ��ϪδѧϤθΑ�ϕήθѧϳ"  ˬ

"a?�?�arabu  ?�al?� al?uðuni" ��Ϸ�ϰϠϋ�ΏήπϟϥΫ��  . 

Obviously, translating collocations that are so rich of cultural expressions 

requires broader and holistic background knowledge and not a partial one; that includes 

the linguistic and the cultural background. Both contexts are regarded as 

complementary, indivisible and interdependent. Accordingly, there should not be any 

potential separation between the two and if they are not united as translation takes 

place, then the translator runs the risk of failure to convey the intended message to TL.  

Thus, both contexts must be studied before working on the translation itself. Any 

careless decision in choosing equivalent expressions used in the translated text may 

cause various problems, such as the loss of meaning.  
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Furthermore, this study is in agreement with Shunnaq (1993) who has 

emphasized the role of the cultural context in the analysis of emotive lexical items. He 

advised translators who render emotive lexical items into English to "take the context 

into consideration particularly the cultural one which can also become very helpful in 

analyzing the emotive meaning and render it properly in the TL" (p.39). Shunnaq added, 

"in Arabic, we have numerous examples of lexical items or expressions, which pose a 

difficulty when translating into English. These translations look incongruent despite the 

efforts made by translators and in most cases; translators fail to convey their emotive 

connotative meanings" (p.39).  

(iii)   Cultural and linguistic differences between SL and TL:  

Evidence collected from the analysis of data indicates that source-language 

oriented collocations cannot be reproduced in an equivalent way in terms of semantic 

meaning and lexical equivalents.  

This study, in principle, investigated the translatability of Arabic culture-bound 

collocations into English. In other words, the meaning of collocations has to be 

communicated from the Arabic culture by its linguistic system into English culture. This 

process of communication proved to be complicated and difficult. Such complexity lies 

in the fact that what is considered culturally acceptable in SL culture may be regarded as 

totally strange and mysterious to TL. For example, Ali (1992) rendered the collocation,� 

" ���Ϣϴѧѧψϛ�Ϯѧѧϫϭ�ΩϮδѧѧϣ�ϪѧѧϬΟϭ�Ϟѧѧχ "?�alla wajhuhu muswaddan wahuwa ka?�?�m" as "his face 

darkens". This rendition is not relevant to the TL culture, therefore, it sounds nonsensical 

even if it is explained through the context (the birth of a baby girl in a family makes the 

father angry and full of rage). Hence, specific, culture-bound collocations that are deeply 

rooted in the structure of the language cannot be easily reproduced in an equivalent 

fashion. Moreover, their lexical constituents have a set of intrinsic semantic features that 
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condition their selectional restrictions and thus are untranslatable.  For example, the 

inherent comprehensive semantic features of noun +noun collocational pattern" ���ϥΎτϴѧη

�ϢϴΟέ "shay?�?�nun raj?�m"", made this collocation hard to render. 

 The untranslatability of this collocation reflects an area where intercultural 

equivalence does not exist.  The outcome of the study is in agreement with Shunnaq 

(1997) who holds a comprehensive view on the issue. He believes that Arabic and 

English are not only remote linguistically, but they are also remote culturally. Therefore, 

"the translator may find certain lexical items in Arabic that have no equivalence in 

English because the concepts they refer to do not exist in English. Such terms are 

normally culture- bound terms"(p.42). Thus, most Arabic collocations which are 

normally language and culture specific like:  "?iq?�matu?�-?�al?�t" " ���ϩϼμѧϟ�ΔѧϣΎϗ·  ˬ "it?�?uz-

zk?�t" "��ϩΎѧϛΰϟ�˯ΎѧΘϳ·"  ˬ �"?�ajjul-bayt" �ˬ��ΖѧϴΒϟ�ΞѧΣ�� “?�awmu rama?�?�n" ���ϥΎπѧϣέ�ϡϮѧλ�   have no 

equivalence in the TL. 

The impact of cultural diversity between the two languages is a hindrance in 

translation. Linguistically, an extreme problem is formed by lexical holes where a lexical 

item does not have a lexical equivalent in TL.  Shunnaq (1997) confirms that "translation 

of Islamic texts is further complicated when the translator attempts to render a key 

religious term that constitutes a complete referential gap in English" (p.44). Therefore, a 

translator would be in despair to find the precise equivalent of Quranic words and 

expressions that are restricted in their selections to certain collocates. This selection is 

based on the semantic relationship between the two constituents of the collocates. 
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(iv)   Lack of bilingual dictionaries: 

One of the major causes of students' unsatisfactory results in this study is the 

absence of dictionaries, whether monolingual or bilingual, that deal with collocations in 

general and in religious texts in particular. These findings are in agreement with 

Bahumaid (2006), who indicated that students and competent translators commit errors 

of lexical type due to the lack of bilingual and monolingual dictionaries. He then 

confirmed that, "no collocational Arabic-English dictionary has been produced so far" 

(p.147).  

 Although there are some classical lexicographers such as Al-Tha'aalibi (1981) 

and Abd-Albaqi (2001) who were keenly aware of the lexical items and their meanings 

yet, their work is not sufficient as it generally deals with Arabic synonyms in general.  

Nevertheless, Arabic is so rich with collocations that an Arabic dictionary of 

collocations would be a great value to students as well as translators. The absence of 

such comprehensive dictionaries is considered an obstacle, which confronts students as 

well as translators.  

This study is also in agreement with Hafiz (2002) who has emphasized this 

point further "indeed, what seems to be required is a dictionary of Arabic collocations 

that will help the advanced learner of the language…..avoid embarrassing mistakes" 

(p.99). He further continued, "the benefits of such a dictionary will in fact go beyond the 

foreign learner / user to the native speaker of Arabic, who often confuses between 

different prepositions when combined with certain verbs" (p.99).  

Similarly, Abdelwali (2002) indicated that "Quranic lexemes can be adequately 

translated into English provided that bilingual dictionaries that accurately document and 

explicate various meanings of Arabic words, both common and rare, are available" 

(p.22). 
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B- The findings of the study have confirmed that difficulties, which are 

posed on translators, are due to the nature of theological contexts.  

Consequently, when translators come across the hindrance of not finding a 

corresponding TL equivalent for the SL lexical item, they resort to several strategies to 

overcome the problems encountered. In fact, this is highly consistent with Færch & 

Kasper's (1983) justifications of using strategies "if the concept of translation strategy 

were of an empirical value, it would have to be linked to translation problems. Strategies 

emerge as soon as the translation cannot be carried out automatically" (p.286). In this 

study, it is evident that in the event of the participants' unfamiliarity with the equivalent 

TL collocations, various strategies were employed: 

 Related to the obtained results and the limitation of the study, a number of 

conclusions have been reached: 

1- Strategies that are used by students: 

• Using synonyms or near-synonyms. 

• Giving the meaning of the collocation 

• Resorting to literal translation 

• Avoiding the renditions of the collocation. 

• Paraphrasing and using literal translation. 

2- Professional translators employ additional strategies such as: 

• Transliteration. 

• Adding footnotes that explain what cannot be translated. 

• Adding the cultural context as part of their translation, in parenthesis. 

3- Culture-bound collocations of religious nature whether lexical or 

metaphorical present a special difficulty for the translator to render. 
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5.2 Recommendations: 

This study is believed to have shed light on collocations as a serious problem 

that faces the translators in general. In fact, since "the patterns of collocations are 

arbitrary and independent of meaning, within and across languages", (Baker, p. 48), then 

there are no fixed rules that determine the translations of collocations in religious texts.  

However, it is imperative that meaning should be the main preoccupation of all 

translators who have to do their best to transfer as much of the original meaning as they 

can into the TL. Consequently, translation will sound natural and native-like. In light of 

the findings of the study, it is recommended that:  

• MA translation students would benefit considerably by improving their 

lexical competence and this can be achieved through extensive reading. 

• Instructors should focus on the teaching of vocabulary while 

emphasizing the important role of collocations in language. Moreover, they should 

provide the students with intensive training in the use of collocations and in the 

difficulties involved in mistranslating them.  

• Translators must possess adequate contextual knowledge whether 

linguistic or cultural so that the selection of lexical items can be facilitated 

• Translators should be aware of and be well acquainted with the lexical 

restrictions, multi word-units and ambiguous terms not only in the TL but also in the SL. 

This will eventually lead to a better and more natural rendition of the message. 

•  It is recommended that the translator of religious texts should be well 

versed in the two languages and the two cultures (Arabic and English) so as not to miss 

any fragment or component of the meaning of the collocations existing in religious texts. 

•  Translators of religious texts and particularly translators of the Holy 

Quran should not rely on bilingual dictionaries only, but should consult the views of 
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Moslem scholars who would provide adequate interpretations to facilitate the process of 

comprehending the implicit message. 

•  When transference of the message is not that effective, the translator 

should supply contextual footnotes, which typically add: (i) implicit SL information so 

that TL reader can access the SL message. (ii) it smoothes the transference of SL 

message so that translation achieves a high degree of familiarity, readability, and 

integration into the target culture. 

  

5.3 Suggestions for Future Research 

Some future research that could extend the scope of this study and might be of 

benefit in teaching students and translators is: 

• Constructing a contextual dictionary for religious purposes;  that is a field –

specialized dictionary that includes terminologies that discuss and deal with lexical 

problems within their contexts.  

• Building a bilingual dictionary that includes categories of vocabulary from 

the three religious texts. The classification of lexical items is according to semantic 

areas. Every area explains various meanings of words within their contexts and 

distinguishes between classical words and modern ones. 
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Appendix 2 

Demographic questionnaire 

 

 

Please fill in the information below: 

 

  

1- Age     

2- Gender 1- Male (       ) 2- Female (       ) 

3- Level of Education 1- BA (       ) 2- MA (       ) 

4- First Language 1- Arabic (       ) 2- English (       ) 

5- 
Have you done any   

translation work before 
1- Yes (       ) 2- No (       ) 
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Appendix 3 
Translation Tests (1) 

Part (A): 15 Collocations from the Holy Quran 
Dear Participants, 

You are kindly requested to translate the underlined collocations into English in 

accordance with the context.  There are 15 collocations in each religious text; 15 in the 

Holy Quran, 15 in Hadith and 15 in the Bible. Your cooperation is highly appreciated. 

     A)  Collocations from the Holy Quran: 

���˴ΧϢ˸Ϭ˶ΑϮ˵Ϡ˵ϗ�Իϰ˴Ϡ˴ϋ�˵Ϫ͉Ϡϟ��˴Ϣ˴Θ˴�Իϰ˴Ϡ˴ϋ˴ϭ�˸Ϣ˶Ϭ˶ό˸Ϥ˴γ�Իϰ˴Ϡ˴ϋ˴ϭ�ϭ˴Ύ˴θ˶Ϗ�˸Ϣ˶ϫ˶ήԻ˴μ˸ΑϢ˲ϴ˶ψϋ�˲Ώ˴ά˴ϋ�˸Ϣ˵Ϭ˴ϟ˴ϭ�˲Γ����

              ……………………………………………………………………��

"-2�˴ϒ˵γϮ˵ϳ�ϰ˴Ϡ˴ϋ�Իϰ˴ϔ˴γ˴́Ի˴ϳ�˴ϝΎ˴ϗ˴ϭ�˸Ϣ˵Ϭ˸Ϩ˴ϋ�Իϰ͉ϟ˴Ϯ˴Η˴ϭΑ˸Լ˴ϭ�˵ϩΎ˴Ϩ˸ϴ˴ϋ�˸Ζ͉π˴ϴϢϴ˶ψ˴ϛ�˴Ϯ˵Ϭ˴ϓ�˶ϥ˸ΰ˵Τ˸ϟԼ�˴Ϧ˶ϣ�.˲����������

                    ………………………………………. .……………………………��

���Ϧ˴ϳ˶ή˶χΎ͉ϨϠ˶ϟ�Ύ˴ϫΎ͉Ϩ͉ϳ˴ί˴ϭ�˱ΎΟϭ˵ή˵Α�˶˯Ύ˴Ϥ͉δϟԼ�ϲ˶ϓ�Ύ˴Ϩ˸Ϡ˴ό˴Ο�˸Ϊ˴Ϙ˴ϟ˴ϭ ��͋Ϟ˵ϛ�Ϧ˶ϣ�Ύ˴ϫΎ˴Ϩ˸ψ˶ϔ˴Σ˴ϭϢ˳ϴ˶Ο͉έ�˳ϥΎ˴τ˸ϴ˴η��Ϧ˶˴ϣ�͉ϻ˶·ϊ˴˸Ϥ͉δϟԼ�˴ϕ˴ή˴Θ˸γԼ��

Ϧϴ˶Β͊ϣ�˲ΏΎ˴Ϭ˶η�˵Ϫ˴ό˴Β˸Η˴˴́ϓ�˲. ��

              …………………………………………………………………………..��

���Ϣ˸˶Ϭ˶ϧ˴Ϋ�ϰ˴Ϡ˴ϋ�Ύ˴Ϩ˸Α˴ή˴π˴ϓΪ˴ϋ�˴ϦϴϨγ�˶ϒ˸Ϭ˴Ϝ˸ϟ�ϲ˶ϓ�˱˴Ω�. 

……………………………………………………………………….��

5��͉ϳ˶ή˴ϛ˴ί�˵ϩ˴Ϊ˸Β˴ϋ�˴Ϛ͋Α˴έ�˶Ζ˴Ϥ˸Σ˴έ�˵ή˸ϛ˶Ϋ�Ύ˱˷ϴ˶ϔ˴Χ�˱˯˴Ϊ˶ϧ�˵Ϫ͉Α˴έ�Իϯ˴ΩΎ˴ϧ�˸Ϋ˶·�ϲ͉ϧ˶·�͋Ώ˴έ�˴ϝΎ˴ϗ�Ϩ͋˶ϣ�˵Ϣ˸ψ˴ό˸ϟԼ�˴Ϧ˴ϫ˴ϭϲ��Ϟ˴˴ό˴Θ˸ηԼ˴ϭ���˵α˸͉ήϟԼ

Β˸ϴ˴ηΎ˱˷ϴ˶Ϙ˴η�͋Ώ˴έ�ϚΎϋΪΑ�˸Ϧ˵ϛ˴�˸Ϣ˴ϟ˴ϭ�˱Ύ�. 

…………………………………………………………………………………��

����ϭϮϟϭ˴�˸Ϣ˵ϫΎ˴Ϩ˸Ϥ˶Σ˴έ�Ύ˴Ϩ˸ϔ˴θ˴ϛϢ˸Ϭ˶Α�Ύ˴ϣ��͈ή˵ο�Ϧ͋ϣ���ό˸˴ϳ�˸Ϣ˶Ϭ˶ϧΎ˴ϴ˸ϐ˵σ�ϲ˶ϓ�˸Ϯ͊Π˴Ϡ͉ϟϥ˴Ϯ˵Ϭ˴Ϥ����

………………………………………………………………………………��

�����˱ϼ˴Μ˴ϣ�˶ϦԻ˰˴Ϥ˸Σ͉ήϠ˶ϟ�˴Ώ˴ή˴ο�Ύ˴Ϥ˶Α�Ϣ˵ϫ˵Ϊ˴Σ˴�˴ή͋θ˵Α�˴Ϋ˶·˴ϭ�˱˷Ω˴Ϯ˸δ˵ϣ�˵Ϫ˵Ϭ˸Ο˴ϭ�͉Ϟ˴χϢϴ˶ψ˴ϛ�˴Ϯ˵ϫ˴ϭ������

………………………………………………………………………………….��

8����˵Ζ˸Ϙ˴Ϡ˴Χ�Ύ˴ϣϭβ˴ϧ˶ϹԼ˴ϭ�͉Ϧ˶Π˸ϟԼϥ˶ϭ˵Ϊ˵Β˸ό˴ϴ˶ϟ�͉ϻ˶·��. 

…………………………………………………………………………………��

�-��Γ˳͉ή˴λ�ϲ˶ϓ�˵Ϫ˵Η˴˴ή˸ϣԼ�˶Ζ˴Ϡ˴Β˸ϗ˴˴́ϓΎ˴Ϭ˴Ϭ˸Ο˴ϭ�˸Ζ͉Ϝ˴μ˴ϓ��˸Ζ˴ϟΎ˴ϗ˴ϭ�Ϣ˲ϴ˶Ϙ˴ϋ�˲ίϮ˵Π˴ϋ�. ��

� ……………………………………………………………………………….��

����Ϙ˸˴Η�˴ϼ˴ϓ�˴Ϣϴ˶Θ˴ϴ˸ϟԼ�Ύ͉ϣ˴˴́ϓή˸˴Ϭ���Ϟ˴˶͉δϟԼ�Ύ͉ϣ˴˴ϭ��ή˸˴Ϭ˸Ϩ˴Η�˴ϼ˴ϓ�Ι˸͋Ϊ˴Τ˴ϓ�˴Ϛ͋Α˴έ�˶Δ˴Ϥ˸ό˶Ϩ˶Α�Ύ͉ϣ˴˴ϭ"�. 

…………………………………………………………………………………… 
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Part (B):  15 Collocations from the Hadith��

�ϰϠλ�ϲΒϨϟ�ϦϋϝΎϗ�Ϫϧ�ϢϠγϭ�ϪϴϠϋ�Ϳ���

�������βѧϤΧ�ϰϠϋ�ϡϼγϹ�ϲϨΑ���������Ϳ�ϝϮѧγέ�ΪѧϤΤϣ�ϥϭ�Ϳ�ϻ·�Ϳ�ϻ�ϥ�ΓΩΎϬѧη��Γϼμѧϟ�ΔѧϣΎϗ·ϭ����˯ΎѧΘϳ·ϭ��

�ϥΎπϣέ�ϡϮλϭ�����ΓΎϛΰϟ��ΖϴΒϟ�ΞΣϭϼ˱ϴΒγ�Ϫϴϟ·�ωΎτΘγ�Ϧϣ������

…………………………………………………………………………��

���ΙϼΛ�ϖϓΎϨϤϟ�Δϳ�Ϋ·�Ώˬάϛ�ΙΪΣ�ϒϠΧ�Ϊϋϭ�Ϋ·ϭ�ˬ�Ϋ·ϭϥΎΧ�ϦϤΗ̈́������

…………………………………………………………………………��

�����Ϳ�ϰϟ·�ϝΎΟήϟ��ξϐΑ�ϥ·ϢμΨϟ�ΪϟϷ�� 

…………………………………………………………………………��

�������������ϝΎϘϓ�ήΎΒϜϟ�Ϧϋ�ϢϠγϭ�ϪϴϠϋ�Ϳ�ϰϠλ�ΪϤΤϣ�ϝϮγήϟ�˴ϞΌ˵γ�����ͿΎΑ�ϙήθϟ�ˬ��βϔϨѧϟ�˵ϞѧΘϗϭ����˵ϕϮѧϘϋϭ�

ϦϳΪϟϮϟ�ˬέϭΰϟ�ΓΩΎϬηϭ����

…………………………………………………………………………��

����ϭ�ΐϳήϏ�Ϛϧ́ϛ�ΎϴϧΪϟ�ϲϓ�Ϧϛ�ήΑΎϋϞϴΒγ�� ��

                     ………………………………………………………………… 

����Ύϣ�ϲΘϣ�Ϧϋ�ϲϟ�ίϭΎΠΗ�Ϳ�ϥ·ΖγϮγϭ�ϪΑ�ΎϫέϭΪλ�ϢϠϜΘΗ�ϭ�ϞϤόΗ�Ϣϟ�Ύϣ�������

…………………………………………………………………………… 

�����ˬϲϧΎόϟ�ϮϜϓϊΎΠϟ�ϮϤόσϭ��ˬξϳήϤϟ�ϭΩϮϋϭ��� 

………………………………………………………………… 
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Part (C): 15 Collocations from the Bible 

���ϢΛ�Ρϭήϟ�Ϊόλ�βϴϠΑ·�˶ϞΒϗ�Ϧϣ�͇Ώή˵̒˱Πϴϟ�ΔϳήΒϟ�ϰϟ·�ωϮδϴΑ����

………………………………………………………………………………..��

��������ϮϧϮϜΗ�ϻ�ˬϥϮϣϮμΗ�ΎϣΪϨϋϭ�ϩϮΟϮϟ�ϲδΑΎϋ������������ΎѧϨϠϟ�ϭήѧϬψϳ�ϲѧϜϟ�ϢϬϫϮΟϭ�ϥϮ˷ΒτϘ˵ϳ�Ϧϳάϟ�ϥϭ̈́ήϤϟ�Ϟόϔϳ�ΎϤϛ��α

ϦϴϤΎλ�. 

………………………………………………………………………………………��

3²��ϼ˴Ύϗ�ϒΘϬϓ�ϩϮΤϧ�˴ΎϴΗ�ωϮδϳ�ΎϨΣϮϳ�ϯέ�ϲϟΎΘϟ�ϡϮϴϟ�ϲϓϭ����Ϯϫ�άϫͿ�ϞϤΣϢϟΎόϟ�ΔΌϴτΧ�Ϟϳΰϳ�ϱάϟ��. 

………………………………………………………………………………………��

����έΎΟϭ�ΐϟΎόΜϠϟ���έΎϛϭ�˯ΎϤδϟ�έϮϴτϟϭ��ϳ�˲ϥΎϜϣ�Ϫϟ�βϴϠϓ�ϥΎδϧϹ�˵ϦΑ�Ύϣ��Ϫϴϟ·�˵Ϊ˴Ϩδ�. 

……………………………………………………………………………………….��

5����������������������������ϥϮѧΗ�ϲѧϓ�ϢϬϧϮѧΣήτϳϭ�ϢѧΛϹ�ϲѧΒϜΗήϣϭ�ϦϳΪδѧϔϤϟ�ϊѧϴϤΟ�ϪѧΗϮϜϠϣ�Ϧѧϣ�ϥϮѧΟήΨϴϓ�ˬϪѧΘϜϼϣ�ϥΎδϧϹ�ϦΑ�Ϟγήϳ

�˯ΎϜΒϟ�ϥϮϜϳ�ϙΎϨϫ�έΎϨϟϥΎϨγϷ�ήϳήλϭ����

………………………………………………………………………………………��

�����ϥΎόϤγ�ΓΎϤΣ�ΖϧΎϛϭεήϔϟ�˴ΔΤϳήσ�ΎόΗ�ˬϰϤΤϟ�Ϧϣ�ϲϧ�����

…………………………………………………………………………………………��

�����ϢΛΔ˵λήϔϟ�ΖΤϨγ�ϪΎϤψόϟ�˱˴ΔϤϴϟϭ�ϩΪϟϮϣ�ϯήϛΫ�ΔΒγΎϨϤΑ�αϭΩϭήϴϫ�ϡΎϗ�ΎϣΪϨϋ�������

…………………………………………………………………………………………��

��±����ΎϬϟΎΜϣ�ϡΪϋΈΑ�ϪΘόϳήη�ϲϓ�ϰγϮϣ�ΎϧΎλϭ�ΪϗϭΓέΎΠΤϟΎΑ�˱ΎϤΟέ"���

………..……………………………………….…………………………………˶˶� 

���ήϤΨϟΎΑ�ϭήϜδΗ�ϻΔϋϼΨϟ�ΎϬϴϔϓ�ˬ�� 

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

10��Ϟ˷ΤϳνήϤϟ�˯Ύϔη�ΖˮΒδϟ�ϡϮϳ�ϲϓ�����

……………………………………………………………………………………… 

�-1�������ϢϠϜΘϳ�ϝί�Ύϣ�Ϯϫϭ�ϝΎΤϟ�ϲϓϭ��ϚϳΪϟ�ΡΎλ�ˬ�����������������Ϋ·�ωϮδѧϳ�ΔѧϤϠϛ�αήѧτΑ�ήϛάѧΘϓ�αήѧτΑ�ϰѧϟ·�ήѧψϧϭ�ωϮδѧϳ�ΖϔΘϟΎϓ�

Ϫϟ�ϝΎϗ��ϗΕήϣ�ΙϼΛ�ϲϨΗήϜϧ�Ϊϗ�ϥϮϜΗ�ϚϳΪϟ�ϴμϳ�ϥ�ϞΒ����
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……………………………………………………………………………��

��

12���ϡϼψϟ�ΔϳϭΎϫ�ϕΎϤϋ�ϲϓ�ϢϬΣήσ�ϞΑϞγϼδϟΎΑ�ϦϳΪϴϘϣ���ϰϟ·�ϦϴγϮΒΤϣ�ϮϠψϳ�ΚϴΣ�ΏΎδΤϟ�ϡϮϳ������

 …………………………………………………………………………… 

�����ϪδϤθΑ�ϕήθϳϦϴΤϟΎμϟϭ�έήηϷ�ϰϠϋ�����

……………………………………………………………………………………….��
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Appendix 4 

Translation Test (2) 

Part (A)��

Name of Surah and Ayah Provided for Collocations in the Holy Quran 
��
��?�ya˶˶A Surah��Name of�

Surah 
��˸ϢϬ˶ΑϮ˵Ϡ˵ϗ�Իϰ˴Ϡ˴ϋ�˵Ϫ͉Ϡϟ��˴Ϣ˴Θ˴Χϋ˴˴ϭ�˸Ϣ˶Ϭ˶ό˸Ϥ˴γ�Իϰ˴Ϡ˴ϋ˴ϭ��Իϰѧ˴Ϡ��˲Γ˴ϭΎ˴θѧ˶Ϗ�˸Ϣ˶ϫ˶ήԻ˴μѧ˸Α˴��

Ϣ˲ϴ˶ψϋ�˲Ώ˴ά˴ϋ�˸Ϣ˵Ϭ˴ϟ˴ϭ���
Verb+ prepositional phrase��

7�����
Al-Baqra��
ϩήϘΒϟ��

 
����������˴ϒѧ˵γϮ˵ϳ�ϰѧ˴Ϡ˴ϋ�Իϰ˴ϔѧ˴γ˴́Ի˴ϳ�˴ϝΎѧ˴ϗ˴ϭ�˸Ϣ˵Ϭ˸Ϩѧ˴ϋ�Իϰ͉ϟ˴Ϯ˴Η˴ϭ��˵ϩΎѧ˴Ϩ˸ϴ˴ϋ�˸Ζ͉πѧ˴ϴ˸ΑԼ˴ϭ���˴Ϧѧ˶ϣ�

Ϣ˲ϴ˶ψ˴ϛ�˴Ϯ˵Ϭ˴ϓ�˶ϥ˸ΰ˵Τ˸ϟԼ���
Metaphorical collocation 

��

��������

��
Yo?�sif��

��
ϒγϮϳ 

�������������˴Ϧϳ˶ή˶χΎѧ͉ϨϠ˶ϟ�Ύѧ˴ϫΎ͉Ϩ͉ϳ˴ί˴ϭ�˱ΎѧΟϭ˵ή˵Α�˶˯Ύ˴Ϥ͉δѧϟԼ�ϲѧ˶ϓ�Ύѧ˴Ϩ˸Ϡ˴ό˴Ο�˸Ϊ˴Ϙ˴ϟ˴ϭ���Ύѧ˴ϫΎ˴Ϩ˸ψ˶ϔ˴Σ˴ϭ
�͋Ϟѧѧ˵ϛ�Ϧѧѧ˶ϣ�˳Ϣϴѧѧ˶Ο͉έ�˳ϥΎ˴τ˸ϴѧѧ˴η��Ϧ˶ѧѧ˴ϣ�͉ϻ˶·�˴ϊ˸Ϥ͉δѧѧϟԼ�˴ϕ˴ή˴Θѧѧ˸γԼ���˲ΏΎ˴Ϭѧѧ˶η�˵Ϫѧѧ˴ό˴Β˸Η˴˴́ϓ�

Ϧ˲ϴ˶Β͊ϣ���
Figurative collocation 

��

��������

 
Al-Hijr 
ήΠΤϟ��

��

��Ϣ˸˶Ϭ˶ϧ˴Ϋ�ϰ˴Ϡ˴ϋ�Ύ˴Ϩ˸Α˴ή˴π˴ϓ˱˴Ω˴Ϊϋ�˴ϦϴϨγ�˶ϒ˸Ϭ˴Ϝ˸ϟ�ϲ˶ϓ����
Metaphorical collocations 

��
��������

The 
Cave 
ϒϬϜϟ 

�����͉ϳ˶ή˴ϛ˴ί�˵ϩ˴Ϊ˸Β˴ϋ�˴Ϛ͋Α˴έ�˶Ζ˴Ϥ˸Σ˴έ�˵ή˸ϛ˶Ϋ������˱Ύѧ˷ϴ˶ϔ˴Χ�˱˯˴Ϊѧ˶ϧ�˵Ϫ͉Α˴έ�Իϯ˴ΩΎ˴ϧ�˸Ϋ˶·���͋Ώ˴έ�˴ϝΎѧ˴ϗ
ϲ͉ϧ˶·�����ϲѧ͋Ϩ˶ϣ�˵Ϣ˸ψ˴ό˸ϟԼ�˴Ϧ˴ϫ˴ϭ������˸ϴѧ˴η�˵α˸͉ήѧϟԼ�˴Ϟ˴ό˴Θѧ˸ηԼ˴ϭΎ˱Β����ϚΎϋΪѧΑ�˸Ϧѧ˵ϛ˴�˸Ϣѧ˴ϟ˴ϭ�

Ύ˱˷ϴ˶Ϙ˴η�͋Ώ˴έ���
Metaphorical collocation 

��

4��19��

��
Mariam��

 
Ϣϳήϣ 

�ϭ˴�˸Ϣ˵ϫΎѧѧ˴Ϩ˸Ϥ˶Σ˴έ�ϮѧѧϟϭΎ˴Ϩ˸ϔ˴θѧѧ˴ϛϢ˸ѧѧϬ˶Α�Ύѧѧ˴ϣ�Ϧѧѧ͋ϣ�ή͈ѧѧ˵ο��˸Ϣ˶Ϭ˶ϧΎѧѧ˴ϴ˸ϐ˵σ�ϲѧѧ˶ϓ�˸Ϯѧѧ͊Π˴Ϡ͉ϟ�
ϳ˴ϥ˴Ϯ˵Ϭ˴Ϥ˸ό���

Verb +prepositional phrase��
75��23��

ϥϮϨϣΆϤϟ��
 

Al-Mu'minun��
����������˱ϼ˴Μѧ˴ϣ�˶ϦԻ˰˴Ϥ˸Σ͉ήϠ˶ϟ�˴Ώ˴ή˴ο�Ύ˴Ϥ˶Α�Ϣ˵ϫ˵Ϊ˴Σ˴�˴ή͋θ˵Α�˴Ϋ˶·˴ϭ����˱˷Ω˴Ϯ˸δѧ˵ϣ�˵Ϫѧ˵Ϭ˸Ο˴ϭ�͉Ϟѧ˴χ

Ϣϴ˶ψ˴ϛ�˴Ϯ˵ϫ˴ϭ���
Metaphorical collocation 

��

��������
Az-Zukruf 
ϑήΧΰϟ��

 

��˵Ζ˸Ϙ˴Ϡ˴Χ�Ύ˴ϣϭβ˴ϧ˶ϹԼ˴ϭ�͉Ϧ˶Π˸ϟԼϥϭ˵Ϊ˵Β˸ό˴ϴ˶ϟ�͉ϻ˶·��˶��
Noun+noun ��������

Adh��
Dhariyat 
ΕΎϳέάϟ��

�Γ˳͉ή˴λ�ϲ˶ϓ�˵Ϫ˵Η˴˴ή˸ϣԼ�˶Ζ˴Ϡ˴Β˸ϗ˴˴́ϓΎ˴Ϭ˴Ϭ˸Ο˴ϭ�˸Ζ͉Ϝ˴μ˴ϓ��˸Ζ˴ϟΎ˴ϗ˴ϭ�Ϣ˲ϴ˶Ϙ˴ϋ�˲ίϮ˵Π˴ϋ���
Adjective+adjective��Verb+ noun 29������

dh-˶A 
Dhariyat��
ΕΎϳέάϟ��

�ϣ͉˴́˴ϓ�˴ϴ˸ϟԼ�Ύ��˴Ϭ˸Ϙ˴Η�˴ϼ˴ϓ�˴Ϣϴ˶Θή˸���ϣ͉˴˴ϭ�˴Ϟ˶͉δϟԼ�Ύ���˸ή˴Ϭ˸Ϩ˴Η�˴ϼ˴ϓ�����˴Ϛѧ͋Α˴έ�˶Δѧ˴Ϥ˸ό˶Ϩ˶Α�Ύѧ͉ϣ˴˴ϭ
Ι˸͋Ϊ˴Τ˴ϓ���

Noun +verb��
9&10������Ad- Dhuha��

ϰΤπϟ��
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Part (B) 
Source and Number of Page Provided for Collocations in the Hadith 
Related by Cited in ϝΎϗ�Ϫϧ�ϢϠγϭ�ϪϴϠϋ�Ϳ�ϰϠλ�ϲΒϨϟ�Ϧϋ�  

Al-Bukh?�r?� & 
Muslim 

An_Nawaw?�s 
Forty Hadith 
p. 34 

���βϤΧ�ϰϠϋ�ϡϼγϹ�ϲϨΑ����Ϳ�ϻ·�Ϳ�ϻ�ϥ�ΓΩΎϬη
�ΓΎϛΰϟ�˯ΎΘϳ·ϭ���Γϼμϟ�ΔϣΎϗ·ϭ�Ϳ�ϝϮγέ�ΪϤΤϣ�ϥϭ

�˱ϼϴΒγ�Ϫϴϟ·�ωΎτΘγ�Ϧϣ���ΖϴΒϟ�ΞΣϭ���ϥΎπϣέ�ϡϮλϭ 
Noun+ noun 

Al-Bukh?�r?� 
The Blessing of 
Islam 
p.57 

�ˬ�ϒϠΧ�Ϊϋϭ�Ϋ·ϭ�ˬΏάϛ�ΙΪΣ�Ϋ·�ΙϼΛ�ϖϓΎϨϤϟ�Δϳ�
�ϥΎΧ�ϦϤΗ̈́�Ϋ·ϭ 

Verb+verb 

Al-Bukh?�r?� 
The Blessing of 
Islam 
p.61 

��ϢμΨϟ�ΪϟϷ�Ϳ�ϰϟ·�ϝΎΟήϟ��ξϐΑ�ϥ·" 
Adjective + adjective 

Al-Bukh?�r?� 
The Blessing of 
Islam 
p.8 

��ήΎΒϜϟ�Ϧϋ�ϢϠγϭ�ϪϴϠϋ�Ϳ�ϰϠλ�ΪϤΤϣ�ϝϮγήϟ�˴ϞΌ˵γ
�ˬϦϳΪϟϮϟ�˵ϕϮϘϋϭ�ˬβϔϨϟ�˵ϞΘϗϭ�ˬͿΎΑ�ϙήθϟ����ϝΎϘϓ

��έϭΰϟ�ΓΩΎϬηϭ 
Noun+noun 

Al-Bukh?�r?� 
The Blessing of 
Islam 
p.86 

�ΎϫέϭΪλ�ϪΑ�ΖγϮγϭ�Ύϣ�ϲΘϣ�Ϧϋ�ϲϟ�ίϭΎΠΗ�Ϳ�ϥ·�
ϢϠϜΘΗ�ϭ�ϞϤόΗ�Ϣϟ�Ύϣ��  

Verb+prep+noun 

Al-Bukh?�r?� 
The Blessing of 
Islam 
p.90 

�ξϳήϤϟ�ϭΩϮϋϭ�ˬ�ϊΎΠϟ�ϮϤόσϭ�ˬ�ϲϧΎόϟ�ϮϜϓ� 
Verb+noun 

Al-Bukh?�r?� 
An_Nawaw?�s 
Forty Hadith 
p.123 

�ϞϴΒγ�ήΑΎϋ�ϭ�ΐϳήϏ�Ϛϧ́ϛ�ΎϴϧΪϟ�ϲϓ�Ϧϛ" 
Noun+noun 
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Part (C) 

Source and Number of Page Provided for Collocations in  the Bible��

 (Matthew, 3:4, p.7) �ϢΛ�Ρϭήϟ�Ϊόλ�βϴϠΑ·�˶ϞΒϗ�Ϧϣ�͇Ώή˵̒˱Πϴϟ�ΔϳήΒϟ�ϰϟ·�ωϮδϴΑ�� 
Verb+noun��

(Matthew, 6:16, p.15)��
��ϮϧϮϜΗ�ϻ�ˬϥϮϣϮμΗ�ΎϣΪϨϋϭϩϮΟϮϟ�ϲδΑΎϋ��ϥϭ̈́ήϤϟ�Ϟόϔϳ�ΎϤϛ��

Ϡϟ�ϭήϬψϳ�ϲϜϟ�ϢϬϫϮΟϭ�ϥϮ˷ΒτϘ˵ϳ�ϦϳάϟϦϴϤΎλ�αΎϨ���
Adjective+noun 

(John ,1:29.p.271) 
����������������˱ϼΎѧϗ�ϒѧΘϬϓ�ϩϮѧΤϧ�ΎѧϴΗ�ωϮδѧϳ�ΎѧϨΣϮϳ�ϯέ�ϲϟΎΘϟ�ϡϮϴϟ�ϲϓϭ������Ϯѧϫ�άѧϫ

Ϳ�˵ϞϤΣϢϟΎόϟ�ΔΌϴτΧ�Ϟϳΰϳ�ϱάϟ�� 
Noun+ noun 

(Matthew, 8:20, p.22) 
 

��έΎΟϭ�ΐϟΎόΜϠϟ����έΎϛϭ�˯ΎϤδϟ�έϮϴτϟϭ��������˲ϥΎѧϜϣ�Ϫϟ�βϴϠϓ�ϥΎδϧϹ�˵ϦΑ�Ύϣ�
Ϫϴϟ·�˵Ϊ˴Ϩδϳ� 

Noun+noun 

(Matthew, 13:42, p.43) 

����������������ϦϳΪδѧϔϤϟ�ϊѧϴϤΟ�ϪѧΗϮϜϠϣ�Ϧѧϣ�ϥϮѧΟήΨϴϓ�ˬϪѧΘϜϼϣ�ϥΎδϧϹ�ϦΑ�Ϟγήϳ
�������˯ΎѧϜΒϟ�ϥϮѧϜϳ�ϙΎѧϨϫ�ˬέΎϨϟ�ϥϮΗ�ϲϓ�ϢϬϧϮΣήτϳϭ�ϢΛϹ�ϲΒϜΗήϣϭ��ήϳήѧλϭ

ϥΎϨγϷ� 
Noun+noun��

(Mark, 1:30, p.103). 
 

��γ�ΓΎϤΣ�ΖϧΎϛϭϥΎόϤεήϔϟ�˴ΔΤϳήσ�ϲϧΎόΗ�ˬ 
ϰϤΤϟ�Ϧϣ� 

˶˶Adjective+noun��

(Mark, 6: 21, p.120 
�ϢѧѧΛ�˵Δѧѧλήϔϟ�ΖΤϨѧѧγ������ϩΪѧѧϟϮϣ�ϯήѧѧϛΫ�ΔΒѧѧγΎϨϤΑ�αϭΩϭήѧѧϴϫ�ϡΎѧѧϗ�ΎϣΪѧѧϨϋ�

ϪΎϤψόϟ�˱˴ΔϤϴϟϭ���
Verb+noun 

(John, 8: 5, p. 297) ���ΎϬϟΎΜϣ�ϡΪϋΈΑ�ϪΘόϳήη�ϲϓ�ϰγϮϣ�ΎϧΎλϭ�ΪϗϭΓέΎΠΤϟΎΑ�˱ΎϤΟέ� 
Noun+prep+noun��

(Ephesians 5: 18, p. 579). �ήϤΨϟΎΑ�ϭήϜδΗ�ϻΔϋϼΨϟ�ΎϬϴϔϓ�ˬ� ��
Verb+ preposition +noun -��

(Matthew, 12:10 p.35) ��Ϟ˷ΤϳνήϤϟ�˯Ύϔη�ΖˮΒδϟ�ϡϮϳ�ϲϓ�� 
Noun+noun 

(Luke, 22: 61, p. 258) 

���������ϢϠϜΘϳ�ϝί��Ύϣ�Ϯϫϭ�ϝΎΤϟ�ϲϓϭ��ϚϳΪѧϟ�ΡΎλˬ���������ϰѧϟ·�ήѧψϧϭ�ωϮδѧϳ�ΖѧϔΘϟΎϓ
�Ϡϛ�αήѧѧτΑ�ήϛάѧѧΘϓ�αήѧѧτΑ�Ϫѧѧϟ�ϝΎѧѧϗ�Ϋ·�ωϮδѧѧϳ�ΔѧѧϤ����ϚϳΪѧѧϟ�ϴμѧѧϳ�ϥ�ϞѧѧΒϗ

Εήϣ�ΙϼΛ�ϲϨΗήϜϧ�Ϊϗ�ϥϮϜΗ����
Verb+noun 

(Peter, 2:4, p. 711). 
����������ϡϼѧψϟ�ΔѧϳϭΎϫ�ϕΎѧϤϋ�ϲϓ�ϢϬΣήσ�ϞΑ����ϞγϼδѧϟΎΑ�ϦϳΪѧϴϘϣ����ϮѧϠ˷ψϳ�ΚѧϴΣ�

�ϰϟ·�ϦϴγϮΒΤϣϡϮϳ�ΏΎδΤϟ� 
Adjective+prep+noun 

(Matthew, 5:45,p.13) ��ϪδϤθΑ�ϕήθϳΤϟΎμϟϭ�έήηϷ�ϰϠϋ�Ϧϴ���
Verb+prep+noun��
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Appendix 5 

Panel of Experts and  Validation  Committee 
 

     Professor Abdullah Shakir, 

  PhD Applied Linguistics. 

  Chairman, Dept. of English Language and Literature. 

  Yarmouk University. 

 

        Dr. Hussein Obeidat, 

    Associate Professor, 

    PhD Linguistics. 

    Director, Faculty Development Center, 

    Yarmouk University. 

 

      Dr. Suleiman Abbas, 

   Assistant Professor, 

    PhD Linguistics, 

    Director General,  

   Atlas Global Center for Studies and Research. 
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Appendix 6 

Panel of Professional Translators and Reliability Committee 
   
1) Name Dia' Salem Qutashat; translator 
 Title editor, dubbing and subtitling trainer 
 Employer Sartawi Group for Translation and Conferences 
 Education B.A in Agriculture, Baghdad University 1970. 
   
2) Name Ammar Jaber, 
 Title chief translator, freelance translator and interpreter 
 Employer American Embassy 
 Education BA in English, University of Jordan. 
   
3) Name Muhammad Yahya Aburisha, 
 Title university lecturer and translator 
 Employer University of Petra, Sartawi Group for Translation 
 Education M.A in Translation, University of Jordan. 
   
4) Name  Dr.Reem Salah Sartawi, 
 Title university professor, translator and interpreter 
 Employer University of Petra. Sartawi Group for Translation 
 Education PhD translation and linguistics, Sydney University. 
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